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CURRENT ESTIMATES FROM
THE NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Susan S. Jack and Peter W. Ries, Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
This report presents national estimates of
acute illnesses and injuries, disability days, limi-
tation of activity due to chronic conditions,
prevalence of selected reported chronic condi-
tions, and measures of health care utilization for
1979. These variables represent the basic health
items for which data were collected in the 1979
National Health Interview Survey of the U.S.
civilian noninstitutionalized population.
The detailed tables in this report contain
data limited to age and sex population cate-
gories. More detailed analyses of similar data by
other social, economic, and demographic cate-
gories will be presented in forthcoming reports.
The text tables present data that indicate recent
trends for major health items collected in 1979
as well as for the 2 previous years. Other Current
Estimates reports in Series 10 (Numbers 126 and
130) present detailed data for 1977 and 1978
that are comparable with data shown in this
report for 1979.
A major change made in 1979 affects the
comparison of 1979 illness data with data from
earlier years. In 1979 illness and injuries were
coded using the ninth revision of the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases,l rather than the
eighth revision used in 1978 and earlier. Caution
should therefore be used when comparing data
in specific disease categories. Detailed informa-
tion on the old and new disease category classi-
fications is available from the Interview and Ex-
amination Statistics Program of the National
Center for Health Statistics.
Although published reports are the primary
vehicle for disseminating statistical estimates
from the National Health Interview Survey, data
are also available in the form of standardized
micro data tapes. Questions pertaining to cost,
delivery time, and data availability should be
directed to the Interview and Examination Sta-
tistics Program of the National Center for Health
Statistics.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
Acute conditions are defined as those ill-
nesses and injuries that have lasted less than 3
months and that have involved either medical
attention or 1 day or more of restricted activity.
However, to counteract the effect of memory
decay, which impairs the validity of the esti-
mates, the annual incidence of acute conditions
is calculated by including only those conditions
that had their onset during the 2 weeks prior to
the week of the interview and that caused re-
stricted activity or required medical care during
the 2-week period.
During 1979 an estimated 464.5 million
acute illnesses and injuries occurred among the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States (tables 1 and 2). The incidence
rate of 215.3 acute conditions per 100 persons
for 1979 is somewhat lower than the rates for
the 2 previous years (table A); however, the dif-
ferences are not statistically significant.
Comparing 1979 rates for the major classi-
fications- of ;cute conditions with 1978 rates
shows two sigr$ficant changes. The higher re-
ported incidence rate for influenza in 1978
appears to be primarily responsible for the fluc-
tuating incidence rate for acute respiratory con-
ditions.’ The higher rate for “all other acute
conditions” in 1979 appears to be due primarily
to significantly higher rates of genitourinary dis-
orders and diseases of the skin. However, cau-
tion should be used when making specific cate-
gory comparisons ~etween 1979 data and
earlier data due to a change from the eighth, to
the ninth revision of the International Classifica-
tion of Diseases used for coding. Some apparent
changes may be artifacts of changes in coding
categories.
During 1979 acute illnesses and injuries
caused an average. of ~.4 days of restricted activ-
ity per person (table; A, 3, and 5)—a rate Virtu-
ally identical to that of 1977 but significantly
lower than that of 1978, with the difference due
primady to a lower rate for influenza. The rate
of 4.1 bed-disability days per person for 1979
(tables A, 4, and 6) was also ldwer than the rate
for the previous year, due primarily to’the lower
bed-day rate for influenza. The rate of 4.8
school-loss days per child aged 6-16 years is simi-
lar to the rates for both 1978 and 1977 (tables
A and 7). The number of days lost from work
because of acute conditions among the currently
employed population was similar for 1979 and
1978 (tables A and ‘8)–about 3+4 days per
person.
During 1979 approximately 69 million per-
sons were injured (table 9 )—a rate of 3?.0 per-
sons injured per 100 persons (table A). The rates
were highest among those under 6 years of age
(38.1), due primarily to accidents in the home,
and among the 17-44 year age group (37.3)
(table 9). Associated with these injuries were
345.4 days of restricted activity (table 10) and
92.5 days of bed disability (table 11) per 100
persons per year. Although the rate of persons
injured tended to decrease with age, the number
of restricted-activity and bed-disability days per
person per year associated with injuries in-
creased with age. ‘ 1
a For further details and quarterly estimates, see
Series 10, Number 130.
!
Table A. Incidencb of acute conditions, associated disability
days, and persons injurad: United States, 1977-79
Item
Acute conditions
-.
All acute conditions ... .. .. . .. .. ..
Infective and parasitic diseeses .. .. .. .. .
Respiratory conditions .... .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .
Upper respiratory conditions ... ...
Influenza .. . ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .... ..
Other respiratory conditions .. .. ...
Digestive system conditions .. . .. .... .. ..
injuries .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... . ... ... ... . ... . .. . .. .... . .
All other acute conditions .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .
Days of disability
associated with acute
conditions
Restricted-activity days .. .. ... .. . ... .. ... . .
Bed-disability days .. . .. . ... . .... . .. ... .. .. .. .
Work-loss days (ages 17 years
and over) l ... .. .. . ... .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . ...
School-loss days (ages 6-16
years) .... . .. .... .. . ... .. ... .. . ... . ... .. ... . ... .. .
Class of accident
All classes of accident ... .. ... .. ..
Moving motor vehicle..! .. .. . ... . ...~. ... .. .
While at work ... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. . ... .. .. ....
Home .. .. .. . ..... .. . .. ... . ....l ... .. .. .. ... . ... ... ..
Other .. .. . ... ... .. ... .. .. ... . ... . ... ... . ... ... . ... . .
Number of acute
conditions per 100
persons per year
T
218.8 218.2
27.2 24.7
109.7 115.8
63.2 59.1
40.4 50.3
6.2 6.3
11.2 10.7
36.4 33.1
34.2 33.9
215.3
24.4
“107.3
60,1
40.5
6.7 ‘
11.4
34.5
37.7
Days of disability
per 100 persbns
per year
940.8 989.7 939.9
417.3 444.7 413.4
346.6 376.6 350,6 ‘
491.2 480.7 477.8 ‘
Number of persons 8
injured per 100
per~ons per yaar
m-
34.8 31.6 32.0
2.4 2.1 2,3 ‘
5.4 4.9 5.6
13.9 11.9 11.5
14.8 13.9 14.0
1 For currently employed population.
Days.of Disability
Table B shows days of disability per person
per year for both acute and chronic conditions
for 1977-79. “Days of disability” refers to both
temporary and long-term reduction of a person’s
activity due to acute or chronic conditions. The
four types of disability days (restricted-activity,
bed-disability, work-loss, and school-loss days)
are reported in the health interview in associa-
tion with specific acute and chronic conditions.
Although it is possible for a particular day of
disability to be attributed to multiple condi-
tions, the person-day measure, used in table B,
counts each day of disability only once, re-
gardless of the number of conditions causing
2
Table B. Days of disability par person per yaar, by type of
disability day: United States, 1977-79
Type of disability day 1977 1978 1979
Restricted-activity days .... . ... . ... .. .. ... ...
Bed-disability days .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. . ..
Work-loss days (ages 17 years
andover)l .... .. .... ... . .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .
School-loss days (ages 6-16
yaars) ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... . ... ... ... .. . .. ... .
Days of disability
per person per year
17.8 19.0
6.7
5.0 I 5.2 I 5.0
5.4 5.4 5.3
1For currently employed population.
disability on that day. A day of restricted activity
is one during which a person reduces his or her
normal activity for all or most of the day be-
cause of an illness or injury. Each day spent in
bed for all or most of the day is counted as a
day of restricted activity. Similarly, each day
lost from work or school is a day of restricted
activity. Days on which people cut down on the
things that they usually do for the whole day,
but which were not bed days, work-loss days, or
school-loss days, are also counted as restricted-
activity days.
In 1979 there were an estimated 19.0 days
of restricted activity per person as a result of
chronic and acute illnesses or injuries-z rate
similar to that of 1978. The number of restricted-
activity days per person per year ranged from
11.0 days for children under 17 years of age to
41.9 days for adults 65 years of age and over
(table 12). The average number of bed-disability
days per person during 1979 (6.7) was not sig-
nificantly different from that in 1978 and was
similar to that in 1977 (table B). There were an
estimated 483 million days lost from work due
to illness or injury–5.O days per currently em-
ployed person 17 years of age and over per year,
a rate similar to that of 1978.
Females reported more restricted-activity,
bed-disability, and work-loss days per person
than did males during 1979 (table 12), as in
previous years.
‘l’he number of days lost from school for
children 6-16 years of age during 1979 was 5.3
days per child, which is similar to the 1978 rate
(tables B and 13).
Limitation of Activity
The concept of limitation of activity used in
this report refers to long-term reduction in activ-
ity resulting from chronic disease or impairment.
The measurement of this concept in the Na-
tional Health Interview Survey (NHIS) permits
one to distinguish among (1) persons unable to
carry on their usual activity, (2) persons limited
in the amount or kind of their usual activity,
(3) persons limited but not in their usual activ-
ity, and (4) persons not limited. The category of
persons limited in their major activity includes
those in the first two groups, that is, those un-
able to carry on the usual activity for their age-
sex group, whether it is working, keeping house,
or going to school, and those restricted in the
amount or kind of usual activity for their age-
sex group. Persons limited but not in their major
activity include persons restricted in other activi-
ties, such as civic, church, or recreational activi-
ties. Table C shows the percent of the popula-
tion with limitation of activity for 1977-79.
The 1979 NHIS produced an estimate of
14.6 percent of the population as limited in
activities as a result of one or more chronic con-
ditions. Although the 1979 estimate appears to
extend a trend of an increasing proportion of
the population with limitations (see table C), the
lower figure for 1977 is due in large part to a
procedural change in the interview question-
naire. As indicated in an earlier report (Series
10, Number 126, page 3), the regular NHIS
questions on limitation of activity were used to
screen respondents according to whether or not
they would receive a special supplement on
disability.
Table C. Percent of the total population with limitation of
activity due to chronic conditions: United States, 1977-79
Limitation of activity 1977 1978 1979
Percent of total
population
Limited in activity .... ... .. ... .. .. . .... . .. .. .. . 13.5 14.2 14.6
Limitad in major activityl ... .... .. .. . 10.4 10.6 10.9
No limitation of activity ... .. .. .. ... .. .. . ... 86.5 85.8 85.4
1Major ectivity refers to abiMy to work, keep house, or
engage in school or preschool activities.
3
In general, the direction of the relationships
between limitation of activity, age, and sex in
1979 (table 14) was similar to the direction ob-
served in earlier years.
Utilization of Medical Sewices
Measures of the utilization of health services
as reported in the NHIS are shown in tables
15-21 and highlighted in table D.
Information was obtained in the NHIS on
the hospitalization experience of each household
member during the 12-month period prior to the
week of the interview. Two measures of hospi-
talization were derived from this information:
hospital discharges and hospital episodes. Differ-
ences in the estimating procedures for the two
measures are described in appendix I (see “Ex-
planation of hospital recall”). Information on
hospital discharges from hospital records is also
collected through the National Hospital Dis-
charge Survey (NHDS) conducted by NCHS.
Estimates from the NHDS, published in Series
13 of Vital and Health Statistics, are somewhat
higher than those presented here because of dif-
ferences in collection procedures, population
sampled, and definitions used. The most recent
national estimates of short-stay hospitalizations
based on the National Hospital Discharge Survey
are summarized in Series 13, No. 46.2
Table D. Selected measures of health care utilization:
United States, 1977-79
Measure of utilization
Hospitalization
Number of discharges per 100
persons per year . .. .. . .... .. .. ... .... . ... .. ...
Average length of stay in days .. .... .. . ...
Percent of persons with 1 hospital
episode or more ... ... ... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ..
Dental visits
Number per person per year . .. .. .... . .. ...
Percent of persons with visits
in past year ... .. ... .. .... .. .. .... .. . .... . .... . .. .
Physician visits
Number per person per year .. . ... .. ... . ...
Percent of persons with visits
in past year ... .. ... .. .. .. . .... .. ... .. .. .... ... . ..
1977
14.0
7.8
10.4
1.6
49.7
4.8
75.1
1978
14.0
7.9
10.4
1.6
49.9
4.8
75.4
1979
13.9
7.8
10.3
1.7
50.2
4.7
75.1
During 1979 there were an estimated 13.9
discharges from short-stay hospitals per 100 per-
sons–similar to the rate for 1978 (tables D and
15). The rate of discharges per 100 persons for
those 65 years of age and over (27.0) was about
4 times as high as that for children under 17
years of age (6.5). The average length of stay in
days per hospital discharge was 7.8, about the
same as reported for the previous years. Persons
under 35 years of age experienced hospitzd stays
that averaged about 5% days. Older persons had
increasingly longer stays; those aged 65 years
and over averaged about 10.8 days. Except for
persons aged 65 years and over, males experi-
enced longer stays than did females.
Approximately 10.3 percent of the popula-
tion were hospitalized at least once during the
year preceding the interview (table 16). About
82 percent of these persons had only one stay in
a hospital. In 1979 persons with one hospital
episode or more spent an average of 9.6 days per
person in the hospital (table 17).
There were an estimated 366.3 million
dental visits in 1979 (table 18), or 1.7 visits per
person. This is similar to the rate for 1978 (table
D). As in the past, females continued to make
slightly more dental visits per person than did
males- 1.8 and 1.6 visits per person per year,
respectively (table 18).
The percent of the population with at least
one annual dental visit in 1979 was similar to
the 1978 proportion–50.2 and 49.9 percent,
respectively. Detailed data on the time interval
since the last dental visit are shown in table 19.
During 1979 there were approximately 1 bil-
lion contacts with medical doctors, excluding
visits to inpatients in hospitals–an average of 4.7
visits per person (table 20). This rate is similar to
those for the 2 previous years (table D). The
number of visits per person per year ranged from
4.1 for children under age 17 years to 6.6 visits
for persons aged 75 years and over. For persons
aged 17 years and over, females had more physi-
cian visits than did males. For those under age
17, the rates were similar for both sexes.
Approximately 75 percent of the civilian
noninstitutionalized population contacted a
medical doctor at least once during the 12
months preceding the interview (table 21).
This percent has changed little over the past 3
years (table D). An estimated 3.5 percent of the
population had not contacted a physician in 5
years or more. More extensive data on physician
visits can be found in the report entitled, “Physi-
cian Visits: Volume and Interval Since Last Visit,
United States, 1975” (Series 10, Number 128).
Other estimates of ambulatory medical care serv-
ices by physicians are provided by data from the
National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey
(NAMCS). NAMCS is a probability sample sur-
vey conducted yearly by NCHS. A summary of
19’77 survey results can be found in Series 13,
No. 44 of Vital and Health Statistics.3*4
Prevalence of Reported
Chronic Conditions
Chronic conditions are defined as conditions
that either (1) were first noticed 3 months or
more before the reference date of the interview,
or (2) belong to a group of conditions (specified
in appendix 11) that are considered chronic
regardless of when they began. For the purpose
of estimating the prevalence of reported chronic
conditions, the total NHIS sample was divided
into six representative subsamples; each sub-
sample was administered one of six checklists
that detailed broad categories of types of
chronic conditions. Respondents were asked to
indicate the presence or absence of each condi-
tion specified on the particular list administered
to them. Because the presence or absence of
many types of chronic conditions is often am-
biguous, several “impact” questions were asked
about each condition reported. The questions
include whether the person had been taking
medicine for the condition, had had surgery or
had been hospitalized for the condition, and the
number of times he or she had seen a doctor or
stayed in bed for the condition during the 12
months prior to the interview.
Table 22 shows the reported prevalence for
the conditions associated with each of the six
lists where the estimate of the reported preva-
lence exceeds 1 million persons. Also shown are
the proportions of conditions by various impact
questions noted in the previous paragraph. Totals
for all chronic conditions are not shown because
the NHIS does not measure the total number of
chronic conditions for each person. It should
also be noted that, since a person may have had
more than one chronic condition, the sum of
conditions that are counted will exceed the sum
of persons having had those conditions.
As seen in table 22, the chronic conditions
most often reported are sinusitis, arthritis, and
hypertension (with about 28.1 million, 25.9 mil-
lion, and 23.7 milIion reported cases, respec-
tively). Among all the conditions with a reported
prevalence of more than 1 million, the percent
of conditions causing limitation of activity range
from a low of 1.0 percent for sinusitis to a high
of 70.1 percent for paralysis.
Caution should be exercised when compar-
ing the estimates shown in table 22 with previ-
ously published NHIS prevalence estimates of
chronic conditions, since the 1979 estimates are
the first to be based on the ninth revision of the
International Classification of Diseases. This
caveat holds also for estimates based on the
NHIS impairment codes, which were substan-
tially revised for 1979.
Seasonal Variation
Tables 23-25 present quarterly estimates of
acute conditions, persons injured, and disability
days. Figures 1-3 show these data for the past 6
years. The quarterly estimates of acute condi-
tions for 1979 resemble the estimates of 1978,
1977, 1976, and 1975, but not those of 1974
(figure 1), because of changes in survey proce-
dures used during 1974.b The high rates consist-
ently shown for persons injured during 1975
(figure 2) probably reflect the greater yield of
reported injuries that resulted from the inclu-
sion of an extensive accident probe question in
the 1975 questionnaire but which was not in-
cluded in the questionnaires of the other years
shown. However, modifications of the question-
naire do not appear to account for the fact that
the 1977 rates of persons injured resemble those
for 1975. Restricted-activity days and bed-
disabiIity days continued to fluctuate in a pat-
tern somewhat similar to that of previous years
(figure 3).
b For a more detailed explanation of the problem
associated with the 1974 data collection procedure for
acute conditions, see Series 10, Number 100, page 1, and
Series 10, Number 102, pages 2-4.
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Figure 3. Disability days per person per quarter, by type of disability and sex
CONTENTSOFTHE 1979
QUESTIONNAIRE
Data on the incidence of acute conditions,
limitation of activity, persons injured, hospitali;
zations, disability days, dental visits, physician
visits, and the prevalence of selected chronic
conditions arecollected annually in the National
Health Interview Survey. A list of publications
that contain detailed data on these items for pre-
vious years is shown at the end of the text.
The 1979 National Health Interview Survey
questionnaire conthined several topics for which
data are not collected every year. The 1978 and
1979 questionnaires included a supplement on
immunization for selected childhood diseases.
The 1979 questionnaire also included the fol-
lowing new topics: home care due to disabilit~-
or a health problem; eye care, including exa~i-
nation, treatment, and/or surgery; residential
mobility; and supplemental income.
SOURCES AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE DATA
The information from the Nat’ional Health
Interview Survey presented in this report is
‘,
. . — ,,
! )
based on data collected in a continuing nation-
wide survey by household interviews. Each week t
a probability sample of households in the civilian
noninstitutionalized population of the United
States is selected and members interviewed by
personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the Cehsus. In-
formation is obtained about the health and other
characteristics of each member of the household.
During 52 weeks in 1979 the sample was
composed of approximately 42,000 households
containing about 111,000- persons living at the
time of the interview. The total noninterview
rate was about 3.9 percent, of which 2.2 percent
was due to respondent refusal, and the remain-
der was primarily due to the failure to locate an
eligible respondent at home after repeated calls. .
The population *figures used in computing
annual rates shown in this report appear in
table 26.
A description of the survey design, the
methods used in estimation, and general qualifi-
cations of the data obtain:6d from the survey are
presented in appendix I. Because the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sample of
the population, they are- subject to sampling
errors. Therefore, particular attention should
be paid to the section titled “Reliabllty of
, L
7
‘t
Estimates.” Sampling errors for most of the
estimates are relatively low. However, where
an estimated number or the numerator or de-
nominator of a rate or percentage is small, the
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative
sampling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix I.
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Some of the terms have specified
meanings for the purpose of the survey. For ex-
ample, estimates of the incidence of acute condi-
tions include, with certain exceptions, those
conditions that had started during the 2-week
period prior to the interview and that involved
either medical attention or restricted activity.
The exceptions, listed in appendix II, are certain
conditions, such as heart trouble and diabetes,
that are always considered to be chronic regard-
less of duration or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of disability days experienced
during the 2-week period prior to the week of
interview and include all such days reported
even if the acute condition causing the disability
had its onset prior to the 2-week period. Disabil-
ity days associated with acute conditions are
recorded on a condition basis. If an individual
reports more than one illness or injury on the
same day, the count of disability days will ex-
ceed the actual number of days disabled, that is,
person-days of disability.
Appendix III contains the questionnaire used
in the interview. Also shown are the cards used
by the interviewer to ask certain questions.
In this report, terms such as “similar” and
“the same” mean that no statistically significant
difference exists between the statistics being
compared. Terms relating to difference (for ex-
ample, “greater” or ‘less”) indicate that differ-
ences are statistically significant. The t-test with
a critical value of 1.96 (0.05 level of significance)
was used to test all comparisons that are dis-
cussed. Lack of comment regarding the differ-
ence between any two statistics does not mean
the difference was tested and found to be not
significant.
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Dental Visits: Volume and Inter-
val Since Last Visit, United
States, 1969
Acute Conditions, Incidence and
Associated Disability, United
States,July 1970-June 1971
Prevalence of Selected Chronic
Digestive Conditions, United
States, July-December 1968
Prevalence of Selected Chronic
Respiratory Conditions, United
States, 1970
Current Estimates From the
Health Interview Survey, United
States, 1972
Impairments Due to Injury,
United States, 1971
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Associated Disability, United
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CONOITION GROUP, ACCOROING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CONOIT ION GROUP
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE
CONDITIONS I N THOUSANOS
BOTH
SEX ES I MALE I FEMALE
11 I
PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS----—--- 464,515
52,691
209,723
23,096
?54,791
29,5’34
100.0
11.3
1.1
4.9
5.4
49.8
100.0
11.0
1.1
4.7
5.1
49.3
100.0
11.6
1.1
5.0
5.5
50.2
215.3
24.4
2.4
10.5
11.5
107.3
201.5 228.3
22.2
2.3
9.5
10.4
99.4
26.5
2.5
11.4
12.6
114.7
63.7
46.3
17.4
44.1
3.B
40.3
6.9
1.1
3.3
2.5
12.5
2.9
6.3
3.3
28.5
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES---
COMMON CHILOHOOD OISEASES --------
V I RUS, N .0 .S ---------------------
OTHER INFECT IVE AND PARASI TIC
O I SEAS ES------—-------— -------
5,186
22,627
24,878
231,431
129,757
96,245
33,512
87,262
6,815
80,447
14,413
2,759
6,334
5,319
24,660
6,89B
12,341
5,421
74,355
2;381
9,932
10,783
103,447
2,805
12,695
14,095
127,984RESPIRATORY CONO IT ION S-------------
UPPER RESP IRA70RY CONDITIONS -----
COMMON COL O--------------------
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO I T ION S--— ----------------
INFL U EN 2A-------------—--— -----
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN I FE STATION S-------— -------
OTHER IN FL UEN2A ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
P N EUMON I A----—---------— -----
BRONCHIT I S----------------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
58,66B
44,549
14,119
38,061
2,622
35,439
6,718
1,514
2,641
2,562
10,660
3,644
5,309
1,707
42,523
71,089
51,695
19,393
49,201
4,192
45,009
7,695
1,245
3,693
2,756
14,000
27.9
20.7
7.2
18.8
1.5
17.3
3.1
0.6
1.4
1.1
5.3
2B. O
21.2
6.7
18.1
1.3
16.9
3.2
0.7
1.3
1.2
5.1
27.9
20.3
7.6
19.3
1.6
17.7
3.0
0.5
1.4
1.1
5.5
60.1
44.6
15.5
40.5
3.2
37.3
6.7
1.3
2.9
2.5
11.4
56.4
42.8
13.6
36.6
2.5
34.0
6.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
10.2DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS--—---
DENTAL. CONDIT IONS ----------------
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
3,253
7,032
3,715
31,831
10t663
3,060
7,603
6,624
7,165
7,379
51,381
9tlll
2,650
13,235
4,618
3,007
4,306
14,455
1.5
2.7
1.2
16.0
5.2
1.6
3.6
3.8
3.5
3.5
17.5
3.B
0.9
3.4
1.0
1.1
1.7
5.6
1.7
2.5
O.B
20.3
6.4
2.1
4.3
5.2
4.4
4.3
14.3
4.0
0.7
1.2
. . .
1.1
1.8
5.5
1.3
2.8
1.5
12.5
4.2
1.2
3.0
2.6
2.8
2.9
20.2
3.6
1.0
5.2
1.8
1.2
1.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
2.5
34.5
11.2
3.4
7.7
8.1
7.6
7.6
37.7
3.5
5.1
1.6
40.8
N .E .C ---------------------------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
COND IT ION S----------------------
INJUR I ES------------— -------------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS ~
AND STRAIN S------— -------------
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS AND STRAIN S------------
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACER ATIONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I ES------------------------
OT HER CURRENT INJUR IES-----------
12.9
4.2
8.7
10.5
8.8
8.7
28.8
9.6
2.7
6.8
5.9
6.4
6.6
46.0
24q059
7,402
16,657
17,505
16,307
16,483
81,379
13,396
4,342
9,054
10,882
9;142
9,104
29,998
8,382
1,560
2,470
. . .
2,332
3,814
11,439
ALL OTHER ACUTE COND IT IONS---------
17,492
4,210
15,705
4,618
5,339
8,120
25,894
8.1
2.0
7*3
2.1
2.5
3.8
12.0
8.1
1.5
2.4
. . .
2.2
3.7
11.0
8.2
2.4
11.9
4.1
2.7
3.9
12.9
DISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HE ADACHES------—-----— ---------
GEN ITOUR INARY O ISOROERS ----------
OEL IVERIES AND OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
01S EASES OF THE SKIN-----------–-
O:::::fS OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
--------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S-------
NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDIT IONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
“ti=O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E.c. --N0T ELs EwHERE CLASSIFIED.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX 1, FIGURES I AND VII.
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TABLE 2. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, AAO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications,
and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11.]
SEX ANO CONOIT ION GROUP
I I I
UNDER 45
6-16 17-44 YEAR S
YE:RS YEARS YEAR S .S OVER
ALL
AGES
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE. CONDITIONS
I N THOUSANDS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES
219.2
~
20.6
L06. 5
55.9
45.9
4. B
12.0
39.7
40.4
191.0
126.7
10.8
59.2
29.4
24.4
5.5
8.1
24.0
24.6
117.7
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 464,515
52,691
231,431
129,757
87,262
14,413
24,660
74,355
81,379
209,723
23,096
103,447
58s66$
38,061
6,718
10,660
42,523
29~998
254,791
72,224
11,204
36,650
24,828
8,703
3,119
2,295
7,262
14,813
37,106
5,757
18,208
12,292
4,550
1,366
1,137
4,072
7,933
35,117
108,880
15,599
58,616
34,661
20,707
3,248
6,080
15,0B5
13,501
52,817
7,253
27s255
16,253
9*172
1,830
2,87B
9,376
6,054
56,064
,98,751
18,644
96,601
50,646
41,586
4,369
10,900
36,003
36,603
84,046
6,659
40,635
21 v798
17,043
1,794
4,604
22,095
10?054
.14,705
B4,659
7,243
39,563
19,621
16,266
3,676
5,385
16,006
16,462
35,754
3,428
17,348
8,324
7,296
1,728
2,042
6,980
5,957
48,905
?15.3
24.4
107.3
60.1
40.5
6.7
11.4
34.5
37.7
?01.5
387.0
60.0
196.4
133.0
46.6
16.7
12.3
38.9
79.4
387.3
275.0
39.4
148.1
87.6
52.3
8.2
15.4
3B.1
34.1
262.3
36.0
135.4
80.7
45.6
9.1
14.3
46.6
30.1
288.2
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES -----------—---
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON OITIONS--—-—---
IN FLU EN ZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT ION S------—---
DIGEST IVE SYSTEM
CONOIT IONS --------------
1 NJURI ES------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS---------—---
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONO IT 10NS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES-—--------—---
RES PIRA70RY CON OPT IONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS------—---
IN FLU EN ZA--------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON DITIONS------—---
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITION S---------—---
INJURI ES-—---------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT IONS--------—---
22.2
99.4
56.4
36.6
6.5
10.2
40.8
28.8
228.3
60.1
190.1
128.3
47.5
14.3
11.9
42.5
82.8
386.6
15.1
92.4
49.5
38.7
4.1
10.5
50.2
22.9
245..7
11.3
57.1
27.4
24.0
5.7
6.7
23.0
19.6
134.3
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOIT IONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES —---------—---
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO I T IONS------—---
IN FLUENZA-----—-—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON DI T ION S------—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT IONS---------—---
1 NJURI ES------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT IONS---------—---
2s’, 594
127,984
71,089
49,201
7,695
14,000
31t 831
51,381
5,447
10,442
12,536
4,153
1,754
1,159
3,189
6,880
8,346
31,361
1B,408
11,535
1,418
3,203
5,709
7,446
11,986
55 v966
2B ,848
24,544
2,575
6,296
13,908
26,549
3,816
22,215
11,297
8,970
1,948
3* 343
9,026
10,506
26.5
114.7
63.7
44.1
6.9
12.5
28.5
46.0
60.0
203.0
138.0
45.7
19.3
12.8
35.1
75.7
42.9
161.2
94.6
59.3
7.3
16.5
29.3
38.3
25.7
119.9
61.8
52.6
5.5
13.5
29.8
56.9
10.5
61.0
31.0
24.6
5.4
9.2
24.8
28.9
NOTES: EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CCNOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL
ATTENTION.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND
IN APPENDIX 1,FIGURES I AND VII.
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cTABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOC-IATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualit3cations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE EIEzE
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 10D PERSONS PER YEAR
CONDITION GROUP
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
I N THGUSANDS
ALL ACUTE CONDITION S--------- 2,027,480 1,169,617 939.9 B24.1 1,047.8857,864
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASE S---
COMMON CHILOHUOD OISEASES --------
VIRUS , N .0. S .--— ----------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES---—----— -------------
208,478
27,317
76,614
T8,765
11,326
28,565
129,713 96.6 75.7 116.2
14.3
43.0
58.8
426.4
196.7
140.9
55.8
163.0
11.5
151.5
66.7
23.5
25.2
18.0
61.7
13.0
15.4
33.4
190.1
15,991
48,049
65,673
4761029
219,601
157,265
62,336
181,976
12,829
169,148
74,451
26,205
2B,116
20,131
6B,914
12.7
35.5
48.5
380.7
177.1
129.4
47.7
145.1
9.5
135.7
58.4
22.6
20.3
15.5
“53.6
10.9
27.4
37.3
331.6
156.1
117.1
39.0
126.0
7.3
118.7
49.5
21.7
1.5.0
12.9
44.9
104,547 38,B74
RESPIRATORY CONO ITIONS--------—---
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
COMMON CO LD--------------------
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT ION S--—-------— -------
IN FLU EN 2A------------------------
INFLUENZA UITH OIGESTIVE
MAN I GE STAT ION S----------------
OT HER IN FL UENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
PNEUMON IA-—---=—-------—----
8RONCH IT I S—-------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
821,193 345,164
382,0B1
279,161
162,480
121,897
102,920
313,097
40,5B4
131,121
20,410
292,687
126,015
48,764
43,707
33,544
7,582
123,539
51,564
22;560
15,591
13,413
115,653 46,740OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONO IT ION S--—----
DENTAL CONO IT IONS-----------—---
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N , E .C .---------------— ----------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
COND IT ION S----------------------
31,517 17,025 14,492
17, 160
37,261
212,251
116,672
68, B44
47,828
26,168
36,822
32,589
2B2, 710
33,983
5,717
67,726
52,098
13,231
35,636
74,320
14.6
12.3
26.7
214.7
116.4
64.0
52.4
28.2
34.4
35.7
194.3
30.2
5.0
36.8
24.2
10.6
30.8
56.6
16.4
8.9
19.6
241.0
26,467
57,669
9,307
20,408
463,106 250,855
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONSt SPRAINS,
ANO STRA INS---— ----------------
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATION S-----
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S--— --------
OPEN WOUNDS AND L~CERATIONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ------------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES -----------
129.1
66.4
62.6
33.2
36.0
42.7
131.0
104.5
61,.7
42. B
23.4
33:0
29.2
253.3
251,021
137,978
113,043
60,763
.134,349
(69,134
65,215
349595
74,306
77,016
37,4B4
4~,427
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONO IT ION S---------
DISEASES OF THE EAR--z -----------
HEADACHES ------------------------
GEN ITOURINARY OISORDER S---— -----
OEL IVERIES ANO OISORDERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK IN---— --------
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
S YSTEM-----—---—-----— -------
ALL OTHER ACUTE COND IT IONS--—---
419,050
65,235
10,793
79,447
136,340
31,253
., 5,077
1 11,721
30.0
4.9
11.3
...
9.3
29.6
45.9
30.4
5.1
60.7
46.7
11.9
31.9
66.6
52 t09B
22,860
. . .
9,629
66,500
122,117
30, B64
47,797
NOTES: tJ n-S .--NOT OTHERiII SE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASS I FIEn -
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE II.
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TABLE 4. DAYS OF BEO OISABI LITY ASSOCIATE WTH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSGNS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutiooalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CONOITION GROUP
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEHALE
DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS— ------- 891,825 347 ,B69
39,411
543,956
68,153
413.4
49.9
334.?.
37.9
487.3
61.1INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES--- 107,564
COMMON CHILOlifJOD OISEASES --------
VIRUS , N .0. S .--—-----— ---------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES------— ----------------
12 ~421
42 v773
52,370
5,614
15,327
18,470
166,979
6,807
27,446
33,900
248,B04
5.8
19.8
24.3
192.7
5.4
14.7
17.7
160.4
6.1
24.6
30.4
222.9RESPIRATORY CONOIT IONS------------- 415,783
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
COMMON COLD-—-------— --------
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS--—-----------:----
IN FLUEN2A-------------------—---
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
HANI GESTATION S----------------
OTHER INFLUENZA------—---—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
PNEUHONIA- —-—----------------
BRONCHIT IS——-—--------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
168q765
121,741
71,034
52,355
18,680
71,303
*3,022
68,281
24,642
13,272
7,510
*3,860
20,217
6,031
*3,947
10,239
65,469
97,731
69,386
28,344
111,573
7,076
104,497
39,500
16,960
14,262
8,278
37,148
5,986
7,753
23,410
70,507
78.2
56.4
21.8
84.8
4.7
80.1
29.7
14.0
10.1
5.6
“26.6
68.2
50.3
17.9
68.5
*2.9
65.6
23.7
12.7
7.2
*3.7
19.4
87.6
62.2
25.4
100.0
6.3
93.6
35.4
15.2
12.8
7.4
33.3
47 ~024
182,876
10~098
172,778
64,142
30,232
21,771
12,138
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS-——--- 57,365
12,017DENTAL CONOIT IONS--— ------------
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISORDERS,
5.6
5.4
15.6
5.8
*3.8
9.8
62.9
31.6
lB.6
13.0
6.6
11.0
13.7
53.6
12.6
*2.5
*5.1
...
*3.1
11.2
19.0
5.4
6.9
21.0
63.2
31.6
20.5
11.1
7.6
13.3
10.7
106.9
11.6
*2.7
26.9
21.3
*3.8
9.5
31.1
11,699
33,649
N. E. C. --------— ----------------
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CDNOIT ION S--— ------------------
135,976 63.0
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AND STRAIN S—-------------------
FRACTURES AND OISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS AND STRAIN S--—--—---
OPEN UOUNOS AND LACERATIONS--—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ URI ES---------—--------—---
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES -----------
68,163
42,239
25,924
15,315
32,884
19,386
13,499
6,860
11,454
14,270
55,794
13,098
*2 ,649
*5,356
...
*3,236
11,706
19,749
35,279
22,853
12,426
8,455
14,816
11,957
119,343
12,922
*2,979
30,074
23,824
*4, 278
10,549
34,71B
31.6
19.6
12.0
7.1
26,270
26,227
12.2
12.2
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOIT Ions --------- 175,137
26,020
5 ,62B
35,429
81.2
12.1
2.6
16.4
11.0
3.5
10.3
25.2
01S EASES OF THE EAR-----—--—---
HEAoACHES------—-— -------------
GENITOUR INARY OISOROERS— --------
DEL IVER IES AND OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH----
OISEASES OF THE SKIN-—---——---
23,824
-i,514
oIsEAsEs OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM-----—----—---— -------- 22,255
54,467ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS——---
NDTES: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO; N.E. c.--NoT ELSEWHERE CLASSI FIEO.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE IL
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS. ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY /’ PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONDITION GRCUP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-+4 YEARS
AGEs YEARs YEARS YEARS .S OVER
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOS
II I I I
IIUN OER I I I 45ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARSAGES YEARS YEAR S YEARS c OVERSEX AND CONO IT ION GROUP
OAYS OF RESTfZICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 2s027,480
208,478
821,193
382, OB1
313,097
126,015
115,653
463,106
419,050
857,864
855 ,40B
67,985
305,440
141,537
130,127
33,776
49,291
234,414
198,279
349 ~287
606,084
38,421
225,336
79,659
87,348
58,329
41,147
164,630
136,550
228,003
939.9217,674
39,533
116,616
70,916
28,590
17,111
8,460
9,224
43,842
108t384
348,313
62,539
173,801
89,969
67,033
2.6,799
16,756
54,838
40,379
172$189
166.2
211.8
624.9
380.0
153.2
91.7
45.3
49.4
234.9
131.4
879.9
15B. O
439.0
227.3
169.3
42.4
42.3
13B .5
102.0
855.2
943.4
75.0
336.9
156.1
143.5
37.3
54..4
258.5
218.7
794.0
49.4
273.4
129.3
113.1
31.0
41.8
323.0
106.3
084.2
907.3
57.5
337.3
119.3
130.B
87.3
61.6
246.5
204.4
750.3
38.9
276.3
94.0
112.2
70.2
58.3
224.7
152.0
,038.4
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I S EAS ES-----------——-
RESPIRATORY CONOr TIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS-----------
IN FLU EN.?A-------—----
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OIT IO NS---—-—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOIT IONS---------—---
1 NJURI ES -—--—-----—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT IONO--------------
96.6
380.7
177.1
145.1
58.4
53.6
214.7
194.3
ALL ACUTE CONDIT IONS- 824.1
INFECTIVE ANO PARASrTIC
DISEASES --------— ------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS------—---
INFLUENZA-------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONOIT ION S------—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT IONS--------—----
INJURIES ------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT IONS---------—---
184.1
586.3
365.0
150.4
70.9
~43.1
~56.2
261.7
203.2
78,765
345,164
162,480
131,121
51,564
46,740
250,855
136,340
1,16 S,617
17,639
56,167
34,968
14,407
6,792
*4,125
*5,385
25,069
109,290
27,578
84,733
42,065
32,847
9,820
6,513
35,073
18,292
176,124
21,739
120,290
56,880
499777
13,633
18,370
142,111
46,778
506,122
11, B09
83,975
28,567
34,090
21,319
17,732
68,286
46,201
378,0B1
75.7
331.6
137.0
420.8
208.9
163.1
48.8
32.3
174.2
90.9
905.4
156.1
126.0
49.5
44.9
241.0
131.0
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- ,047.8
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES---------r-—---
RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
C ONO IT ION S------—---
26,612
141,361
51,092
53,258
37,010
23,415
96,344
90,349
116.2
426.4
241.0
S65.5
395.8
156.1
113.6
b47.7
k42.3
206.7
179.7
457.9
246.3
175.7
35.9
52.7
LO1.6
113.5
99.1
396.6
181.4
172.1
43.2
66.2
197.7
324.6
73.1
388.3
140.3
146.3
101.7
64.3
264.6
248.2
129,713
476,029
219,601
181,976
74,451
68,914
212,251
282,710
21,894
60,450
35,948
14,183
10,319
*4,335
*3,839
IB,772
34,961
89,068
47,904
34,186
6,979
10,243
19,764
22,087
46,246
185,150
a4,657
80,350
20,143
30,921
92,303
151,501
196.7
163.0IN FLU EN ZA—---—-—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONOrT ION S------—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT ION S---------—---
1 NJURI ES------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT IONS---------—---
66.7
61.7
190.1
253.3
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE IL
17
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOC~ATEO W TH ACUTF CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF BED CITABILITY PER 10C PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITIGN GRDUP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
II I I I II I I I
UNDER
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 Y;:RS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS C @VER
UNOER 45
ALL 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEiRS YEARS YEARS C OVER
II I I 1 I
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
I
BoTH SEXES OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS
}21. 9
74.8
Z50.2
115.4
112.2
22.6
22.1
30.8
44.1
\
3B6. B
399.1
41.2
176.2
70.6
86.7
18. B
25.5
62.9
92.9
276.1
3B2.7
28.2
147.0
39.9
64.2
43.0
34.1
96.3
77.1
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 891, B25
107,564
415v7B3
I; B,765
182,876
64, 142
57,365
IJ35,976
3
175,137
347, E(59
39,411
166,5’79
71,034
71,303
24,642
20,217
65,469
55,794
543,956
107,333
21,784
5B,829
32,395
17,014
$,419
*2,311
*2,415
21,993
53,785
11,,193
27,810
15,652
8,058
*4,1OO
*14B
*1,671
12,962
53,547
361 ,B49
37,337
159,740
64,047
78,607
17 ,0B6
23,509
57,064
84,199
121,453
255,616
18,84B
98,180
26,633
42, B55
.,
28,691
22,778
64,316
51,494
(
94,751
413.4 575.1
116.7
315.2
173.6
91.2
50.5
*12.4
*12.9
117.8
561.4
67,027
29,595
99,035
45,690
44,400
B,945
B ,766
12,180
17,451
77,880
12,142
46,497
22,026
19,490
*4,981
*2,502
9,283
7,457
89,147
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES -—--------—---
RESPIRATORY CON OPTIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS------—---
IN FLU EN ZA--------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONOIT IONS------—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOIT ION S---------—---
1 NJU R I ES---–--------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT IONS---------—---
49.9
192.7
7B.2
84. B
29.7
26.6
63.0
81.2
MALE .’
334.2 311.8ALL ACUTE CONOIT IONS-
1
5,553
33,739
9,797
14,53B
9,404
10,546
26,437
18,476
160,866
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
01S EAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON O I T ION S------—---
IN FL UENZA--------—---
DTHER RESPIRATORY
CON DITIONS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT IONS --------------
INJu RI ES------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT !ONS---------—---
18.3
111.0
32.2
47.8
30.9
t
34.7
87.0
6Q.8
10,523
58,932
23,559
29,216
6,157
7,021
28,07B
16tB9B
240,396
116.8
290.3
J63.4
84.1
*42.8
*1. 5
*17.4
135. ?
589.5
60.3
230.9
109.4
96.8
*24.7
*12.4
46.1
37.0
458.3
23.9
134.0
53.6
66.4
14.0
16.0
63.8
38.4
515.0
16f?.4
6B.2
68.5
23.7
19..4
62.9
,53.6
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOIT IONS- 4B7.3 441.8
L
68,153
248,,804
97,731
111,573
39,500
37,148
70,507
119,343
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES -----------—---
RESPIRATORY CONO IT ION S---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON OIT ION S------—---
IN FLU ENZA--------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OIT 10 NS------—---
OIGEST WE SYSTEM
COND IT IONS---------—---
INJu &l ES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
C CNO IT IONS ---------—---
26,814
100, BO7
40 ,4B8
49,390
10,929
.
16 ,48B
28,9B6
67,301
13,295
64,441
16,837
28,317
19, 2B7
12,233
37,880
33,018
61.1
222.9
116. t
341. !
1B4.:
98.6
‘*58. t
*23. E
*8.2
99.4
89.7
270.1
121.6
128.1
*20.4
32.2
*14.9
51.4
.
57.4
216.0
86.7
105.8
23.4
35.3
62.1
144.2
36.5
177.0
46.2
77.8
53.0
33.6
104.0
90.7
10,590
31,018
16,743
B,956
*5,320
*2,163
*744
9,031
17,453
52,537
23,663
24,910
*3 ,964
6,265
*2,898
9,9q4
87.6
100.0
35.4
33.3
63.2
106.9
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE II. ,
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TABLE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONDITION GRUJP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are basedon household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general quaMcations,
and information on the reliabtity of the estimates are given in appendix I. Deftitions of terms are given in appendix 11.]
BOTH BUT H
CONOITION GROUP SEXES MALE FEMALE SEX ES MALE FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS---— ---------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S--------
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S------------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
INFLUENZA -----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIDNS ----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--— ---------
INJURIES--—----—----------—---—-----
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--— ----------
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL
IN THOUSANOS
189,1351
36v868
107 ?430
569723
42,058
8 v649
9,162
15,580
20,095 I
92,981
17$169
52,266
26?789
20,537
4?941
*2 ,963
10,915
9,667
96,154
19,699
55,163
29,934
21,521
3,708
6,199
4,665
10,428
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER
100 CHILOREN PER YEAO
477.8
93.1
271.4
143.3
106.2
21.8
23.1
.
39.4
50.8
461.8
85.3
259.6
133.1
102.0
24.5
*14.7
54.2
48.0
494.3
101.3
283.6
153.9
110.6
19.1
31.9
24.0
53.6
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIXI, FIGURE II.
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TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based onhousehold interviews ofthe civilian noninstitutionalized population. ‘fhesurve ydesign,general quslitlcations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates ae given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS----— -------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS— -------
INFLUENZA--— -----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS— -------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES-----—----------—---—-------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--—---
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA--—------------—----------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES--——-----------—--—-------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS----— -------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS— -------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS— -------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS—— ---------
ALL AGES-
17 YEARS
& OVER
17-44
YEARS
45
Y EARS
.S OVER
DAYS LOST FROM WORK
IN THOUSANOS
338,701
25,125
124,756
4B~760
58,156
17,842
20,645
114,046
54,126
172$249
10,916
59,629
23,112
27,333
9,184
8,824
71,449
21,431
166 *452
14,209
65,129
25,648
30,823
8,658
11*821
42,597
32*696
242 ,87B
179597
B9 9289
36,639
429659
7,990
13,808
83,267
38,917
121,623
7,450
40,445
16,787
19,741
3,917
5,765
53,773
14,189
L21,256
10,147
48,843
21,852
22,918
4,073
8,044
29,493
24,729
95,823
7,528
35,470
10,121
15,496
9,852
6,637
30,780
15,209
50,626
*3,465
19,1B4
6,325
7,591
5,267
*3,059
17,676
7,242
45,197
4,062
16,286
3,796
7,905
49585
3,777
13,104
7,967
U!vE-kE
DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER
100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYED
PERSONS PER YEAI?
350.6
26.0
129.1
50.5
60.2
18.5
21.4
118.0
56.0
308.5
19.5
106.8
41.4
49.0
16.4
15.8
128.0
38.4
406.2
34.8
159.7
62.9
75.6
21.2
29.0
104.5
80.2
369.4
26.8
135.B
58.8
64.9
12.2
21.0
126.7
59.2
326.1
20.0
108.4
45.0
52.9
10.5
15.5
144.2
38.0
426.3
35.7
171.7
76.8
80.6
14.3
28.3
103.7
86.9
310.4
24.4
114.9
32.B
50.2
31.9
22.1
99.7
49.3
273.1
*18.7
103.5
34.1
40.9
26.4
*16.5
95.3
39.1
366.4
32.9
132.0
30.8
64.1
37.2
30.6
106.2
64.6
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE IL
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TABLE 9. NUMBER-OF PERSONS INJUREO AND NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100. PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENT,
SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CLASS OF ACCIDENT
SEX ANO AGE TOTAL MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE I I I
=7=-=-l “$;:I ‘0”’I OTHER
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S------------ —---------------—--- 5,025 I 4,248 [ 12,01469,127 30,13124,745
UN OER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-L6 YE AR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------------------— -----------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AN O OVER----------------------———---
7,102
13, B23
33,807
10,139
4,256
40;226
*143 *96
834 697
3,098 2,693
B03 615
*147 *147
. . .
. . .
9,466
2,363
*185
4,176
5,074
9 ,27B
4,099
2,118
13,021
2,830
B,104
13,903
3,444
1,B51
17,209
MALE
2,834 I 2,197 I 9,316ALL AGE S—------— ------------------------
UNOER 6 YE AR S----—-------—----------—--------
6-16 YEA RS-------—--— -------------------------
17-44 YEAR S---—----------------------—--------
45-64 YEAR S---------------------------—--------
65 YEARS AN O OVER -------------------------------
4,102
8,806
20,779
5,000
1,540
28,901
3,000
5,J17
13,028
5,139
2,716
* 4B *48 . . .
*492 *449 . . .
1,747 1,341 7,509
*448 *259 L,678
*99 *99 *129
2,458
3,221
4,771
1,927
644
11,725
1,595
5,190
8,240
1,469
714
12,923
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---—--—----------------—------- WUNOER 6 YE AR S----— -----------------------------6-16 YE AR S-------------------------------------17-44 YE AR S---------------------------—--------45-64 YEAR S---—-----— -----------—--— --------65 YEARS ANO OVER-----— ------------------------ 1,7181,8534,5072,1721,475 1 v2352,9135,6621,9751,137
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER” YEARBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S—-—--—--------—------—-—---- 32.0
3B.1
34.9
37.3
23.3
18.2
38.6
2.3
*Oi8
2.1
3.4
1.8
*0.6
2.0 5.6 11.5
22.4
12.8
10.2
9.4
9.1
12.5
14.0
15.2
20.5
15.3
7.9
7.9
16.5
UNOER 6 YEAR S-------------—---— ---------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S—----—--—--------—------—-—----
45-64 YEAR S----------------—-------—-----—---
65 YEARS AND O VER---------—------— ------------
*0.5
1.B
3.0
1.4
*0.6
. . .
. . .
10.4
5.4
*0.8
MALE
ALL AGE S-------—--------— --------------- 2.1 8.92.7
UNDER 6 YEAR S----—------------------d----------
6-16 YEA RS-—----—-------—---—-—--—--------
17-44 YEAR S---—------------------——-------—-
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO O VER—----------——------—-—---
42.8
43.7
47.2
24.1
16.0
25.9
33.0
25.B
27.9
22.7
19.8
*0.5
*2.4
4.0
*2.2
*1.O
*0.5
*2.2
3.0
*1.2
*1.O
. . . 25.7
16.0
10:8
9.3
6.7
10.5
18.9
9.5
9.7
9.6
10.7
16.6
25.8
18.7
7.1
7.4
11.6
13.6
15.0
12.1
8.7
8.3
. . .
17.1
8.1
*1.3
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 2.0
*1.O
*1.8
2.9
*1.6
*(J.3
1.8
*0.5
*1.3
2.9
*1.6
*0.3
2.4
UNOER 6 YEA RS-------------—---— ---------------
6-16 YEAR S----— --------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S---—----------—--------—----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----— -------------------------
. . .
. . .
4.2
3.0
*0:4
NOTES: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL ATTEN-
TION.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL 8ECAIJSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURES I AND VII,
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TABLE 10. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSCNS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data ae based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CLASS OF ACCIOENT
I I I
SEX ANO AGE TOTAL MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE
UHILE
AT
HORK
HOHE OTHER
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGES---—------------—---------—---- 745,020 137,699 121,430 20 B,652
6,036
13,809
61,138
59,153
68,516
79,586
*4,512
7,293
26,721
24,532
16,528
129,066
*1,524
6,516
349417
34,620
51,988
270,963
* ,540
32,273
121 v763
65,343
47,044
141 ?581
UNOER 6 YEAR S---------—--— --------------------
6-16 YEARS-------------------——---------—----
17-44 YEARS---—--------------------------—----
45-6 W. YEARS--- -------- — ------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
10,577
54,829
346,656
19 B,585
134,374
381,819
9,691
79,316
35,676
13,016
70,702
8,881
70,755
30,364
11,431
57,439
. . .
. . .
10 B,25O
59,477
8,558
123,853
MALE
ALL AGES—------------------— ------------
UNOER 6 YEARS-------------—---— ---------------
6-16 YEARS-------—---------—-------------—---
17-44 YEARS---—-—--—----------------—-------
45-64 YEAR S---------—----------—-----—-—----
65 YEARS AND OVER---------—-——-—---—-—----
6,218
34,239
202,766
91,774
46, B23
363,201
*1,706
19,012
70,293
30,447
20,124
129,382
*2 ,835
13,261
51,470
34,896
26,920
B, 027
43,469
14,225
*4,981
66,996
*1,664
35,847
21,451
8,034
7,637
35,940
10,256
*3,606
63,991
*1,244
34,815
20,108
7,B25
. . .
. . .
77,558
38,611
7V 684
52,431
. . .
. . .
30,692
20,866
*874
FEMALE
ALL AGES—-—-------—-—-------------—--
UNOER 6 YEARS----—--—------——-—— ----------
6-16 YEARS----—-—-------—-------—----------
17-44 YEAR S—----—--—-----------—--—-------
45-64 YEAR S—-—-—-------—--------— ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER------—-——---------—-—------
*4,359
20,590
143,890
106,811
87,551
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S—----—----—-—--------— -------
OAYS DF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
345.4 63.8 56.3 81.7
UNOER 6 YEARS-—-----—-----------—------------
6-16 YEARS---------------------—--—--—-—----
17-44 YE AR S--- —-—--— ------ —-----------------
45-64 YEARS—-—-----------------—-------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER------------------—--—-------
56.7
138.5
382.3
457.0
575.7
366.8
64.9
170.1
460.9
441.8
486.9
325.4
*48 .0.
105.8
308.2
470.9
637.8
32.3
34.9
67.4
136.1
293.5
*24.3
81.5
134.3
150.4
201.5
24.5
87.5
82.1
55.8
67.9
39.9
98.8
68.5
*51.8
60.0
22.4
78.0
69.9
49.0
55.2
. . .
. . .
119.4
136.9
36.7
119.0
. . .
. . .
176.3
185.9
79.9
47.0
MALE
ALL AGES-----------------—---------—---- T76.5 136.0*47 .1 *17*836.2 94.460.7 159.8118.1 146.6171.9 209.3UNOER 6 YEARS----------------——------—-------6-16 YEAR S-------—----—--—-—-----—---—--17-44 YEAR S---—------------------—------—-—-45-64 YEARS---------—------—-—-——-—-——--65 YEARS AND OVER—--—--— —--—-—-—--_--- 37.981.749.4*37. 5
57.3
FEMALE
ALL AGE S—----------———---—----—---- 115.6 ! 115.9
UNOER 6 YEAR S-------—----——-—--—-—---—--
6-16 YEAR S-—------------------—-—---—--—---
17-44 YEAR S-------—------—-—---—------—----
45-64 YEARS------—---—--———-— ------------
65 YEARS AN O OVER----—-----— ------------------ L*16.8 *31.233.5 68.273.7 110.3152.6 153.8378. B 196.1*8.676. B94.65a.5 *6.474.68B.657.0 . . .. . .65.792.0*6. 4
NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY OAYS ASSOCIATE blITH CURREN7 INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJuRY.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCI OENTS HAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
HUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE II.
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TAB’LE 11. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY AsSOCIATED wITH INJURY ANO ,OAYS GF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY
I CLASS OF ACCIOENT, SEX, AND AGE: LJNITEC STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
,SEX ANO AGE
II CLASS OF ACCIOENT
‘oTALI=I=-l”::‘oME’“TH
OA;S OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL, AGFk— -------------------------------- 40,707
. . .
. . .
23,031
15,292
*2,384
28,429
. . .
. . .
16,820
9,225
*2w3B4
12,277
61,071
*1,285
*Z$035
17,118
15,180
25,453
21,647
*1,285
*1,51B
6,748
6,833
*5,264
39,424
199,622
*3,515
11,556
82,779
48,615
53,15B
91.458
74,73735,368
*3,78T
16,010
11,1B3
*4,087
30,5B8
*3,61O
15,247
8,290
*3,441
UN oER 6 YEAR S------------------—--------------A
6-16 YEAR S-------------------——---—----------
17-44 YEAR S------------------—-------—--------
45-64 YEAR S----------?--------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER------—-—-— -----------------
*2,230
5,781
30,872
14,328
21,525
MALE\_
ALP AGE S—--------------------------------
‘ UNOER “6 YEA RS----------------——-— ------------
6-16 YE AR S----— --------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------—--------->
65 YEAi7S AN O OVER------------—------------—---
*
14, 721
*3,433
*5,372
*3,967
*1,949
11,213
*3,303
+4, B57
*1,750
*13303
34.483
*2,112
8,733
41,637
“ ‘22,322
16,654
T
108,164
*827
*3, B29
15,050
7,429
7,348
FEMALE
ALL AGE S—-—----------—~----~-----T---- 20,347 19,375 40,254
UNO ER 6 YEAR 5-----J------------— ---------------
6-16 YE I+RS --------------------------------------
17-44 YE AR S--- —-—-------------------— --------
45-64 YEAR S------—---—-------—------—------
65 YEARS, AN O OVER ----------------J --------------
*1,403
*2,823
41,141
26,293
36,504
*1 ,4J3
*1 ,952
15,822
6,899
14,177
*354
10,638
7,217
*2,139
*3O 7
10,391
6,539
*2,139
. . .
. . .
6,211
6,067
*517
10,370
8,347
20,189
1 !. -,
. .
.,
BOTH SEXES
. ..”
‘(
,DAYS ~F BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL% AGE S—---------J-----= -----------J-- 92.5
*18.8
29.2
91.3
111.9
227.7
87.4
‘34.6
*11.9
14.6
34.0
33.0
92.2
33.1
14.2
*9.1
16.8
19.1
*14. 7
10.8
18.9
. . .
.,. .
25.4
35.2
*1O.2 ,
27.3
28.3
*6.9
*5.1
18.9
34.9
$09.0
20.61
16.3
UNOER 6 YEAR S------------------— ---------------
6-16 YEAR S-------—--— -------------------------
17-44 YEAR S--------------------—-— ------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
‘4c9.6
17.7
25.7
*17.5
MALE
,’/
ALL AGE S—--------------------------------
.
UNOER 6 YEAR S-—--------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S-------—---— ------------------------
14.1
*22 .0
43.4
94.6
107.5
173.2
96.9
*15 .4
*14.5
88.1
115.9
265.9
*13.4
*7.5
15.3
32.9
*54. 7
35.3
*2.7
22.2
36.8
147.1
*8.6
*19. O
34.2
35.8
76.4
36.1
*15.4
*lO. O
33.9
30.4
103.3
*17.1
*12.2
*19.1
*20.3
*16.4
*11.O
*8.4
*13A
17.4
*1.6
22.3
28.8
*15.6
. . .
. . .
38.2
44.4
*24. 8
11.0
1
. . .
. . .
13.3
26.7
---
17-44 YE AR S---------------------------I---—-----
45-64 YEAR S------—-----------L-----------—----
65 YEARS AN O 0 VER------— -----------------------
< FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 18.2
*1.8
22.8
31.8
*15.6
UNO ER 6 Y EAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 Y EAR S-----------------------------A--------
17-44 YEAR S---------—------—-----------—----
45-64 YEA RS----------—----------------—-------
65 YEARS ANO OVER —----— -----------------------
NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY OAYS ASSOCIATE’ WITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJURY.
THE ;UM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN “
APPENDIX 1, FIGURE H. r r 1-
)
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TABLE /12. DAYS DF DISABILITY AND DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSDN PER YEAR, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED
/ STATES, 1979
[Data &e based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general quslifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates me given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H.]
SEX AND AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES------------— -------------------
‘UNOER 17 YEARS-------—-------------------—---
17-24 YEARS--------—-----—----—-------------
25-44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45-64 YEARS-------— ---------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------------------
MALE
ALL AGES-------— ------------------------
UNDER 17 YEARS+-------------------------------
;;::: ;Ei;:::::~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
45-64 YEARS-------—----------------------—---
65 YEARS AND OVER--------------—---------—---
\ FEMALE
ALL AGES----—-—-------------------—---
UNDER 17 YEARS----------------------------—---
17-24 YEARS----—-—-J------------—------—---
25-44 YEARS------------F--------—--------—---
45-64 YEARS-------— ---------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER-—-----------—---------—---
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES ---------------------------------
UNOER 17 YEARS----------------—----------—---
17-24 YEARS-------—----------— ---------------
25-44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45-64 YEARS ------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------------------
MALE
ALL AGES ---------------------------------
UNDER 17 YEARS----— ---------------------------
17-24 YEARS ------------------------------------
25-44 YEARS-------------------------------—---
45-64 YEARS-------— ---------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—----— ---------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES-------— ------------------------
UNDER 17 YEARS-------— ------------------------
17-24 YEARS-------— ---------------------------
25-44 YEARS----—-— ---------------------------
45-64 YEARS -----------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------------------
RESTRICTED BEC-
ACTIVITY DISABILITY
DAYS OAYS
1
WORK-LOSS
OAYS
@AYS OF DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS
4,105,759
639,922
408,235
9509349
1,129,547
977,706
1$755,133
319,507
182,622
387?717
4989222
3679066
2,350,626
320,415
225,613
562,632
631,324
610,640
1,455,156
286,402
159,355
331t305
359,365
318,731
584,715
134,903
62,516
113,276
151s977
122,043
870,442
151,499
96,839
218,029
207,388
196* 688
483,152
. . .
105t448
208w921
153?964
14,818
261*354
. . .
55,794
105,210
90?513
99839
221,797
. . .
499655
103*711
63,452
4,980
DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR
19.0
11.0
12.8
16.2
26.0
41.9
16.9
10.8
11.7
13.7
24.0
38.2
21.1
11.2
13.8
18.6
27.8
44.5
6.7
4.9
5*O
5.6
8.3
13.7
5.6
4.5
4.0
4.0
7.3
12.7
7.8
5.3
5.9
7.2
9.1
14.3
NOTES: WORK LOSS REPORTEO FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS AGED 17 YEARS ANO OVER.
5.0
.*.
4*9
4.7
5.6
4.6
4.7
. . .
4.9
4.1
5.5
4.9
5.4
. . .
5.0
5.6
5.7
4.2
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE II.
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TABLE 13. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHGOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS oF AGE PER YEAR,
BY SEX: UNITED STATES* 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey desiin, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANOS
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS---— -------------------- ‘1 208,758 II 101,348 I 107,409
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS PER CHILD PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS ------------------------- 5.3 II 5.0 I 5.5
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIXI,FIGURE II.
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TABLE 14. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS IIITH LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY OUE TO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY OEGREE
OF LIMITATION ACC12ROING TO SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionslized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and,
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendm I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX ANO AGE
UITH
LIMITATION
IN MAJOR
ACTIVITY
.
WITH
ACTIVITY
LIMITATION
HITH NO
ACTIVITY
LIMITATION
TOTAL
POPULATION
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S—----
UNOER 17 YEARS ------
lT-44 YE AR S—-—----
45-64 YE AR S---—----
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
MALE
ALL AGES—----
UNOER 17 YEAR S------
17-44 YEARS ---------
45-64 YEARS ---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
FEMALE
ALL AGE S—----
UNOER 17 YEARS—----
17-44 YEARs---—----
45-64 YEAR S-–-—----
65 YEARS AND OVER---
NUMBER IN THOUSANOS PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
215,723 23,477 184,227
55,959
82,667
33,005
12,595
BB,760
28,404
39,920
15,541
4,895
95,467
27;555
42,74T
17,464
7, TOO
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
31,496 14.6 10.9
2.1
5.5
18.6
39.2
85.4
58,250
90, b73
43,45T
23,343
104,097
2,291
8,006
10,452
10 ,T47
15*337
1,232
5,013
8,084
9,148
11,561
70B
2,497
4,135
4,221
11,916
524
2,516
3,949
4,927
3.9 96.1
91.2
75.9
54.0
8.B
24.1
46.0
14.7
4.4
9.3
25.2
49.1
11.1
2.4
5:7
19.9
43.9
85.3
29,714
43,993
20,773
9,617
111,626
28,537
46,6B0
22,684
13,726
1,310
4,073
5,232
4,721
16,159
9B1
3,933
5,219
6,026
95.6
90.1
74.8
50.9
10.7
1.8
5.4
17.4
35.9
14.5 B5.5
3.4
8.4
23.0
43.9
96.6
91.6
77.0
56.1
NOTES: MAJOR ACTIVITY REFERS TO ABILITY TO l/ORK, KEEP HOUSE, OR ENGAGE IN SCHOOL OR PRESCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
OF THE UN ITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-2o, P-25, ANO P-60.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURES IV AND VIII.
.,.
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TABLE 15. NUMBER OF .OISCHARGES FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEARs NUMBER OF ‘HOSPITAL OAYS, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES? BASED
ON DATA COLLECTED IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qwdiiications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
AGE
UNOER
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
ALL AGES— -------------
17 YEARS— -------------
YEARS-——-— ----------
YEARS---— -------------
YEARS------—----—----
YEARS—-—-—-— -------
65 YEARS AND OVER------—----
UNDER
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
ALL AGES--— -----------
17 YEARS—-— ----------
YEARS-—---—--— ------
YEARS-——----— -------
YEARS--— -------------
YEARS---—-— ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER---— -------
BOTH
SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
NUMBER OF DISCHARGES
IN THOUSANDS
30,070
39782
4,378
5,184
3,191
7s235
6,301
12?125
2,070
1,395
1,286
1,102
39508
2,764
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL
IN THOUSANOS
235 v 747
21,111
249369
2B,674
25,612
67,897
68,083
107$611
11,9B1
10,067
8,824
11 S058
36,053
29,630
17,945
1,711
2,9B3
3,098
2,089
39726
3*537
OAYS
128t135
9,130
14,303
19,850
14,554
31,845
38,453
BOTH
SEXES MAI. E FEMALE
UMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR
13.9
6.5
13.7
15.2
13.0
16.6
27.0
11.6
7.0
8.9
7.B
9.3
16.9
2B.7
16.1
6.0
18.2
22.3
16.3
16.4
25.8
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY
7.8
5.6
5.6
5.5
8.0
9.4
10.8
8.9
5.B
7.2
6.9
10.0
10.3
10.7
7.1
5.3
4.8
5.1
7.0
8.5
10.9
NOTES: THESE STATISTICS ARE 8ASED ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HOUSEHOLO HEALTH INTERVIEWS. THEY WILL
DIFFER FROM THOSE REPORTEO BY THE NCHS~S HOSPITAL OISCHARGE SURVEY ANO OTHER STUDIES BECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION COVEREO, THE SOURCES OF OATA, AND TYPES OF HOSPITALS INCLUDEOt E.G.*
DATA IN THIS REPORT INCLUDE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER FEDERAL HOSPITALS* BUT EXCLUDE PER-
SONS HHO DIEO IN THE HOSPITALt AND PERSONS WITH STAYS OF LESS THAN ONE DAY.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIXI,FIGURE 111.
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TABLE 16. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISOOES OURING THE PAST YEAR
BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, ACCOROING TO SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, BASEO ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTER-
VIEWS IN 1979
[Data are based onhousehold titetiews oftiecitian nontistititiontied population. ~esmeydesi~, generdqutifications,
and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX ANO AGE Popu-
lation
NUMBER GF HOSPITAL EPISODES
NONE 1 2 3+
PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONBOTH SEXES NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS
ALL AGES -------
17 YEAR S-------
YE AR S-----—---
YE AD S----------
YEAR S---— -----
YEAR So--------
215,723 193,522 18,251 2,831
247
324
492
302
755
710
1,172
1,119
96
1D6
137
117
360
303
464
100. C
100. C
100.0
100. C
100. C
100. C
100. C
100. C
100.0
100. C
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
89.7
94. s
B9. 1
87.8
90.3
88.7
B1.8
91.6
94.3
93.7
93. B
92.9
B8.5
B1.1
88.0
8.5
=
4.6
9.5
0.3
8.0
B.B
3.9
6.8
1.3 0.5
UNOER
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
58,250
32,003
34,051
24,618
43,457
23,343
55,253
28,522
29,908
22,221
38,528
19,0B9
95,343
2,653
3,o52
3,513
1,978
3,815
3,240
7,117
0.4
1.0
1.4
1.2
1.7
3.C
1.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.8
1.3
0.4
0.2
*0.2
*o. 2
0.4
0.9
1.2
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.8
1.4
65 YEARS AND OVER----
MALE
ALL AGES— -----
UNOER 17 YEAR S-------
17-24 YEAR S---— -----
25-34 YEAR S----------
35-44 YEAR S----------
45-64 YEARS-----—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER----
FEMALE
ALL AGE S-------
UNOER 17 YEAR S-------
17-24 YEARS ----------
25-34 YEAR S----------
35-44 YE AR S---— -----
45-64 YEAR S----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----
104,097
29,714
15,603
16,552
11, B38
20,773
9,617
28,020
14,615
15,525
11,003
18,379
7,800
98,179
1,494
859
852
692
1,845
1,375
11,134
147
94
140
97
365
329
1,659
53
*34
*34
45
185
113
655
5.0
5.5
5.1
5.8
8.9
4.3
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.8
1.8
3.4
1.5111,626
28,537
16,400
17,499
12,781
22,684
13,726
27,233
13,907
14,383
11,218
20,149
11,289
1,160
2,192
2,661
1,286
1,970
1,865
100
231
352
205
390
382
43
71
103
71
175
191
95.4
84.8
82.2
87.8
88. B
82.2
4.1
3.4
5.2
0.1
B.7
3.6
0.4
1.4
2.0
1.6
1.7
2.8
NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND
IN APPENDIX I, FIGURES IV AND VIII.
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TABLE 17. NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS OURING THE PAST YEAR ANO NUMBER OF OAYS PER PERSON
WITH ONE HOSPITAL EPISOOE OR MORE, BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES* BASEO
ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH IN~ERVIEWS IN 1979
[Data are based onhousehold interviews ofthe civilian noninstitutionalized population. ’l%esurvey design, genemlqualitkations, and
information on the reliab~lty of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES
SEX ANO AGE
ALL
EPISODES
BOTH SEXES HOSPITAL DAYS IN THOUSANDS OAYS PER PERSON WITH EPISOOES
ALL AGES -------------- 212,860 121 *354 49 t426 42,080 9.6 6.6 17.5 37.6
UNDER 17 YEARS— ------------
17-24 YEARS -----------------
25-34 YEARS -----------------
35-44 YEARS -----------------
45-64 YEARS -----------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -----------
19,524
21,549
26?7B7
22*615
61,674
60,712
94,160
13,294
14,587
16,992
13$171
30,609
32,701
52,113
7,060
5,197
‘5,298
5,246
15,133
14,179
69,240
3,083
3,870
6,004
5,394
15,302
15,775
22,310
3,147
3,092
39792
4,050
15t76?
12,236
19,736
1,670
1,671
841
1,695
9,157
4,694
22,344
6.5
6.2
6.5
9.4
12.5
14.3
5.0
4.8
4.8
6.7
8.0
10.1
7.3
12.5
11.9
12.2
17.9
20.3
22.2
19.0
13.1
16.7
13.9
18.9
22.7
20.6
16.3
32.8
29.2
27.7
34.6
43.8
40.4
42.5
31.7
*9.1
*4.7
37.7
49.5
41.5
34.1
34.2
20.0
28.7
33.2
37.7
39.5
MALE
ALL AGES --------------
17 YEARS --------------
YEARS------— ---------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS -----------------
10.8
UNDER
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
10,657
8,433
8;079
8,779
32,576
25,636
118,700
1,919
1,566
1,940
1,837
8,286
6,763
27,116
6.3
8.5
7.9
10.5
13.6
14.1
4.7
6.1
6.2
7.6
8.2
10.3
6.2
65 YEARS AND OVER -----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES --------------
17 YEARS --------------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS -----------------
8.8
UNOER
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
8, B66
13s116
18s708
13*836
29,098
35,076
6,234
99390
11,694
7,924
15,476
18,522
1 t163
29304
4,064
3*557
7,016
9,012
1?469
1?421
2s951
2,355
69606
7,542
6.8
5.3
6.0
8.9
11.5
14.4
5.4
4.3
4.4
6.2
7.9
9.9
11.6
10.0
11.5
17.4
18.0
23.665 YEARS AND OVER -----------
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE IV.
ESTIMATESOF THENUMBEROF HOSPITAL DAYS SHOWN ABOVE AREBASEDON INFORMATION FORTHE12-MONTH
PER1ODPRIOR TOTHETIMEOF INTERVIEW,AND BECAUSEOFMEMORY DECAYARELOWER THANTHEESTIMATES OF
HOSPITAL DAYS SHOWNINTABLE 15WHICHARE BASEDONA6-MONTH REFERENCE PERIOD.
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TABLE 18. NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS ANO NUMBER CF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGEANO
SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey desiin, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix II. ]
ALL UNOER 1’7-24 25-44 45-64 65 YEARS
SEX AGES 17 YEARS Y EARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
h,
NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS IN THOUSANOS
BOTH SEXES ------------------------- 366~270 93,893 I 51,8631104s4871 83,004 33v024
I I I I
MALE------------— ----------------------- 161,811 449532 20s809
FEMALE-------—-—-------— -------------- 204,459 49,360 31,054
NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS
BOTH SEXES---------— -------------- 1.7 II 1.6 I 1.61
45~608 38,391 12?471
58,879 44,612 209553
PER PERSON PER YEAR
1.81 1.9 I 1.4
MALE-----------—----—-— --------------- 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.8 1.3
FEMALE ----------------------------------- 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.5
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIXI, FIGURE V.
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TABLE 19. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT ACCORDING TO
SEX AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitut.ionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications,
and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
II TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT
TOTAL
POPULATION ;;;::: 6-11 2-4 5 YEARS
MONTHS YEiR YEARS AND OVER NEVER UNKNOWN
SEX ANO AGE
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S--— ---------------- 76,904 31,305215,723 28, 157 27,463 29,267 .9,562 3,065
UNOER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-44 YEAR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
58,250
32,003
5B,670
43,457
23,343
104,097
21,227
11,667
22,448
3.5,863
5,698
35,588
8,43B
5, B42
9,614
5,444
1,967
14v763
6*123
5,690
9,399
5,177
1,769
13t 788
3, 59B
5,033
9,1B1
6,444
3,206
13,788
968
2,164
6,402
9,540
10,193
14,316
.7,260
1,021
791
334
157
.0,247
635
5B7
835
655
352
1,607
MALE
ALL AGE S--- —----------------
UNDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------— ----------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YEARS AN O OVER-----— ----------
29,714
15,603
28,390
20,773
9,617
111,626
28,537
16,400
30,2B0
22,6B4
13,726
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
10,579
5 ,23B
10,078
7,451
2,241
41,316
10,64B
6,430
12,370
8,412
3,457
35.6
36.4
36.5
38.3
36.5
24.4
34.2
4,277
2,74B
4,452
2,515
T70
16,542
4, 161
3,093
5,162
2,929
1,197
3,196
2,788
4,571
2,509
723
14,369
2*926
2i901
4,827
2,668
1,o46
1,938
2,661
4,673
3,148
1,369
13,674
1,660
2,372
4,508
3,297
1,837
522
1,238
3,697
4,581
4,279
14,951
446
926
2,706
4,958
5,915
8,900
613
456
195
84
9,316
B,360
408
335
139
73
301
317
463
375’-
151
1,45B
335
270
372
281
201
FEMALE
ALL AGES ---------------------
U NOER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEARS ------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S---------------- —------
65 Y EARS AND O VER------------------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S---------------------
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
14.5
14.5
lB.3
16.4
12.5
8.4
14.2
13.1 12.7 13.6 9.1 1.4
UNOER
17-24
25-44
45-64
17 YEAR S---------------------
YEAR S------------------------
YE AR S------— ----------------
YEAR S------------------------
10.5
17.8
16.0
11.9
7.6
6.2
15.7
15.6
14.8
13.7
1.7 29.6
3.2
1.3
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.B
1.4
1.5
1.5
6.8
10.9
22.0
43.765 YEARS AN O OVER ------------------
MALE
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S----------—--------—--
25-44 YEAR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-----------— -----------
65 Y EARS AN O 0 VER--------— --------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNOER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-44 YEARS ------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YEARS ANO aver ------------------
13.2 I 13.2 13.8 1.59.8
10.8 6.5
17.9 17.1
16.1 16.5
12.1 15.2
7.5 14.2
12.9 12.2
1.8
7.9
30.0
3.9
1.6
0.9
0.9
1.0
2.0
1.6
1.8
1.6
lQO.O
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
35.6
33.6
35.5
35.9
23.3
37.0
14.4
17.6
15.7
12.1
8.0
14.8
13.0
22.1
44.5
13.4 B.3 1*3
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
37.3
39.2
40.9
37.1
25.2
14.6
18.9
17.0
12.9
8.7
10.3 5.8
17.7 14.5
15.9 14.9
11.8 14.5
7.6 13.4
1.6
5.6
8.9
21.9
43.1
29.3
2.5
1.1
0.6
0.5
NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND
IN APPENDIX 1, FIGURE V.
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TABLE 20. NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE
ANO SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based onhousehold interviews ofthe civilian noninstitutionalized population. l%e survey design, general qualiieations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
ALL UNOER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
SEX AGES 17 YEARS Y EARS YEARS YEARS YEAR S ANO OVER
I NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THOUSANOS
PBOTH SEXES --------------- 1,021,986 241 t153 13B, 600 266,735 2279292 929601 55w606MALE------------------— ------- 421,832 124,579 49,810 93,188 97,555 37,823 18,878FEMALE— ----------------------- 6009154 116,573 88,790. 173,548 129* 737 54,778 36g72B
I NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
BOTH SEXES------—-—---- 4.7 4.1 4.3 4.5 5.2 6.2 6.6
MALE --------------------------- 4.1 4.2 3.2 3.3 4.7 5.8 6.0
FEMALE ------------------------- 5.4 401 5*4 5.7 5.7 6.5 6.9
NOTE:EXCLUDES VISITS TOINPATIENTS INTHEHOSPITAL.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE V.
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TABLE 21. NUMBER ANO PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCORDING
T@ SEX ANO AGE: uNITEO STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications,
and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX AND AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNDEQ 17 YEARs --------------------
17-24 YE AR S ------------------------
2 5-4+ YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YEAR S ------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
MALE
ALL AGES ---------------------
LINDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S ------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YEARS At40 OVER— ----------------
FEMLLE
ALL AGES ---------------------
JNDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-44 YE AR S ------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------
BCTH SEXES
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNOER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YE AD S ------------------------
25-44 YEAR S------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------ — ----------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
MALE
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEARS ------------------------
25-44 YE AR S----------— ------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YFAR S AND OVER ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------
JN DER 17 YEAR 5---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-44 YE AR S ------------------------
45-64 Veers ------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------— -------
TIME INTERvAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VIS17
TOTAL
~OPULATI CN UNCER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEfiRS
MONTHS M@NT HS YEAR YEARS AND OVER NEVER UNKNOWN
NuME!ER CF PERSONS IN THGUSANOS
215,723
58,250
32,003
58,670
43,457
23,343
104,097
29,714
15,603
28,390
20,773
9,617
111,626
28,5>7
16,400
30,280
22 ,6B4
13,726
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
126,235
33,732
18,141
32,632
25,526
16,204
55,265
17,23B
7,297
13,122
11,336
6,271
70,969
16,454
10, B43
15,510
14,150
9,933
5B.5
57.9
56.7
55.6
58.7
69.4
53.1
58.0
46. B
46.2
54.6
65.2
63.6
57.8
66.1
64.4
62.6
72.4
35,696
10,323
5, 566
10,914
6,459
2, 433
17,920
5, 339
3,014
5,430
3, 110
1,027
17,776
4,S84
2,552
5,484
3,349
1,406
23,546
8,000
3, 849
6, 331
4* 034
1,332
12,724
4,04B
2,325
3,633
2, 130
588
10,822
3,952
1,525
2,698
1,903
744
19,972 I 7,6301 361
I I
4,329 1,007 173
3,203 792 51
6,112 2,010 75
4,515 2,445 36
1,B13 1,376 *26
11,98BI 4,6B51 208
2, 179 472 83
2,084 569 *34
4,28B 1,507 56
2,558 1,363 *22
880 773 *13
H7,984 2,9452, 150 5351,119 2221,824 5041,958 1,082933 603 15390*18*I9*13*13
PERCENT OISTRIBUTICIN
16.5
17.7
17.4
18.6
14.9
10.4
17.2
18.0
19.3
19.1
15.0
10.7
15.9
17.5
15.6
18.1
14.8
10.2
10.9
13.7
12.0
10.8
9.3
5.7
12.2
9.31 3.51 0.2
I I
7.4 1.7 0.3
10.0 2.5 0.2
10.4 3.4 0.1
10.4 5.6 0.1
7.8 5.9 *0.1
11.5 4.5 0.2
2,284
687
402
595
442
158
1,306
355
2B0
354
253
64
978
332
122
241
189
93
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.3
13.6 7.3 1.6 0.3 1.2
14.9 13.4 3.6 *0.2 1.8
12.8 15.1 5.3 0.2 1.2
10.3 12.3 6.6 *0.1 1.2
6.1 9.2 8.0 *0.1 0.7
NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNI TED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND
IN APPENDIX I, FIGURE V.
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TABLE 22. NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS; RATES PER 1,000 PERSONS BY
SEX, AGE, AND CONDITION; AND PERCENT OF CONDITIONS CAUSING LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY, 1 OR MORE BED
DAYS IN PAST YEAR, AND 1 OR MORE PHYSICIAN VISITS IN PAST YEAR: UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates sre given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CHRONICCONDITION AND lCD CODE1
CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
1 HEART CONDITIONS
.....................................................................39O. 392-398; 402.1, 9; 404.1,9;
410-414; 415.0; 416; 417.8, 9; 420.9; 421 .0,9; 422.9;
‘423; 424; 425.0-2, 4,9; 426-428; 429.0-3,5,
6,8, 9; 785.0-3; 794.3
2 HYPERTENSIVE DISEASE, N.E.C. .,........................................................................4OI ; 40Z.CJ;403;
404.0; 405; 798.2
3 CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE
...............................................................................348.5. 430-436;
437.0-2,4-6, 8,9; 43E
4 ARTERIOSCLEROSIS, N.E.C
. ......................................................................................................Mo
5 VARICOSE VEINS, N.E.C. ...................................................................................................454. 456
6 HEMORRHOIDS
............................................................................................................................455
7 POOR CIRCULATION, N.OS
. ...................................................................................................459.9
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
1 CHRONIC BRONCHITIS .......................................................................................................490,491
2 EMPHYSEMA ..................................................................................................................492; 516,1,2
3 ASTHMA, WITH OR WITHOUT HAY FEVER
..............................................................................493
4 HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS AND ADENOIDS
5 CHRONIC SINUSITIS
.........................................................................474
....................................................................................................................473
6 DEFLECTED NASAL SEPTUM
.....................................................................................................47o
7 HAY FEVER, WITHOUT ASTHMA (INCLUDES UPPER
RESPIRATORY ALLERGY) ............................................................................................477, 478;a
DIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
1 ULCER OF STOMACH AND DUODENUM
2 FREQUENT CONSTIPATION
............................................................................53l.534
....................................................................................................564.O
3 HERNIA OF A8DOMINAL CAVITY ...........................................................................550-553; 750.8
4 FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER GASTRO-
INTESTINAL DISORDER ................................................................................538; 783.0; 7B7.0, 1
5 GALLBLADDER CONDITION .......................................................................574; 575; 576.1-5, 8,9;
793,3
8 GASTRITIS AND DUODENITIS
7 DIVERTICULA OF INTESTINE ..........."...........' .......'' .......................' .................' .........'.
535.0-2,4-6
.....................................t..............................................................562
8 CHRONIC ENTERITIS AND COLITIS
..........................................................................555. 556; 556
9 INTESTINAL CONDITION
.............................................................................564.l ,5,6,8, 9; 569.9;
7B7.3. 5
SKIN AND MUSCULOSKELETAL cONDITIONS
1 NEOPLASMS OF SKIN ................................................................................................172, 173; 216
2 ECZEMA, DERMATITIS, AND URTICARIA,
N.E.C. ............................. ..........................................277.6; 373.3; 690-692:693.1 ; 694.0-3; 708:
995.1,3
3 PSORIASIS AND SIMILAR DISORDERS
4 CORNS AND CALLOSITIES
...................................................................................6%
.......................................................................................................700
5 DISEASES OF NAIL ...................... ..............................................................................................7o3
6 DISEASES OF SEBACEOUS GLANDS. N.E.C.
(ACNE) ...................................................................................................................................... 7C6
7 ARTHRITIS, N.E.C .
. ..........................................................................7l 1.0, 9; 712.8, 9; 714; 715.0,
1,3, 6,9; 716; 719.3; 720.0, 8,9; 721.0,2,3,5-7,9
B DISPLACEMENT OF INTERVERTEBRAL
DISC ....................................................................................................................................722.o.7
9 BUNION
....................................................................................................................................727.l
10 SYNOVITIS, BURSITIS, AND TENOSYNO-
VITIS
.......................................................................................7l 9.2; 720.; ; 726.1, 3-9; 727.0, 2-5
11 GOUT
...........................................................................................................................................274
NUMBER OF
PERSONS
IN
THOUSANDS
NUMBER
16,428
23,745
1,740
3,B94
6,030
8,BI 3
1,002
7,474
2,137
6,402
3,334
28,054
1,083
15,620
3,824
3,B73
4,121
4,097
1,614
1,677
1,371
1,913
1,561
1,226
7,754
2,043
4,80’C
4,302
6,450
25,668
2,554
1,783
4,637
1,718
BOTH SEXES,
ALL AGES
SEX
MALE FEMALE
RATE PER 1,000 PERSONS
76.:
110.1
8.1
1B.1
28.(
40.~
4.(
34.E
g.g
xl.;
16.~
130.C
5.(
72.4
17.7
18.C
19.1
19.C
7.5
B.7
6.4
8.9
7.2
5.7
35.9
9.5
22.3
19.9
29.9
1i9.9
11.8
6.3
21.5
8.0
71.3
96,2
7.0
17.3
10.2
36.1
3.7
3L6
13.1
29.9
12.4
110.8
8.7
67.5
17.0
6.2
21.7
21.3
3.3
8.3
4.5
4.6
4.5
6.1
28.8
9.4
13.5
17.2
28.3
67.3
12.9
2.7
17.4
10.5
60.7
123,9
9.0
18.8
44.6
45.3
5.5
37.4
2u
18,3
148.2
3.4
76.9
18.4
27.1
16.7
16.9
11.4
9.1
8.1
12.9
9.8
5.3
42.6
9.6
30.4
22.5
30.5
150.4
10.8
13.5
25.3
5.6
See f.mtmtes at end of table.
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TABLE 22. NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS; RATES PER 1,000 PERSONS BY
SEX, AGE, AND CONDITION; AND PERCENT OF CONDITIONS CAUSING LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY, 1 OR MORE BED
DAYS IN PAST YEAR, AND 1 OR MORE PHYSICIAN VISITS IN PAST YEAR: UNITED STATES, 1979–CON.
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey dem general qualitkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates ae given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CHRONIC CONDITION AND ICD CODE1
1
2
3
4
:
7
:
:
6
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
:
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t
(
c
(
[
(
I
t
F
CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
4EART CONDITIONS ......390. 392-398; 402.1 ,9; 404.1 ,9;
410-414 415.0; 416417.8, 9; 420.9; 421.0,9; 422.9;
423; 424; 425.0-2, 4,9; 426-428:429.0-3,
5,6, 6,9; 785.0-3; 794.3
HYPERTENSIVE DISEASE, N.E.C. ...........401. 402.0; 403;
404.0; 40Eq796.2
:ERE6ROVASCULAR DISEASE ................348.5. 430-436;
437.0-2,4-6, S, 9; 43S
\RTERIOSCLEROSIS, N.E.C. .......................................440
/ARICOSE VEINS, N.E.C. ....................................454. 456
4EMoRRHolDs .............................................................455
‘OOR CIRCULATION, N.O.S. ....................................459.9
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
:HRONIC BRONCHITIS ........................................490. 491
;MPHYSEMA ...................................................492. 518.1,2
N3THMA, WITH OR WITHOUT HAY FEVER ...............493
+YPERTROPHY OF TONSILS AND ADENOIDS., ........474
:HRoNlc slNuslTls .....................................................473
)EFLECTED NASAL SEPTUM ......................................47O
iAY FEVER, WITHOUT ASTHMA (INCLUDES UPPER
RESPIRATORY ALLERGY) ............................477. 478.8
DIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
JLCER OF STOMACH AND DUODENUM .............531-534
;REQUENT CONSTIPATION .....................................564.0
+ERNIA OF A8DOMINAL CAVITY ............55O-553. 750.6
‘UNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER GASTRO-
INTESTINAL DISORDER .................536. 783.0 :787.0,1
GALLBLADDER CONDITION ........574. 575576.1-5, 8,9;
793.3
3ASTRITIS AND DUODENITIS .......................535.0-2. 4-6
)IVERTICULA OF INTESTINE .....................................562
>HRONIC ENTERITIS AND COLITIS.., ........555. 556558
NTESTINAL CONDITION ..............564.1 .5. 6,8, 9; 569.9;
787.3,5
SKIN ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS
NEOPLASMSOF SKIN .................................1 72, 173; 216
ECZEMA, DERMATITIS, AND URTICARIA,
N.E.C. .........277.6. 373.3; 690-692; 693.1; 694.0-3; 708;
995.1,3
PSORIASIS AND SIMILAR DISORDERS ....................696
CORNS AND CALLOSITIES ........................................700
DISEASES OF NAIL .....................................................7O3
DISEASES OF SE6ACEOUS GLANOS, N.E.C.
(AcNE) .......................................................................7m
ARTHRITIS, N.E.C. ...........711.0. 9; 712.8,9; 714715.0,
1,3, 8,9; 716; 719.3; 720.0, 8,9; 721.0,2,3,5-7,9
DISPLACEMENT OF INTERVERTEBRAL
DISC .....................................................................722.O.7
8UNION .....................................................................727.l
SYNOVITIS, BURSITIS, AND TENOSYNO-
VITIS ........................719.2. 720.1; 726.1, 3-9; 727.0,2-5
GOUT ............................................................................274
AGE
=
RATE PER 1,000 PERSONS
17.9
‘1.9
l.
l.
“0.4
‘1.0
l.
42.2
‘0.2
38.2
32.1
46.8
l1.2
54,1
l1.5
‘3.7
4.0
‘2.3
l.
‘0.7
“0.2
l2.2
l1.7
“0.6
36.2
‘2.0
l2.5
4.7
26.6
3.7
‘0.3
‘0.2
“1.6
l.
37.5
58.8
l1.3
“0.8
18.6
46.5
l1.6
26.6
l1.4
24.3
13.7
148.4
5.7
91.3
18.7
11.1
8.2
20.7
6.8
7.1
‘0.5
8.4
6.0
3.6
37.2
8.2
17.6
20.6
46.7
47.8
10.4
5.2
17.0
2.s
126.5
214.4
15.9
21.6
51.3
64.7
6.8
35.6
23.2
34.1
l3.9
1S9.2
8.5
69.3
29.7
26.S
38.7
30.8
12.9
17.5
14.9
14.0
14.5
10.7
38.0
18.1
40.5
26.3
12.2
252.7
24.6
15.6
51.3
19.1
274.4
385.1
40.1
123.5
89.4
66.1
24.2
45.4
42.4
20.9
‘2.4
1E6.4
‘ 5.4
50.6
32.0
63.9
62.6
31.9
78.7
18.4
26.6
17.6
12.4
17.2
26.6
16.8
55.7
43.5
“5.8
442.7
22.6
26.8
33.1
27.2
CONDITIONS CAUSING:
LIMITATION
OF
ACTIVITY
32.3
13.5
35.3
15.B
4.1
‘0.9
25.8
5.1
52.3
19.9
“1.4
1.0
‘2.1
2.3
7.6
“0.0
17.1
l2.6
“2.2
l2.9
“6.8
l5.2
“5.7
“0.9
2.9
l1.2
“0.7
‘0.3
“0.7
20.6
47.3
l1.2
7.2
‘1O.7
PERCENT
20.1
8.1
31.0
11.B
“3.4
7.3
l6.1
46.0
26.8
30.1
60.7
10.4
“10.6
5.1
21.3
l3.8
21.8
7,9
38.5
22.7
18.5
25.0
22.4
“7.1
l2.9
l1.6
l1.2
l1.9
“1.7
10.7
34.6
l4.6
9.3
18.2
71.4
85.8
67.0
69.7
39.0
45.0
84.4
78.8
73.0
66.4
85.5
52.5
39.9
48.2
66.7
54.3
62.9
63.7
69.0
73.1
56.6
64.3
76.4
68.8
61.4
40.0
57.0
50.7
68.3
64.1
56.7
63.1
60.3
72.5
Seefootnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 22. NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS; RATES PER 1,000 PERSONS BY
SEX, AGE, AND CONDITION; AND PERCENT OF CONDITIONS CAUSING LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY, 1 OR MORE BED
DAYS IN PAST YEAR, AND 1 OR MORE PHYSICIAN VISITS IN PAST YEAR: UNITED STATES, 1979–CON.
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendm II.]
CHRONIC CONDITION AND ICD CODE1
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENDOCRINE,
METABOLIC, AND BLOOD FORMING SYSTEMS,
AND OTHER SELECTED CONDITIONS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
775.3; 794.5
DIABETES ...............................................................................................................25O. 548.0; 775.1
ANEMIA CONDITIONS .........................................................................................................28O.285.
‘548.2: 776.6
MIGRAINE .....................................................................................................................................346
SCIATICA ........................................................................................................................355.0; 724.3
NEURALGIA, NEURITIS, SPECIFIED SITES AND
TYPES, N.E.C. ....................................................................35O.l. 2; 351 ; 352.1; 355.1,2, 8; 357.0
DISEASES OF URINARY SYSTEM ...............................................................................O99.4. 344.8;
580-583; 584.5-9; 585; 5S7; 5S8.0, 8, 9; 5S8-591 ;
592.0,1 ; 593; 585.0-3,8,8; 596-598; 588,0.8,8,9;
619.0; 788.6-8; 793.5; 794.4
DISEASES OF PROSTATE ..............................................................................8W. 601.0-3,8, 9; 602
FEMALE TROU8LES EXCEPT BREAST . . ... . . ......................................................................6l4. 615;
616.0,1, 3-5,8,9; 617; 618; 619.1,2,8,9;
620.0.1. 3-9; 621 .1-9; 622.0-8. S. 9; 823.0-6.
8,9; 624.0-5, 8,9; 625.2-5, 8; i326; 627;
628.0,2-4, 8,9; 628
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS ...................................................................................................... XOO.X04
HEARING lMPAIRMENTS ................................................................................................... X05-X08
SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS ...................................................................................................... xl o-xl 1
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES OR PARTS OF EXTREMI-
TIES (EXCLUDES TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES
ON LY) ................................................................................................................................ X20-X29
PARALYSIS, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL, OF EXTREMI-
TIES OR PARTS OF EXTREMITl ES................................................................................. X40-X59
DEFORMITIES OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENTS .................................................................................................. X7O.X76. X78-X89
NUMBER OF
PERSONS
IN
THOUSANDS
NUMBER
2,925
5,236
2,845
5,348
1,322
1,180
5,602
1,081
2,249
8,588
16,883
1,968
1,s49
1,074
18,364
sEX
=
RATE PER 1,000 PERSONS
13.6
24.3
13.2
24.6
6.1
5.5
26,0
5.0
10.4
39.7
77.2
9.1
8.6
5.0
85,1
4.2
21.8
4.8
11.8
3.2
3.7
12.4
10.4
l
47.1
88.8
11.7
14,2
5.7
84.7
22.3
26,6
21.0
36.9
8.9
7.1
38.6
l
20.1
32.8
66.4
6.7
3.3
4.3
85.5
See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 22. tiuMBER oF PERsONS wlTH sELEcTED REpORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS; RATEs PER 1,000 pERSONS BY
SEX, AGE, AND CONDITION; AND PERCENT OF CONDITIONS CAUSING LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY, 1 OR MORE BED
DAYS IN PAST YEAR, AND 1 OR MORE PHYSICIAN VISITS IN PAST YEAR: UNITED STATES, 1979-CON.
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
CHRONIC CONDITION AND ICD CODE1
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENDOCRINE,
METABOLIC, AND BLOOD FORMING SYSTkMS,
ANO OTHER SELECTED CONDITIONS
1 THYROID CONDITIONS ... . .. . . . .. . . .. . ....226. 240-246; 648.1 ;
775.3; 794.5
2 DIABETES .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . ..25O. 648.0; 775.1
3 ANEMIA CONDITIONS .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . ..26O.265.
848.2 :776,6
4 MIGRAINE ... . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . ...346
5 SCIATICA ... .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ...355.O. 724.3
6 NEURALGIA, NEURITIS, SPECIFIED SITES AND
TYPES, N.E.C . .. . ..350.1 .2. 351; 352.1; 355.1,2, S; 357.0
7 DISEASES OF URINARY SYSTEM .. . . .. .. . . .. . ...099.4. 344.6;
680-5S3; 5S4.5.9; 565; 587; 5SS.0, 8, 9; 588.591 ;
592.0, 1; 593; 595.0-3,8,9; 596-598; 589,0-6,8,9;
619.0; 7S8.6.8; 793.5; 794.4
8 DISEASES OF PROSTATE .,..., .. .. . . ...600. 601.0-3, S, 9; 602
9 FEMALE TROUBLES EXCEPT BREAST .. .. . . . .. . ....614. 615;
616.0, 1,3-5, B, 9;617;616;619,1, 2,6, 9;
620.0,1, 3.9; 621.1 -9; 622,0-6,8,9; 623.0-6,
6,9; 624,0-6, 8,9; 625.2-5, 8; 626; 627;
628.0,2-4, S, 9; 629
IMPAIRMENTS
1 VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . XOO-X04
2 HEARING IMPAIRMENTS ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . X05-X09
3 SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . X1O-X1 1
4 ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES OR PARTS OF EXTREMI-
TIES (EXCLUDES TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES
ON LY) .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. ... . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . X20-X29
6 PARALYSIS. COMPLETE OR PARTIAL. OF EXTREMI-
TIES OR PARTS OF EXTREMITIES...; . . . . . .. . . .. .. . X40.X59
6 DEFORMITIES OR ORTHOPEDIC
lMPAIRMENTS .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. X7 O.X76 X78-XB9
AGE
UNDER
17
YEARS
17-44
YEARS
45-64
YEARS
65 YEARS
AND
OVER
‘1.0
“1.1
7.9
5.4
l.
l.
8.1
l.
l1.3
10.5
14.4
15.9
“0.9
“1.8
14.2
RATE PER 1,000 PERSONS
12.2
8.7
14.8
32.0
5.3
l1.5
26.8
l2.3
1s.0
29.3
44.9
6.2
4.0
2.6
95.2
26.4
57.9
10.3
41.0
11.8
11.5
31.5
7.3
8.6
58.2
119.2
6.5
19.8
6.6
117.9
26.4
79.7
25.4
15.3
14.2
23.1
56.8
23.9
“7.0
118.5
281.6
l8.4
24.5
19.0
162.1
CONDITIONS CAUSING:
LIMITATION
OF
ACTIVITY
1 OR MORE
8ED DAYS
IN PAST
YEAR
1 OR MORE
PHYSICIAN
VISITS IN
PAST YEAR
l 7.0
30.4
7.9
4.7
l9.6
“9.0
11.4
l7.2
‘4.4
17.3
4.7
l8.2
15.8
70.1
30.6
PERCENT
10.5
15.1
10.8
43.0
25.8
“18.1
26.2
25.1
48.8
l2.8
1.7
l1.5
“13.3
l15,1
18.0
74.0
88.0
77.9
60.2
68.0
71.1
81.5
83.1
92.4
52.5
36.6
43.9
+ 15.4
57.0
45.4
IWORLD HEALTH o RGANIZATIO~: MANUAL OF THE INTERNA TIONAL STA TISTICAL CLASSI171CA I-ION OF DISEASES, INJURIES, AND CA USES
OF DEATH. 8ASED ON ‘IHE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NINTH REV1S1ON CONFERENCE. 197s. GENEVA. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION.
1977.
NOTES: N,OS. -- NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N.E.C. -- NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN APPENDIX 1, FIGURES VI AND
Ix.
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TA6LE 22. INCIDENCE oF ALL ACUTE COnditiOnS ANO ACUTE RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PEP auARTER, ay SEX ANO AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkat.ions, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGEs— ------
UNOER 6 Y EARS-------—-— ----------
6-16 YE ARS-------------— --—------
1 T-44 Y EARS---------— -------------
45 Y EARS ANO OVER---— -------------
HAL E, ALL AGE S——-----------
UNOER 6 Y EARS----------------------
6-16 YEARS -------------------------
17-44 Y EARS--------------- —-------
45 Y EARS AND OVER------------—----
FEMALE, ALL AGES— -----------
UNDER 6 Y EARS-------—-— ----------
6-16 Y EARS-----------------— ------
lT-44 Y EARS---------------— -------
45 Y EARS ANO OVER---— -------------
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS
JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SE PT. OCT. -OEC.
6T. O
112.3
99.5
64.2
38.7
61.0
10T.9
91.7
55.7
33.3
72.6
117.0
107.4
72.2
43.2
ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY- SEPT. OCT. -DEC.
NUMBER OF CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PEP QUARTER
9s.1 85.4 96.1
49.5 47.7 73.1
41.3 3s’.7 54.4
25.6 25.1 33. s
, ,
T39.4
IT. O
65.2 38.0
62.2 20.7
3T.3 16.7
21.4 9.3
36.4 15.5
&62.2 35.056.0 19.033.5 14.619.3 5.442.2 18.368. + 41.168.7 22.540.8 1S.623.2 10.0
17.5
32.9
20.4
19.2
9.0
15.6
32.0
19.1
15.8
a. 1
19.1
33.8
21.8
22.4
9.8
33.5
60.5
44.6
33.4
19.5
31.8
61.1
41.1
28.5
21.3
35.0
60.0
47.8
38.0
18.0
NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CCNOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL 6TT=lJTI @N.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE I.
TABLE 24. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER WARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix H.]
SEX AND AGE JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT. -DEC.
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES-----— ----------- 6.5 9.41 8.8 ! 7.4
I
UNDER 17 YEARS ------------------------------
17 YEARS ANO OVER ---------------------------
MALE, ALL AGES---–-------— -----------
UNOER 17 YEARS---—--------------------—---
17 YEARS ANO OVER --------------------------- l+++%++
FEMALE, ALL AGES ---------------------- 5.9 6.9 7.2 5.8
uNOER 17 YEARS ------------------------------ 5.8 8.1 9.2 5.0
17 YEARS AND OVER --------------------------- 6.0 6.5 6.6 6.1
NOTES: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIXI,FIGURE I.
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TABLE 26. DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERs CN PER QUARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY, AND AGE: uNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifkations, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendm I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
TYPE DF DISABILITY AND AGE
DAYS OF REsTRICTED ACTIVITY, ALL AGE S----
UNDER 6 Y EARS-------— ---------------------
6-16 YE ADS---------------------------------
L7-44 YEARS --------------------------------
45-64 YE ADS--------------------------------
65 Y EARS AND OVER --------------------------
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY, ALL AGE S--;------
UNOER 6 YEAR S-------— ---------------------
6-16 YEAR S---------------------------------
17-44 YE ADS---------—--— -----------------
45-64 YE ADS--------------------------------
65 Y EARS ANO OVER --------------------------
DAYS LOST FROM HORK, 17 YEARS ANO DVER---
L7-44 Y EARS-------------— -----------------
45-64 YEARS --------------------------------
65 Y EARS AND OV ER--------------------------
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL, 6-16 YEA AS--------
BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
JAN. - APR. - JULY- 0C7 .- JAN.- APR.- JULY- DCT.-
MAR. JUNE SEPT.
JAN.- APR. - JULY- OCT. -
OEC. MAR . JUNE SEPT. DEC. MAR. JuNE SE PT. OEC.
=+=
4.3 3.0
3.5 2.1
4.0 3.4
6.7 6.+
10.9 10.9
T2.0 1.62.2 1.31.6 0.91.6 1.22.1 2.23.8 3.4
1.41 1.2
11.4 1.11.6 1.41.2 #’O.82.2 1.0
OAyS OF DISABILITY PER PERSGN PER QUARTER
++ 4.7!4’0!3-! 4.3!57 5.0!4“7!‘-5”5
2.0 3.1 4.3 3.0 1.8 3.2 4.3 3.0 2.1 3.1
1.7 3.0 3.4 2.1 1.7 2.8 3.7 2.1 1.7 3.2
3.4 4.1 3.8 2.9 3.0 3.4 4.3 3.9 3.9 +.8
6.3 6.6 5.7 5.8 6.2 6.3 T.5 6.9 6.5 7.0
10.5 9.7 9.6 10.0 9.9 8.7 11.8 11.5 10.9 10.3
0.8 1.5 2.3 1.3 0.7 2.1 1.4 0.9 1.7
0.6 1.3 1.4 0.9 0.5 ::$ 1.8 0.9 0.8 1.5
1.1 1.6 1.3 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.9 1.5 1.3 2.1
1.9 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 2.3 2.5 2.0 2.3
3.1 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.2 4.2 3.8 3.0 3.4
1.21 1.211 1.41 1.01 1.11 1.21 1.41 1.51 1.31 1.3
1.1 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.7 1.1 1.4 1.4 1..5 1.8 1.2 1.2
*1.2 1.4 *1.6 *1.2 *O.’ *1.3 *O.’ * *1.9 *1.5
0.4 1.6 2.1 1.0 0.4 1.5 2.3 D. 9 0.4 1.8
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS TABLE ARE FOUND IN
APPENDIX I, FIGURE II.
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TABLE ’26. POPULATION USED IN CCMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION* BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1979
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionaljzed population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.]
AGE
ALL AGES---—---—---------—— -----------
UNDER 17 YEARS—---------------— ---------------
UNDER 6 YEARS--—-— --------------------------
6-16 YEARS-— ---------------------------------
17-44 YEARS---—-—--------— -------------------
17-24 YEARS -----------------------------------
25-44 YEARS -----------------------------------
25-34 YEARS ---------------------------------
35-44 YEARS ---------------------------------
45 YEARS AND OVER— -----------------------------
45-64 YEARS---------— ------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER------------—---------—----
65-74 YEARS ---------------------------------
75 YEARS ANO OVER— -------------------------
ALL AGES-17 YEARS AND OVER ----------------
17-44 YEARS---—---------------—---------------
17-24 YEARS-—-------— -----------------------
25-44 YEARS------------------— ---------------
45 YEARS AND OVER -------------------------------
45-64 YEARS-—----------— --------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -----------------------------
BOTH SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
POPULATION IN THOUSANDS
215,723
58,250
18,663
39,587
90,673
32,003
58,670
349051
24v618
66,800
439457
239343
14?929
8,414
104,097
29,714
9,580
20, 134
43,993
15,603
287390
16? 552
11,838
309390
20,773
9,617
69494
3, 122
111,626
28y537
9,003
19,453
46,680
16,400
30,280
17,499
12,781
36,409
22,684
13,726
8,435
5,291
CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO POPULATION
96,616
65,743
21,320
44,423
30,873
27,650
3,223
55,838 40,778
37,299 289444
11,481 9,840
25,819 18g605
18,539 12,334
16, 514 11,136
2,025 1,198
NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES.F13R MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION GF THE UNITEO STATES., IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25,
ANO P-60; ANO BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MIZNTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT ANO EARNINGS.
THE APPROPRIATE RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED ESTIMATES SHOWN IN THIS
TABLEAREFOUND INAPPENDIXI, FIGUREIV.THE NUMBEROFPERSONS INEACHAGE-SEX CATEGORYOF THE TOTAL
POPULATION IS ADJUSTED TO OFFICIAL BUREAU OF THE CENSUS FIGURES AND IS NOT SUBJECT TO SAMPLING
ERROR.
..
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APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the National Health In-
terview Survey (NHIS).
The National Health Interview Survey uti-
lizes a questionnaire that obtains information on
personal and demographic characteristics, ill-
nesses, injuries, impairments, chronic conditions,
and other health topics. As data relating to each
of these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.
The population covered by the s,ample for
the National Health Interview Survey is the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States living at the time of the interview.
The sample does not include members of the
Armed Forces or U.S. nationals living in foreign
countries. It should also be noted that the esti-
mates shown do not represent a complete
measure of any given topic during the specified
calendar period since data are not collected in
the interview for persons who died during the
reference period. For many types of statistics
collected in the survey, the reference period
covers the 2 weeks prior to the interview week.
For such a short period, the contribution by
decedents to a total inventory of conditions or
services should be very small. However, the con-
tribution by decedents during a long reference
period (e.g., 1 year) might be sizable, especially
for older persons.
METHODS
Statistical Design of the National
Health Interview Survey
General pzan. The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probabilityy design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples axe additive over
time. This feature of the desi~ permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages
as well as technical assets since it permits field-
work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for selected places
of residence in the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated
in this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
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contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.
List segments, using 1970 census re$sters as
the frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of build-
ing permits issued in sample PSU’S since
1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
tid could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the NHIS sample was selected.
The usual NHIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing about 50,000
assigned households, of which 9,000 were va-
cant, demolished, or occupied by persons not in
the scope of the survey. The 42,000 eligible
occupied households yield a probability sample
of about 111,000 persons.
Descriptive material on data collection, field
procedures , and questionnaire development in
the NHIS have been pub1ished5’6 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design and esti-
mation procedure. T~8
Collection of data. –Field operations for the
survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census under specifications established by the
National Center for Health Statistics. In accord-
ance with these specifications the Bureau of the
Census participates in survey planning, selects
the sample, and conducts the field interviewing
as an agent of NCHS. The data are coded, edited,
and tabulated b’y NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the NHIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex proce-
dures in the derivation of estimates. Four basic
operations are involved.
1. I~l@ation by the reciprocal of the proba-
bility of selection. –The probability of
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.
2.
3.
4.
selection is the product of the probabili-
ties of selection from each step of selec-
tion in the design (PSU, segment, and
household).
Nonresponse adjustment. –The estimates
are inflated by a multiplication factor
which has as its numerator the number
of sample households in a given segment
and as its denominator the number of
households interviewed in that segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary
information which is highly correlated
with the variables being estimated im-
proves the reliability of the estimates. To
reduce the variability between PSU’S
within a region, the estimates are ratio
adjusted to the 1970 populations within
12 color-residence classes.
Poststratification by a.ge-sex-color. –The
estimates”are ratio ‘adj&ted within each
of 60 age-sex-color cells to an independ-
ent estimate of the population of each
cell for the survey period. These inde-
pendent estimates are prepared by the
Bureau of the Census. Both the first-stage
and poststratified ratio adjustments take
the form of multiplication factors ap-
plied to the weight of each elementary
unit (person, household, ,condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
to make the sample more closely representative
of the civilian noninstitutionalized population
by age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents the
population living during that week and charac-
teristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
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persons classified by time interval since last phy-
sician visit, figures are first calculated for each
, calendar quarter by averaging estimates for all
weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prevalence
data for a year are then obtained by averaging
the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period-such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or number
of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar compu-
tational procedure is used, but the statistics are
interpreted differently. For these items, the
questionnaire asks for the respondent’s experi-
ence over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the week
of interview. In such instances the estimated
quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5 times the
average 2-week estimate produced by the 13 suc-
cessive samples taken during the period. The an-
nual total is the sum of the four quarters. Thus
the experience of persons interviewed during a
year–experience which actually occurred for
each person in a Z-calendar-week interval prior
to week of interview-is treated as though it
measured the total of such experience during the
year. Such interpretation leads to no significant
bias.
Explanation of hospital recall.–The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an in-
crease in underreporting of hospit alizations with
increase in time interval between the discharge
and the interview. Exclusive of the hospital ex-
perience of decedents, the net underreporting
with a 12-month recall is in the neighborhood of
10 percent, but underreporting of discharges
within 6 months of the week of interview is esti-
mated to be less than 5 percent. For this reason
hospital discharge data in this report are based
on hospital discharges reported to have occurred
within 6 months of the week of interview. Since
the interviews were evenly distributed according
to weekly probabilityy samples -throughout any
interviewing year, no seasonal bias was intro-
duced by doubling the 6-month-recall data to
produce an annual estimate for that year of in-
terviewing. Doubling the 6-month data in effect
imputes to the entire year preceding the inter-
view the rate of hospital discharges actually ob-
served during the 6 months prior to interview.
However, estimates of the number of persons
with hospital episodes (as opposed to estimates
of the number of hospital discharges) are based
on 12-month recall data since a person’s 12-
month experiences cannot be obtained by dou-
bling his most recent 6-month experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household who were not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment who were interviewed.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of diag-
nostic and other information collected in house-
hold interviews. For diagnostic information, the
household respondent can usually pass onto the
interviewer only the information the physician
has given to the family. For conditions not
medically attended, diagnostic information is
often no more than a description of symptoms.
However, other facts, such as the number of dis- .
ability days caused by the condition, can be ob-
tained more accurately from household members
than from any other source since only the per-
sons concerned are in a position to report this
information.
Rounding of numbers. –The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original tabu-
lations using the estimates to the nearest unit. In
the final published tables, the figures are rounded
to the nearest thousand, although these are
not necessarily accurate to that detail. Devised
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statistics such as rates and percent distributions
are computed after the estimates on which these
are based have been rounded to the nearest
thousand.
Population figures. –Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to inde-
pendent estimates, these figures are based on the
sample of households in the NHIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popu-
lation data that may be available. With the
exception of the overall totals by age, sex, and
color mentioned above, the population figures
differ from figures (which are derived from dif-
ferent sources) published in reports of the Bu-
reau of the Census. Official poptiation estimates
are presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures.g Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the NationaI Health Interview Survey, a num-
ber of studies have been conducted to study this
problem. The results have been published in sev-
eral reports.10-1s The standard errors shown in
this report were computed using the balanced
half-sample replication procedure.
The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variations that
might occur by chance because only a sample of
the population is surveyed. As calculated for this
report, the standard error ako reflects part of
the variation which arises in the measurement
process. It does not include estimates of any
biases which might be in the data. The chances
are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from
the sample would differ from a complete census
by less than the standard error. The chances are
about 95 out of 100 that the difference would
be less than twice the standard error and about
99 out of 100 that it would be less than 2?42
times as large.
Standard error charts. –The relative standard
error of an estimate is obtained by dividing the
standard error of the estimate by the estimate
itself and is expressed as a percentage of the esti-
mate. For this report, asterisks are shown for
any cell with more than a 30-percent relative
standard error. Included in this appendix are
charts from which the relative standard errors
can be determined for estimates shown in the
report. In order to derive relative errors which
would be applicable to a wide variety of health
statistics and which could be prepared at a mod-
erate cost, a number of approximations were re-
quired. As a result, the charts provide an estimate
of the approximate relative standard error rather
than the precise error for any specific aggregate
or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for ,the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
1.
2.
3.
Narrow range. –This class consists of (1)
statistics which estimate a population
attribute, e.g., the number of persons in
a particular income group, and (2) statis-
tics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period
used in data collection is usually either O
to 1 and, on occasion, may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of
other statistics for which the measure for
a single individual during the reference
period used in data collection will rarely
lie outside the range Oto 5.
Wide range.–This class consists of statis-
tics for w“hichthe measure for a single in-
dividual during the reference period used
in data collection can range from O to a
number in excess of 5, e.g., the number
of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables according
to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-
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range, statistics in the survey are further classi-
fied as to whether they are based on a reference
period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12 months.
General rules for determining relative stand-
ard errors. –The following rules will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stand-
ard errors from the charts for estimates presented
in this report. These charts represent standard
errors of NHIS data. They should be used in
preference to the charts which have appeared in
all previous Series 10 publications.
Rule 1. Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tained from appropriate curves, figures
I-VI. The number of persons in the
total U.S. population or in an age-sex-
color class of the total population is ad-
justed to official Bureau of the Census
figures and is not subject to sampling
error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropri-
ate curves, figures VII-IX. For values
which do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual interpola-
tion will provide a satisfactory approxi-
mation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomina-
tor. For example, in computing the rate
of visual impairments per 1,000 popula-
tion, the numerator consisting of per-
sons with the impairment is a subclass
of the denominator, which includes all
persons in the population. Such rates if
converted to rates per 100 may be
treated as though they were percent-
ages and the relative standard errors ob-
tained from the percentage charts for
population estimates. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the per-
centage chart will provide the relative
standard error per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomina-
tor could have sustained more than one
of the injuries included in the numera-
tor. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popula-
tion, the relative error of the rate is
equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appropriate
chart.
(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the
resulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This proce-
dure will result in an upper bound
on the standard error and often will
overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d= X1-x2
is
Ud = J(% LI )2+ (X* q#
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
VXz are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will rep-
resent the actual standard error quite
accurately for -“the dlf ference bet ween
separate and uncorrelated characteris-
tics although it is only a rough approxi-
mation in most other cases. The relative
standard error of each estimate involved
in such a difference can be determined
by one of the four rules above, which-
ever is appropriate.
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Figurel. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
OR PERSONS INJURED1
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lThis curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data
collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 acute respiratory conditions (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
error of 23 percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 230,000 (23 percent of 1,000,000).
Figure IL RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
DISABILITY (A) AND FOR DAYS LOST FROM WORK OR SCHOOL (B)l
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1These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data
collection for wide range estimates of aggregates using a 2-weekreference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activitv (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
8 error of 22 per~ent (r;ad from curve A on scale at left side o~ chart), or a standard &r;or of 2,200,000 (22 percen~ of 10,000,000).
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o Figure Ill. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOWI IAI- UAY3 {Al,
SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DISCHARGES (B), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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1me ~uwe~ ~elated to ~holt.~@ ho@t~ da~~ ad diwha~e~ ~~ b~~d on 4 q~~e~ Of data cou~tion for wide and n~ow r~ge estimates of aggtegSteS USiilg a
6-month reference period; the curve for poprdation characteristics is based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 hospital days (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of
10.2 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 1,020,000 (10.2 percent of 10,000,000). An
estimate of 1,000,000 discharges from short-stay hospitals (curve B) has a relative standard error of 7.4 percent. An estimate of
1,000,000 persons in the Northeast Region (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
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Figure IV. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS BASED ON A
72-MONTH REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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l~e ~umerelatedto hospit~ days is based on 4 quarters of data collection for wide range estimates of
awegates using a 1Z-month reference period; the curve for population characteristicsis based on 4
quarters of data collectionfor narrow range estimates of ag~egates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of hospitalization in the past year (on scale at bottom of chart) has a
relative standard error of 7,8 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 780,000 (7.8 percent of
ul 10,000,000). An estimate of 1,000,000 persons with 1 hospital episode or more (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
Figure V. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN OR DENTAL VISITS BASED
ON A 2-WEEK REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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DEFINITIONS
Terms Relating to Conditions
APPENDIX II
OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Condition. –A morbidity condition, or sim-
ply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire that describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process, conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria (such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic) or
according to the type of disease, injury, impair-
ment, or symptom reported. For the purposes of
each published report or set of tables, only those
conditions recorded on the questionnaire that
satisfy certain stated criteria are included.
Conditions except impairments are classified
by type according to the ninth revision of the
International Classification of. Diseasesjl with
certain modifications adopted to make the code
more suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition. –An acute condition is
defined as a condition that has lasted less than
3 months and that has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions that had their onset during ,the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and that involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are some conditions that are always classified as
chronic even though the onset occurred “within
3 months prior to the week of the interview. The
codes refer to the ninth revision of the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases, as modified by
the NHIS Medical Coding Manual.
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.
,’
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Acute condition groups. –In this report all
tables with data classified by type of condition
employ a five-category regrouping plus several
selected subgroups.
Chronic condition. –A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview,
or (2) it is one of the following conditions
always classified as chronic regardless of the
onset:
Tuberculosis.
Neoplasms (benign and malignant).
Diseases of the thyroid gland.
Diabetes.
Gout.
Psychoses and certain other mental disorders.
Multiple sclerosis and certain other diseases
of the central nervous system.
Certain diseases and conditions of the eye.
Certain diseases of the circulatory system
(includes rheumatic fever, hypertension,
stroke; and all heart conditions).
Emphysema, asthma, hay fever, and bron-
chiect asis.
Ulcers and certain other diseases of the
esophagus, stomach, and duodenum.
Hernia of abdominal cavity (includes rup-
ture).
, Gastroenteritis and colitis (with exceptions).
Calculus of kidney, ureter, and other parts
of the,urin”a~ system.
Diseases of ~he prostate.
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Chronic cystic diseases of the breast.
Eczema and certain other dermatitis.
Arthritis and rheumatism.
Cyst of the bone (except jaw).
All congenital anomalies.
Impairment. –Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, that
result from disease, injury, or congenital malfor-
mation. They represent decrease or loss of abil-
ity to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. All impairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary code. Hence
code numbers for impairments in the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases are not used. In
the supplementary code, impairments are
grouped according to type of functional impair-
ment and etiology.
Incidence of conditions. –The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions that have their onset within a specified
time period. As previously mentioned, minor
acute conditions that involve. neither restricted
activity nor medical attention are excluded from
the statistics. The incidence data shown in some
reports are further limited to various subclasses
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions
involving bed disability.”
Onset of condition. –A condition is consid-
ered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or family was first told by
a physician that the person had a condition of
which he or she had been previously unaware.
Activity -restn”cting condition. –An activity-
restricting condition is one that had its onset in
the 2 weeks prior to interview and that caused
at least 1 day of restricted activity during the 2
calendar weeks before the interview week. (See
“Restricted-activity day” under “Terms Relating
to Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition, –A condition with
onset in the 2 weeks prior to interview that in-
volved at least 1 day of bed disability is called a
bed-disabling condition. (See “Bed-@ability
day” under “Terms Relating to Disability.”)
.,’. .’
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the 2 weeks prior to interview is
considered medically attended if a physician had
been consulted either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention include: consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted, as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted. as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition between
the physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician “ includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability. –Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day. –Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. All hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability;
all days of bed disability are, by definition, days
of restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
that apply to the working and school-age popu-
lations only but these too are days of restricted
activity. Hence “days of restricted activity” is
the most inclusive term used to describe dis-
ability days.
Restricted-activity day.–A day of restricted
activity is one on which a person cuts down on
his or her usual activities for the whole of that
day because of an illness or an injury. The term
“usual activities” for any day means the things
that the person would ordinarily do on that
day. For children under school age, usual activi-
ties depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be affected
by the age of the child, weather conditions, and
so forth. For retired or elderly persons, usual
activities might consist of ahnost no activity, but
cutting down on even a small amount for as
much as a day would constitute restricted activ-
ity. On Sundays or holidays, usual activities are
the things the person usually does on such
days–going to chur;h, playing golf,- visitfig
friends or relatives, or staying at home and lis-
tening to the radio, reading, looking at television,
and so forth. Persons who have permanently re-
duced their usual activities because of a chronic
condition might not report any restncted-
activity days during a 2-week period. Therefore
absence of restricted-activity days does not im-
ply normal health.
Restricted activity does not imply complete
inactivity, but it does imply only the minimum
of usual activities. A special nap for an hour
after lunch does not constitute cutting down on ‘
usual activities, nor does the elimination of a
heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out of the
furnace or hanging out the wash. If a farmer or
housewife carries on only the minimum of the
day’s chores, however, this is a day of restricted
activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
Bed-disability day. –A day of disability is
one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-1oss day. –A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week period
covered by the interview they either worked at
or had a job or business. (See “Currently em-
ployed” persons under “Demographic Terms.”)
School-loss day.–A day lost from school is a
normal school day on which a child did not at-
tend school because of a specific illness or injury.
The number of days lost from school is deter-
mined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Person-day. –Person-days of restricted activ-
ity, bed disability, and so forth are days of the
various forms of disability experienced by any
one person. The sum of days for all persons in a
group represents an unduplicated count of all
days of disability for the group.
Condition-day. –Condition-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability associated with
any one condition. Since any particular day of
disability may be associated with more than one
condition, the sum of days for conditions may
add to more than the total number of person-
days.
Chronic activity limitation. –Persons are clas-
sified into four categories according to the ex-
tent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children, school-
age children, housewives, and workers and other
persons differ, a different set of criteria is used
for each group. There is a general similarity be-
tween them, however, as will be seen in the fol-
lowing descriptions of the four categories:
1. Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability
to work, keep house, or engage in school or
preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
2. Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
,Y
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Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
school attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go
to school full time or for long periods at
a time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of house-
work, e.g., cannot lift children, wash or
iron, or do housework for long periods
at a time.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time
or for long periods at a time, or cannot
do strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwise limited (major actitit y refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but lim-
ited in participation in athletics or other
extracurricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
club, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
‘my of the ways described above)
Chronic mobility limitation. –Persons
classified into five categories according to
are
the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:
Stays in bed. –Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.
Stays in the house. –Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.
Needs help getting around. –Able to go outside
but needs the help of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in getting
around.
Has trouble getting around freely. –Does not
need the help of another person or a special aid
but has trouble in getting around freely.
Is not limited in mobility. –Not limited in any of
the ways described above.
Terms Relating to PersonsInjured
Injury condition. –An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (800-999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in-
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involved at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured. –A person injured is one who
has sustained one or more injuries in an accident
or in some type of nonaccidental violence. (See
definition of injury condition.) Each time a per-
son is involved in an accident or in nonacciden-
tal violence causing injury that results in at least
1 full day of restricted activity or medical atten-
tion he is included in the statistics as a separate
person injured; hence one person may be in-
cluded more than once.
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The number of persons injured is not equiva-
lent to the number of accidents for several
reasons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly
used may not involve injury at all, (2) more than
one injured person may be involved in a single
accident, so the number of accidents resulting
in injury would be less than the number of per-
sons injured in accidents, and (3) the term “acci-
dent” ordinarily implies an accidental origin
whereas “persons injured” as used in the Na-
tional Health Interview Survey includes persons
whose injuries resulted from certain nonacciden-
tal violence.
The number of persons injured in a specified
time interval is equal to or less than the inci-
dence of injury conditions since one person may
incur more than one injury in a single accident.
Terms Relating to Classof Accident
Class of accident. –Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle. ” Similarly, the classes
“while at work” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work. ”
Motor vehicle. –A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property maybe transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Moving motor vehicle accident. –The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved in the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
‘ ‘nontraffic” accidents.
Traffic moving motor vehicle accident. –The
accident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
iVontraffic moving motor vehicle accident. –The
accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it
occurred entirely in any place other than a
pubIic highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident. –If the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.
Accident while at work. –The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home accident. –The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, buildings, and sidewalks on the prop-
erty. “Home” includes not only the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when he was injured.
Other accident. –The class of accident is
“other” if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classified in one or more of the first three class-
of-accident categories (e.g., moving motor vehi-
cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The
survey does not cover the military population,
but current disability of various types resulting
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from prior injury occurring while the person was
in the Armed Forces is covered and is included
in this class. The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital. –For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the listing of hospi-
tals in the current American Hospital Associa-
tion, Guide to the Health Care Field or (2)
found on the Master Facility Inventory List
maintained by the National Center for Health
Statistics.
Short-stay hospital. –A short-stay hospital is
one in which the type of service provided by the
hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose, and
throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may be
the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day. –A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the pa-
tient stays overnight. Thus a patient who enters
the hospital on Monday afternoon and leaves
Wednesday noon is considered to have had 2
hospital days.
Hospital days during the year. –The number
of hospital days during the year is the total num-
ber for all hospital episodes in- the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
Hospital episode. –A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
Hospital discharge. –A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
‘ present member of the household is reported
to have been discharged from a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which’
occurred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview.)
Length of hospital stay. –The length of hos-
pital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospital dkcharge.
(See definition of %ospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay.–The average length
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental viszl.–A dental visit is defined as any
visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or advice,
including services by a technician or hygienist
acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visit.–The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit.–A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treatment,
or advice. The visit is considered to be a physi-
cian visit if the service is provided directly by
the physician or by a nurse or other person act-
ing under a physician’s supervision. For the pur-
pose of this definition “physician” includes doc-
tors of medicine and osteopathic physicians. The
term “doctor” is used in the interview rather
than “physician” because of popular usage.
However, the concept toward which all instruc-
tions are directed is that which is described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
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Physician visits to hospital inpatients are not
included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit.–The inter-
val since the last physician visit is the length ~f
time prior to the week of interview since a phy-
sician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Demographic Terms
Age. –The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Currently employ ed.–Persons 17 years of
age and over who reported that at any time
during the 2-week period covered by the inter-
view they either worked at or had a job or busi-
ness are currently employed. Current employ-
ment includes paid work as an employee of
someone else; self-employment in business,
farming, or professional practice; and unpaid
work in a family business or farm. Persons who
were temporarily absent from a job or business
because of a temporary illness, vacation, strike,
or bad weather are considered as currently em-
ployed if they expected to work as soon as the
particular event causing the absence no longer
existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently
employed if they had a definite arrangement
with one employer or more to work for pay
according to a weekly or monthly schedule,
either full time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite em-
ployment schedule but work only when their
services are needed. Also excluded from the cur-
rently employed population are (1) persons
receiving revenue from an enterprise but not par-
ticipating in its operation, (2) persons doing
housework or charity work for which they re-
ceive no pay, (3) seasonal workers during the
portion of the year they were not working, and
(4) persons who were not working, even though
having a job or business, but were on layoff or
looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the National Health Interview Sur-
vey (NHIS) will differ from the estimates pre-
pared from the Current Population Survey (CPS)
of the U.S. Bureau of the Census for several
reasons. In addition to sampling variability they
include three primary conceptual differences,
namely: (1) NHIS estimates are for persons 17
years of age and over; CPS estimates are for per-
sons 16 years of age and over. (2) NHIS uses a
2-week reference period, while CPS uses a l-week
reference period. (3) NHIS is a continuing sur-
vey with separate samples taken weekly; CPS is
a monthly sample taken for the survey week
which includes the 12th of the month.
—ooo —
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APPENDIX Ill
QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS
a Area
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
e.IJmc A” OF ,H.J c.lNS” S I Psu Segmentn Permit SerialAC T,N’3 AS COLLECTING Ac.5t4T FOP. ,“=uS. PuBLIC HEALTH SERVICE q .Address I I
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY I I I a Cen-S.pq Special Place I I I
n. What is your .x.act ctddre*s? (lncIude H.ause No., Apt. No., wotier Identuficatl on and ZIPccde) ~ Lusting
~Sheet
. . ---------------------------------------------------------- ,
I Sheet
;No. _
City j~;a;; ------ ;o~d; ;~Cdo~; ~-~C-o~;~------- L!ne
1 1 I No. ._I
b, It this your mailing address? ~ Same as 6a
Mark boxorspec!fy Ifd)fferent. include ZIP code.
City
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
~colky
. ..-.
I State , ZIP code
I 1
1
I
c. Special place name ~Sample un!t number ‘Type code
!
YEAR BUILT ~ Ask - a Do NOT Ask
Whwt was this structure originally built?
~ Before 4- I -70 u After 4-1.70 (Go to 9., complete
(Conttn.e mterwew) If reqwred and end Interview]
Type of I!ving quarters _ t D Housing umt 2 ~1 OTHER unit
Area segments ONLY
~ a. Ar* thcm any occ.pied or vacant Iivi.g quarters besides your own in this b.ildin~?
Y (fill Table X) N
__________________________________________________________________
D b, Are there any occupied or vacant living quarters besides your own en this floor?
Y (fill Toble X) N
~ C. IS thwc any other building on this property for people to live in - lither occupied or vocant?
Y (fill Table X) N
m d. None
GO TO PROBE PAGE 2
Land use z D RURAL I q URBAN (13)
-- Regular untts and SDeclol Place units coded 85–88 rn 6c, go (o 11.
-- SPecIal Place tmlts not coded 85-88 tn 6c, go to 13.
De you own or rent this place? n Own D Rent ~ Rent for free
i. Dots this place you (own/rent/rent for free) have 10 acres or more? I Y (12b) 2 N (12c)
>. During tho past 12 months did sales of crops, livestock, ond
other farm products from this place amount to $50 or more? I Y (13) 2 N (13)
:. During the past 12 months did sales of crops, livestock, and
other farm products from this place amount to $250 or more? tY 2N
; Rooms
How mony rooms are in this --?
} Bedrooms
14. How many bedrooms,,are i. this --? ~
Count the kitchen but not the bathroom. ; If “None” describe In footnotes. I
, Are. code., NumberWhat is th. t.1.phon. number ; 16. Was this lnterv, ew observed?
here?
.2 il None 1 IY 2N
Interviewer’s name ‘ Code
I
t
BEFORE LEAVING HOUSEHOLD, CHECK THAT ITEM 20 HAS AN ENTRY.
Det*rmin. th. b.st time for callbacks.
)OTNOTES
18. Noni”terview reason
TYPE A
1 m Refusal
}
- Dascribe In a footnote F/// hflS l-6a,
! q No one at home - repeated cal Is ~S ~p~;c~e-.
3 q Temporarily absent - F.xt”.ata 16-19 ‘
c U Other (S@fyJ7
TYPE B
q Vacam - nonseasonal 1
! q Vacant- seasonal
I ~ “Usual residence llsewhere
)
Fill /tc?fllS f-fia,
7-10, lza-c as
t a Armed Farces appl)oable, 76-1’
i u Other (Snec[fy)
F
TYPE C
q Unused line of listing sheet
q Demolished
I q Merzed
U Outside segment
q Built after Agml 1.1970
n other (sm?cw)z
Fllf {fem. 1-6a,
6. if req”{,ed,
9C If markad,
16-19. Send
fnter-COmm.
]9. Record of calls
1 Begin”inzMonth ~Date tie I
End inx C;;~l;;,d
t inw
I a.m. a.m.
I ~ w. p.m.
1
a.m. a.m.
i 1 p.m. p.m.
I a.m. a.m.
1 i p.m. p.m.
I a.m. a.m.
1 ~ p.m. p.m.
I a.m. a.m.
j / p.m. p.m.
J
a.m. a.m.
; 1 p.m. p.m.
!0. List column numbers of sample persons not
interviewed during initial interview.
n None
:.1. No. I I’yec’re ‘“ql %%9=SS Req.
IYNIYNI
IYNIYNI
IY N I Y NI
1. Record of additional contacts
1
Cd. Nos.
Begirming EndingMonth ~ Date ~im time completed
1 SS i EC
I I I a.m. l a.m. l I
EERE
SP H
la. What is the nama of the head of this hou-hold? - Enter name in first column 1.. Fir.c n.me
b. What arc the names of all offwr persons who Iivt here? - List all persons who live here. Yes* NO
c. I havt Iist.d (Read names). Is th-t anyono lls- staying here now, such as friends, ralativ*s, or roomers? q u “ au ‘GE
d. Hava I missed anyont who USUALLY Iivcs hem but iz now away from home?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . q q
l . Do my of the paeplt in this household have o home anywhara llse?
.........~................ q q
---------------
Last name
* Apply household membership rules.
f. Ara any of the persons in this hous*held now on full-time
active duty with the Armed Forc*s of tfm United $tatss?. . . . . . . . . . I Y CoI(s). _ (Delete) z N
2. How is -- rel~f~ tO -- (Head of household)? 2. Relationship SEX
IM
HEAD ZF
3. What is --’s dote of birth? (Enter date and Age, and circle Race and Sex)
3. Month Date Ye*r
L Ask Ccmditio” list_.
BED DAYS DV
Use FlashcBrd
HOSP.
_to determine Sample persons: mark 5P boxes. q ):;; q piz q /.;;;
1. Record the number of Bed Days, Doctor Visits, and Hospitalizations
c c _ (NP) _ (NP) _(NP,
2. Record each condition in the person’s column, with the question number(s) where it was reported. Q. t+.. Condltlon
Reference dates 1 \
2-week period
12-month Bed Days
and Doctor visit \
prbbe
Hospital probe I \
—
,.’?.~ ,., <,. ..,,., *
—
[f 17+, ask: 0 q Under 17
4. Is -- now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or never nmwi.d? 4. 1 q Married - spouse presen
6 q Married - SPOUSE absent
2 q Widowed
4 q Olvorced
5 n Separated
3 q Never married
[f related persons 17 years old or over are listed in addition to the respondent, say: o n Under 17
H wl would Iik= to have all adults who are at hem* toke part in the intmview.
Is your --, your -–, etc., at home now? If ‘“Yes,””
H IO,%zhonm
ask. Please ask them to ioin us.
2 q Not at home
This survey is bting conducted to collect information on the Nation’s hrnlth. I will ask about visits to
doctors and dtntist$, illness in the family, and othw health related items. (Hand calendar)
The next ftw questions refer to th+ post 2 wttks, the 2 w-eks eutlin.d in red on that cthndar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and lriding this past Suoday, (date) . Y (5b)
5a. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in b.d because of any illness or ini.ry? 5.. 00 N
}
If ace:
b. During thot 2.week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
U-+l:6/7)
b. . Days Under 6 (9)
6, During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keap -- from work? 6.
(For females): not counting work around the ho.sc? _ WL days (8)
00 q None (9)
—
7. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illrmss or iniury keep -- fro, . ..IooI? 7.
_ SL days
00 q None (9)
If one or more days in 5b, ask 8; otherwise go to 9
8. On how many of th.ss -- days lost from
{~~’$”1 } ‘id--
stay in b.d al I or most of th* day? — Days8. 00 q Nme
{
in bed
9tt. (NOT COUNTING t~s day(s)
}
lost from work ) 9a.lY
lost from school
W*rt th.re ony (other) days during th. past 2 w*.ks that -- cut de’wn en the things
h* usually do*s becaus* of illness or iniury?
2 N (10)
----- _---- ___-- __-___ r ______________________________________ ____________ ---- -----
{
in b-d
b. (Again, not counting the day(s)
}
lost from work ) b.— Days
lost from school 00 q Non.
During thot period, how mony (oth*r) cloys did h. cut down for as much as a day?
If one or more days in 5-9, ask 10; otherwise go to next person.
___ {?:+} ________ ____________
___ .:?!’!::
100. What ccmdition taut.d -- to during the past 2 weaks? lod .
b. Did any other condition COU.. him to
{ZJ!b: }d”ri”g’ha’p”riod’
Y
b.
N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
c. What condjt ton?
-------------------
c. Enter codltlon In item C (lOb)
> Fill item C, (BED OAYS), from 5b for all persms.
0 q Under 17
I U Married - spouse present
6 U Marrlod - SPO. S= absent
2 U Widowed
4 a Dworced
s ~ Separated
3 m Never married
4.
—
H
—
50<
b,
r
T
—
8.
—
9..
--
b.
—
00,
--,
b.
.-.
~
U
4.
H
—
so.
b.
c
—
7.
—
1.
—
?..
--
b.
—
La.
.-
b.
--
~
-,.=A. .
0 q U“de, !7
I n Married - spouse Ffese$
O q Under 17
I q Married - spa. se presem
6 q Married - spouse absem
2 c] Wtdowed
4 El Divorced
s n Separated
3 m Never married
0 q Under 17
t Cl Married - $pO. se P==
s C] Maw, ed - spouse .bsei
2CJ Widowed
4~] D,vorced
5C] Separated
3C] Never rearmed
6 UMarried - spouse absent
20 W,d.wed
4D Div&ed
5 q Separated
c.~ Married -swseabsmt
2D W,dowed
40 Divorced
sE] Separated
3D Never married
on Under 17
I q At hune
2 I_J Not at hcme
3 q Never married
0 ~ Under 17
! q At home
2 q Not at home
0 ~ Under 17
1 a At home
2 a Not at home
00 under 17
1 C] At hcme
2 q Nor at home
or) Uncle, 17
I U At home
2 q Not at hcme
‘i (5b) Y (5b) Y (=Sb) Y (5b) Y (5b)
10 N
}
If azc:
17+(6)
6-f16 (7)
— Days Under 6 (9)
10 N
}
If F.Ze:
ill%
— Days Under 6 (9)
00 N
}
If age:
17+(6)
6- I 6 (7)
— Days Under 6 (9)
00 N
}
If age:
17+ (6)
6–I 6 (7)
— Day s Under 6 (9)
00 N
}
If age:
~7+(6)
6-I 6 (7)
— Days Under 6 (9)
—
WL davs (6’)
o q None (9)
_SL days
O ~ None (9)
_WL days (.9)
10 n None (9)
_wL days (8)
>0 q None (9)
—
W. days (8)
00 q None (9)
—
WL days (8)
00 ~ None (9)
_SL days
>0 q None (9)
_SL days
00 D No.. (9)
SL days
—
00 q None (9)
—
SL days
00 m None (9)
— Days
10q No”.
_Days
30 q No”.
_ Days
OO n None
!Y !Y
2 N (10)
lY
2 N (10) .? N (70) 2 N (10)
. --------------- —---
2 N (10)
-------------- ------ --------------------- .
_ Days
D q None
— DWS
10 q No”.
_Days
10 q None
—
Days
00 n No”,10 q None
Enter cog;t~o; in item C Enter cagtf$o; In [fan C
---------------------
Y
---------------------
Y
N (NP)
----- ------- ---------- ..-
Y
---------------------
Y
--------------------
Y
N (NPI N (NP) N (NP) N (NP)
--------------------
Enter condltkm in Itan C (lObJ
, Fill Item C, (BED DAYS),
---------------------
Enter condition In item C ( 10b)
for all persons.
-----------------------
Enter Ccwdlflm in item C (70b)
-------------------
War cwtditlcm h item C (lOb
----------- ----------
!nte, cra?df Non in (tern C (tOb~
~<
—
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a. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone in the family, that is you,
your --, ltc., hova any (other) accidents or iniuries? Y N (12)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark ‘“Accident or injury” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. What was the iniury?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
d. Did anyone have any other accidents or iniurics during that period? Y (Redsk I lb and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If “’Accident or in jury,” aslc
l . As a result of tht accident, did -- see a doctor or did he cut down on the things he usually does?
a. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone in the family
go to tht dentist? Y N (13)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
h. Who was this? - Mark “Dental visit” box in person’s column.
----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
c. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone else in the family go to a dentist? Y (Rerzsk 12b and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If “Dental visit, ” ask:
d. During the post 2 w**ks, how many times did -- go to a dentist?
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
Mark box or ask
ABOUT how long has it been since -- LAST went to o dentist?
)OTNOTES
.-,
Ilb
.-
.
.-,
.-,
.
.
.-.
I Zb
---
.-.
d
—
.
13.
—
------------------
q Acc,dem or ,njury
------------------
In, ”ry
------------------
------------------
Y (Enter [n/ury In item C)
N
------------------
(_J Dental .1s,,
------------------
------------------
_ No. of dental VISIM (Nf
1 q 2-week dental VISit
-_-___—-_----._-——
3 q 2 weeks-6 months
4 I__J Over 6-12 months
s u I year
602-4 years
7 Cl 5+ years
a Cl N=*~r/aze 1 Or under
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. . . ..--...- ..+ . . ..$--
a Accident or Injury
------------------
Injury
. . . . . . . . . . . -------
------- . --------------
Y (Enter Inlury in )tem (
N
-------- ------------
q Dental visit
- —--------- .----_--
-------- —----- -----
— No. ofdentalvlsits(NP
I [J2-weekdemal visit
2 m Past 2 week. not
reported (12)
302 weeks-6 months
4 D Over 6- I 1 months
5U I year
6 [~ 2-4 years
7[-J5+ Years
B [Q Naver/age I or under
..
lb
. .
c
.
. .
*
.
21
.
.
3.
a Accident or I“j.ry
------------------
Injury
Y (Enter /n/ury In Nem G
N
D Dental visit
. No. of dental visit. (NP)
1 q 2-week de.tal visit
-----------------
ELI past Zweeks nor
reporwd (12)
302 w.eks-6 months
41_JOver 6-12 months
so I year
6 q 2-4 years
7R 5+ year,
8UN=v= r@= I .r u.d.r
q Accident or injury
-------------------
I“jury
! U2-weekdemal visit
-------------------
2 q Past 2 weeks not
reported (72)
3 q 2w=eks-6 M.nth$
4 q Over 6-12 months
51-J I year
6 q 2-4 pars
7D 5+ years
6 q Never/age I or under
q Accident or i“j.ry
{
U Accident.? injury
----------------- ------------------
“jury Injury
Y (Enter /n/wy /n NM C) Y (Enter Inhny In NM C
N N
q Dental visit I q D.ntalvi*N
1 D 2-week dental visit \ 10 2-week d.ntal visit
1-.-------. —---------------------
2 q Past 2 weeks “.1
reported (12)
3 q 2 week+ months
4 q Over 6-12 months
sol year
6 q 2-4 y.arS
705+ y..r,
e(__JNever/.ze I or .“der
2 q P.sc 2 weeks not
repwted (12)
3 q 2 weeks-6 months
4DOver 6-12 months
so I year
6 q 2-4 years
7 q 5+ years
8 q Nevw/ase I or u“d.x
FOOTNOTES
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4. During the past 2 wtcks (the 2 waeks outlined in r*d on that calmtdar) how many times did -- see a medical doctor? 14. 00 •l Non.
Do not count doctors seen while a patient in a hospital. }
NP
_ Number of V,SIIS
(Besides those visits)
50. During that 2.week period did anyone in the family go to a doctor’s office or Y
clinic far *hots, X-rays, tests, or lxaminations?
.,
N (16)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “Doctor visit” box in person’s column. 15b. q Doctor v,slt
___________________ ------------------------------------------------------------- --- --,-------------- ~---.
c. Anyone llse? Y (f7eask 15b ond c)
N
--------------- . --------- ---------------------------------------------------- --- ------------- ----- --
If “Doctor vistt, ” ask:
d. How ~anY times did -- visit the doctor du,ing that period? d, _ Number of wslts (NP)
60. During that period, did anyone in the family get any medical odvice from Y
a doctor over the telephone? N (17) !
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
b. Who was the phone call about? - Mark “Phone call” box In person’s column. 16b,
c. Any cafls about anyone llse? Y (Reask /6b and c)
N
------------------ _____________________________________________________________
If ,+Phone call, ” ask:
d. How many telephone calls were made to get medical advice about -- ?
} Fill item C, (DV), fmm 14-16 for all per.mms.
Ask 17a for each person wtth vlslts in DV box.
!70. For what condition did -- see or talk to a d-actor during the past 2 weeks?
-..
b. Did -- see or talk to o doctor about any specific condition?
.- .,--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. What condition?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------------------------------------------------------
d. During that period, did -- see or talk to o doctor about any othm conditien?
----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
.s. During the post 2 weeks was -- sick because of hcr pregnancy?
_______________________________________________________________________________
f. What was the matter?
I--L----..-.w--A---.-”i7.
d.! _Nwnber of calls (NP)
rCondltbm (Item CTHEN 17d)q Pre*nancy (17.)!~L-_g_::::y:f::-__--__,b. Y N (NP)--------------------- -Enter coj~(;(y,~ Nem Cc.---------------------
d.
[
Y (170) N (NP)
--------------------- .
e. I Y N (17d)---------------------
f. Enter cwfdltion hi Item C (17d
z
Bo, During the past 12 months, (thot is since (date) a y=ar ago), about how many times did -- see or
talk to a medical doctor? (Do not count doctors seen while a patient in o hospital.)
(Include the -- vi5its you alreody told me about.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. ABOUT how long hos it been since -- LAST saw or talked to o medical dotter?
Include doctors seen whi Ie a patient in a hospital.
m D Only when m hospital
)0 q None
_ Number of visits
------------------ .
1 q 2-w.ek DV
------------------
z q p- 2 weeks
not reported
(14 and 17)
3 q 2 wks.-d rims.
4 q Over 6-12 mos.
5 q 1 year
6 i_J 2-4 years
7 I_J 5+ years
8 q Never
h00u None } NP_Number of visits
------------------- .
u Dactor v,s,t
------------------- .
t--------------------
q Phone call
---------- ----------
------------------- .
! —Numberof Cd,. (NP)
n Condltl.. (Item C
THEN 17d)
O Premancy (17.)
n N. condltlo.
-.. .—-. —-----------
Y N (NP)
_—-. .. —------------
Enfer conjlfjf7/ji Item C
Y (17c) N (NP)
-------------------
Y N (17d)
-------------------
Enter condltlon In Item C (i7d)
IOo q Only whe. I. hospital
Ioo q None
_ Number of visits
-------------------
! O 2-week DV
z c1 Past 2 weeks
not reported
(14 and 17)
3~12 wks.-dmos.
b U Over 6-12 mos.
50 I year
6 q 1-4 years
7 a 5+ years
a q Never
““I02 HUerofvisit*l’Np I S~%erofvisics}Np 1’4”IQRLdvi.m}Np IOERLof.Mcs}Np
— —
d. — Number of visits (NP) _ Number .f .isit. (NP) d. — Number of visit. (Npl _ Nwnber of visits (NP)
!
---
. ___ --- +------ ----%-, .-----------—---—_+_ ___ - _---- ”------------ -..-- ---.---------- “..” .”-,
16b. q Phone call q Phone call 16b. q Ph.”. call a Phone .df
.--, .------ ..----------.”-- .. -- . .-+------------- --------------------- ---------- .------—
--- - .”-------------------- --. —---- . ------------ ------------------- ----------- .---’---
d. — Number of ..1 Is (NP) — Number of cal Is (NP)
q Condition $f;fMC17d) q C.ndit ion f/figNC,7d)
I n pregnancy (17.) I q Pregnamy (17e)
--~l----:_!_[Nf!____l ___:__77c77c’N (Np)------- —-----
e.1 Y N (17d) / Y N (17d)--- ----------- --------- ------ —-.. -- —-------
i. I Enter ccwdltion In item C (lTd) ] Enter condition In /tern C (17d,
I 2 n Past 2 weeks I 2 D Past 2 weeksnot reported not reporred(74 and 17) (74 and 17)
sD2wks.-6 m...
4 q Over 6-12 mos.
so I year
6 q 2-4 ye.m
7 135+ years
B q N=,=,
3 q 2 Wks.-s MO%.
4 q Over 6-12 mos.
5 D I year
6 U 2-4 years
7 q 5+ years
B El Never
d. . Number of cal Is (NP) _ Nwnber of calls (NP)
i
D Condition ~,llNC17d, ” O C.”dition ~ie;NC77d,
1q Pre;nancy (17eJ J q Premancy (17e)7.. q N. condition q No ccnditlon. ------------------ —- ---------------------
1b. Y N (NP) 1 Y N (NP)--------------------- -------------------Enter condition in Item C Enter cong:;7: item Cc. Ask 17d--------------------- . ---- . - —-----------
d. Y (17c) N (NP) Y (77c) N (NP)
___ --- _ -- —-- —--------- -------------------
e. Y N (t’d) Y N {17d)
._. ----------------------- -- —----------------
(. Enter crndition in Item C [Wd) Enter ccmdlNWI in item C (17d,
.,
80. 000 q O”IY when in hospital 000 q Only when in hospital
000 q N... 000 q None
_N”mber of visits _ Number of visits
----------------------- ------ —------------
.:]_: _g2-w.=k w [ I q 2.week OV
_____ -____ --. —---------------------
I 2 q Past 2 weeks I 2 ~ Past 2 weeksnot reported “OC repor ted(14 a“d 17) (74 and 77)
71
Ages
17+
----------
Ages
6-16
----------
Ages
under 6
190. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): working or doing something lis*?
If ““something else,” ask:
b. What was -- doing?
(For females): keeping house, workinq or doing
something else?
If 45+ years and was not “work;ng, “’ “keeping house,” or “going to school,” ask:
c. IS -- r-tired?
d. If “retired,” ask: Did hc retire bccausc of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
200. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to school or doing something lIs*?
If “something else,”’ ask:
b. Whet was -- doing?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
!1o. Is -- sble to take part at all in ordinaty PkJy with other children?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b, Is he Iintitod in the kind of PlaY he can do b-cause of his htalth?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is he Iimitcd in the amount of play b+cause of his haolth?
!20. Is -- Iimi*d in any way bccausc of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. In what way is he limi~d? Record limitation, not condition.
!30. Doss -- hcaltft now k~cp him from working?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is h- limited in the kind of work he could do bcause of his hc.lth?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is he limit*d in the amount of work he could do because of his health?
_______________________________________________________________________________
d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities becaus* of his hdth?
!40. Oocs -- NOW have a job?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. In tarns of hoolth, is -- NOW able to (work – keep house) at all?
_________________________ _____________________________________________________
c. Is ht limit-d in the kind of (work – housework) he can do b~caus- of his health?
_______________________________________________________________________________
d. Is he limit-d in the amount of (work - housework) he con do b-cause of his hra Ith?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health?
15. In terms of hoaltb would -- be oble to go to school?
!& Dots (would) -- hove to go to a cwtoin type of school because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b, Is ht (would he bc) limited in school attendance becaust of his hcaltft?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is hc Iimitcd in the kind or amount of other activities bccaust of his htalth?
/70. Is -- limit-d in ANY WAY because of a disability or hcolth?
_______________________________________________________________________________
b. in what way is h- Iimitrd? Record limitation, not condition.
{
been Iimitcd in --
!k About how long has he bcm unabl- to --
had to go to a ccrtoin t ypc of school? }
-------------------------------- ________________________________________________
b. what (c.tfw) condition couscs this limitation?
If “old age” only, ask: Is this limitation caused by any specific condition?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is fhis Iimitotion caused by any other condition?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mark bax or ask:
d. Which of thast conditions would you say is tht MAIN cause of his limitation?
9.
!:.
.-
—
10
.-
b
.-
:
20
.-
b
—
30
.-
b
.-
.
.-
d
—
4.,
.-
b
.-
.
.-
d
.-
0
—
5.
—
5.<
.-
b
.-
1
r.,
.-
b
80
.-
b
.-
.
.-
d
I •l Workiu (W
z q Keepinz house (24b)
3 q Retired. health (23)
4 q R.mred, other (23)
5 q Gins co school (26)
6 I_J 17+ something else (23)
7 q 6-16 somethln; else (25
-------------------
0 q I -5 years (21)
Omu.der I (22)
Y I N (28)
-------------------
2 Y (2a) N
-------------------
2 Y (28) N (27)
lY s N (NP)
.------------------
fza)
I Y f2a) N
-------------------
2 Y (2E!J N
-------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y (2a) N (27)
Y (24c) N
-------------------
Y 1 N (28)
-------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y (23) N (27)
Y 1 N (28)
2 ‘f (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y [28) N
4Y. s N (NP)
-------------------
900 q Less than I month
1— Mos. ?.— y,
--------------------- --
Enter condition in item C
Ash 28c
q Old age only (t/P)
.------------------
Y (Reask N
28b and c)
.------------------
q Qnw I condition
Enter main condition
. ._
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t q Working (240)
z q Keevtin8 house (24b)
$ q Retired, health (23)
4 q Rathd, olher (23)
s q Golnx to school (26)
s q 17+ somethlnz else (23)
7 D 6-16 somethlns else (2S
19.
&
20.
;)
Y 1 N (28) 2104
------------------- ---
z Y (28) N b,
.------------------ ---
2 Y (28) N (27) c,
lY s N (NP) 22.
------------------- ---
(28) b,
1 Y (28) N 23.,
.------------------ ---
2 Y (2.9) N b.
.------------------ ---
-:-Y-~2f~------------ -~N
1 Y (28) N (27) d,
Y (24c) N 24.,
.------- ..--------- ---
Y t N (28) b,
.------------------ ---
2 Y (28) N c.
------ ------------- ---
2 Y (28) N d.
------- ..-------- ---
3 Y (2.9) N (27) .,
Y ! N (28) 25,
2 Y (28) N 26.,
-------------------- ---
2 Y (28) N b.
.------------------ ---
3 Y (28) N . .
4Y s N (NP) 27a.
.------------------ ---
I b.10 q Les$ than I month 28a.1 — was. 2 — Yrs.------ -------------- --Enter condition in ftam C b.Ask 280U Old l;e only (t4P)-------------------- --Y (Reask N28b and o) c.------------------- --Ig Only I .ondltlon
Entar main condltlon d
1 q WorkIn; (24E)
z U K=e@nz hOus= (24b)
3 q Retired, health (23)
4 q Retired, other (23)
s q Going 10 school (26)
6 q 17+ something else (23)
7 q 6-16 somethi”; else (25
7J-~-1=3 yG7s-(m ------
o q Under I 122)
Y 1 N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
, ------------------
2 Y (2’9) N (27)
IV 5 N (NP)
-------------------
(28)
I Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24c) N
------------------
Y 1 N (28)
------------------
2 Y (2.2) N
---------- ------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y I N (28)
2 Y (28) N
--------------------
2 Y (28) N
-------------------
3 Y (28) N
4Y s N (NP)
------------------
00 q Less than I month
1 —Mos. 2_ Yrs.
------------------
Enter condltlon M Item C
Ask 28c
q Old .;. only (NP)
------------------
Y (Reask N
28b and C)
------------------
q Only I condition
Enter main condition
1 q Workins (248)
2 q Keepi”; house (24b)
3 q Retired, health (23)
4 q Retired, other (23)
5 q Goinz to school (28)
6 q 17+ something else (23)
7 D 6-16 s.amethins llse (2{
~D3=3;;aF~_(2fi --___.
0 q Under I (22)
Y 1 N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
----------------- -
2 Y (28) N (27)
lY 5 N (NP)
------------------
(28)
I Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24c) N
------------------
Y I N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y t N /281
2 Y (2s) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N
by s N (NP)
--------------------
i)
--
210,
---
b,
. . ---
.,
22..
. ---
b.
2311,
. . ---
b.
. ---
c.
--
d.
24.,
. --
b,
---
c.
--
d,
--
. .
25.
26..
. ---
b.
. ,---
. .
270.
----
I b.10q Less than I rwwh 28.z.I — M’ss. 2—Y,%.- F&; ;ol~iii;; fi-iiii-c-- -;:Ask 28c
q Old age mly (NP)
------------------ L.
Y (Reask N
28b and C)
I
c.
------------------ ---
q O.IY I condition
Enter main condition I d.
q W.wkin~ (24a/
q Keeph; house /24b)
q Retired, health (23)
o Retired, other (23)
q Ooing t. school (26)
6 q 17+ something else (23)
7 m 6-16 somethins lls=(25
-------
‘o~l –5 ~ears (271 -----
0 q IJnder I (22)
Y I N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N (27)
IY s N (NP)
------------------
(28)
I Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24c) N
------------------
Y 1 N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
I q Work,m (24=J
2 Cl Keepinz house (24b)
3 ~ R.wred, health (23}
4 D Reti,ed. other (23)
s n GO,ng to school (28)
6 ~ 17+ s.methm; else (23)
7 m 6-16 somethmz else(2S
Y I N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
,------------------
2 “Y (28) N (27)
tY s N (NP)
-------------------
(28)
I Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N /27)
Y (24c) N
__________________
Y , N (28)
------------------
2 Y .28) N
------------------
“2 Y 220 N
------- ..---
3 Y (28) N 1271 : 3 Y 25, N (27)
Y ! N ,281 Y 1 N (28)
2 Y (28) N 2 Y (28) N
-------------------- --------------------
2 Y (28) N ‘ 2 Y (28) N
------------------- ------------------- .
3 Y (28) N 3 Y (28} N
bY 5 N (NPJ 4Y s N (NP]
------------------- ------------------- .
0 C. Less than I month 000 q Less than I monlh
I — MO.. 2 — Yr.. I _ MwS. 2—Yrs.
------------------- ------------------- -
Enter condition {n item C Enter condJt/on In Item C
Ask 28c Ask 2.2c
q Old a;e only (NP) q Old a;e CAY (NPJ
.- ----------------- --------------------
Y (Raask N
28b ati C)
Y (ReaSk N
28b 8& CJ
------------------- ------------------- .
~ Only I condition q Only I condition
Enter main cmdition Enter main cond,tion
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?%. Was -- a patient in uhospitol at any tire* since (date) a year ago?
[/
i9a. Y N (Nsm C)
---------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------.------
b. How many times was -- in a hospital since (date) a y*ar ago? Tomes (Nero C)
30s. was ~nyon. in. h fami ~j;e; nursing homt, convalescent home, or
$imilor placO.sine* a ymor Ogo? Y N (31)
----- __--_.:,: -------------------------- -------------------- -
b. Who was this? - Circle “Y” in person’s column. 30b.
If “’Y,” ask:
c. During that ~riod, how many times was -- in o nursing home or similar plac*? IIe._ Times (item C)
Ask for each child I year old or under if date of birth is on or after reference date.
31o. was -- born in a hospital? 31..
If “Yes,” and no hospitalizations entered in his and/or mother’s column, enter “1” in 29b and item C.
If ‘“Yes,” and a hospitalization is entered for the mother andlor baby, ask 31 b for each.
Y N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------
b. Is this hospitalization included in th* nvntbcr you gave nw for --? b.
If “No,” correct entries in 29 and item C for mother and/or baby. Y N
FOOTNOTES
. .
I Y N (Item C) H29., Y N (Item C) J Y N (Item C)------------------- -- ------------------- -------------------
_ Times (Item C) 1!b._ Times (Item C) _ Times (Item C)
i 1
Y H30b. Y I Y-------------------- --------------------- -------------------
_ Times (Item C) I c. _ Times (Item CJ _ Ttmes (Item C)
I
310.
Y N (NPJ Y N (NP) I Y N (NP)
It t
-------------------------------------------------------
b.
Y N Y N Y N
12%. Y N (Item C) I Y N(NM C)-- ------------------- ------------_--___-
130b. Y I Y-- ------------------- -------------------
e. _ Times (/fern C) I — Times (Item C)
31..
Y N (NP) I Y N (NP)
1 t
- ----------------------------------b. YN Y N
—120. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyotw in the
fomily (you, your --, ltc.) have -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter name of condition and letter of line
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. During tha post 12 months, did anyone llsa have . . .?
Conditions affecting the digestive system.
Make no entry in item C for cold, flu, or grippe even
if reported in question 32.
120. Doss anyone in the family (you, your --, ltc.) NOW have -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who is this? Enter name of condition and letter of line
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. Does anyone else hove . . .?
)2d. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the family
(you, your --, ct..) hove - If “’Yes.” ask 32e and f.
l. Who was this? Enter name of condition and Iener of line
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C.
f. During the past 12 months, did anyone llse hav* . . .?
Conditions C-N and V are conditions affecting the bone
and muscle,
120. DURING THE PAST 12 MWTHS, did onyon. in the
family (you, your --, ltc.) hava -
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter name of condition and Iener of line
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. During the past 12 months, did anyone lisc hove . . .?
A. Gallstones?
[
i. Any disease of the pancreas?
------------------------ ------------- --------------
B. Any othar gallbladder trotrbla? ]__]:. Ulcrf,?
------------------------ ----------------------
C. Cirrhosis of the liver?
II
K. Hernia or rupture?
------------------------ ------------------ --------
D. Fotty liver?
------------------------
~~}:~ disaa.* Of+heesophmg”s?
------------------- .
E. Hepatitis?
II
M. Gastritis?
------------------------ -------------------------
F. Yellow iaundice?
H
N. FREQUENT indigestion?
.-__ --- —---------------- -------------------------
G. Any other liver trouble? O. Any other stomach troubl*?
------------------------ ---------------------- —--
H. Diabetes?
A. Pemmmnt stiffmss or any daformity of the foot, leg, fingars, ann or bocl
(Permanent stiffness - joints will not move at all)
---------------------------------------------------
B. Paralvsis of any kind?
C. Arthritis of any kind
or Rheumatism? 1. Trick knee?
I
---------------
D. Gout?
------------------------ --
E. Lumbago?
------------------------ -.
F. Osteomyelitiss?
(os-tee-oh-my-uh-l ite-iss)
------------------------ --
G. A bone cyst or bone spur?
1
------------------------ --
H. Any othr diSG0S8 of the
bone or cani Iape?
----------------- . . . .
J. A slipped or ruptured disc?
-----------------------
K. Curvature of the spine?
-----------------------
L. REPEATEO t,ouble with
neck, back, or spirm?
-----------------------
M. Bursitis or Synovitis?
(sin-uh.vite-iss)
-----------------------
N. Any disease of the muscles
or tendons?
--
.
.-
H
--
—
..
..
.-
.-
.
A. Goiter or other II .thwaid trouble?
Glandular
disordersH
----------------
B. Diabetes?
------------------------ --
C. Cystic fibrosis?
------------------------ --
D. Anemia? Blood disorder
:E:G%----::]:]]~::::::z:
------------------------ --
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120. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
in the family hov* -
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c.
b. Who WO* this? Enter in item C.
c. During the past 12 months, did anyone
.Ise have...?
Conditions affecting the digestive system.
Make no entry in item C for cold, flu, or %rippe even
if reported in question 32.
12d. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
in the family have -
(f ‘“Yes;’ ask 32e and f.
. . Who was this? Enter in item C.
f. During tho past 12 months, did anyone else
htw. ..?
Conditions O-U and W-Z are conditions
affecting the skin.
,
12c. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
In the fami Iy hav* -.
If “’Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
c. During ~he post 12 months, did anyone
lIS, liav* . . . ?
Q. Diverticulitis?
----------------
-------
R. Colitis?
-----------------------
S. Spastic colon?
---------------------- .
T. FREQUENT constipation?
-----------------------
U. Any other bowel troub Ie?
-----------------------
V. Any other intestinal trouble?
O. A tumor, cyst or growth
of the skin?
----------------------- .
P. Eczema or soriasis?
f so.rye.uh.s is)
.--_ —------------ ------
Q. TROUBLE with dry or
itching skin?
----------------------- -
R. TROUBLE with acne?
----------------- -------
S. A skin ulcer?
--------------------
----
T. Any kind of skin allergy?
H, N&uralgia or neuritis?
-----------------
------
1. Sciatica?
------------------------
J. Nephritis?
-----------------------
K. Kidney stones?
-----------------------
L. Any .ath+r kidney trouble?
-----------------------
M. Bladder trouble?
-----------------------
N. Prostate trouble?
-----------------------
O. Oisease of the uterus or ovary?
-----------------------
P. Any other f*rrmle trouble?
-!W. Cancer of the stomach,colon or rectum?-----------------------
I
X. During the past 12 months,
.- did anyone in the family
have any other condition of
the digestive system?
If ‘“Yes,” aSk: Who WCS
--
this? - What was the
condition? (Enter in item C)
.-
.-
1
IU. Dermatitis or any otherskin trouble?------------------------- .V. TROUBLE with fallen orches,flatfeet or clubfoot?
I.—--------------- --------- .
/
W. TROUBLE with ingrown toenail
or fingemoils?
._ ----------------------- -
IX. TROUBLE with bunions, corns,or calluses?--- ---------------------- -
IY. A disease of the hair or scalp?_- -----------------------
Z. Any disease of the lymph or
sweat glands?
5Conditions affecting the--- nervous system
‘-n
---
---
.-
Genito-urinary
--- conditio s
---
---
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2a. Does anyone in the fami Iy (you,
your --, ltc.) NOW have -
If ““Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who is”this~- Enter name of condition
and letter of line where repwted in
appropriate person’s column in item C,
c. O.m, O“YMW lke have. . .?
{
1
hearing
A-L are conditions affecting vision
speech
J
2a. Has a nyonc in the family (you,
your --, ltc.) EVER had -
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? - Enter name of condi-
tion and letter of line where reported in
appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. Has anyone els~ ever had. . .?
Conditions affecting the heart
and circulatory system.
20. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did
anyone in the fami Iy (you, your --,
etc.) have -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? - Enter name of condition
and letter of I i ne where reported in
appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. During tht past 12 months did anyone
llse hcvc . . .?
Conditi ois affecting the
respiratory system.
I‘H. A detnchcd retina or any other conditionk. Dcnfncss in onc or both lars? of the retina?----------------------------- --- -------------------------------B. Any other troublo h~aring with one w 1. Any other troublo seeing with on. cc bcthboth cors? lycs lven what wcadng glasses?----------------------------- --- -------------------------------C. Tinnitus or ringing in the lars? J. A cleft palato or harelip?------------------------------ -- ------------------------------). Blindnass in on. o, both .Y.s? K. Stammering or stuttering?------------------------------ -- -------------------------------E. Cataracts? L. Any othor spocch dofcct?------------------------------ -- -------------------------------M. $, h;ing finger, hand, or arm, tee, ftmt,‘. Glaucoma?------------------------------ --- -------------------------------
L Rhaunatic fever?
11
G. Stroke or a carcbrovosculm accident?
------------------------------ ------------------------------- .
B. Rheumatic heart dis.ese? H. Hamorrftago of tha brain?
------------------------------ ------------------------------- .
‘. %%:x:s’ih”’’”rios 0’ L Angina poctoris?
------------------------------ ------------------------------- .
). Congenital heart disease? J. MYOCardiCIl infarction?
------------------------------ ------------------------------- .
E. Coronary heart dismse? K. Any othar hcutt attack?
------------------------------ --
‘. High blood pressur*?
L Bronchitis?
------------------------------
~~.Sin.strovbl.?
---------------------------- .
3. Bronchiactasis? (brong kc.ek tah.sis)
------------------------------
l-_~~.D*fl*.t~ord.viat~ wsa,s.ptum~
----------------------------
11H. *Tonsillitis or lnlargamwd Of th~1 Asthma? tonsils or adoncdds?------------------------------ --
). Hoy fw.r?
------------------------------ ---
------------------------+-----
:. Nasal pOiyp? 1. *Laryngitis?
*[f reported in question 32 only, ask:
--
--
.-
--
.-
.-
n
--
--
--
--
n
--
.-
--
1. How mony tim.s did -- have . . . in tk past 12 months? - If 2+ enter in item C.
If only I time, ask:
2. How long did it lost? - If I month or longer, enter in item C.
If less than I month, do not record.
If tonsils or adenoids removed during the past 12 months, enter condition causing removal in item C.
Make no entry in item C for cold; flu; red, sore, or strep throa~ or “’virus” reported
in answer to question 32.
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32a. Does an70n. in th. femily NOW hav. -
1
0. Palsy or cerebml palsy?
If ‘“Yes,” ask 32b and c. ------------------------------
b, Who is this? Enter in item C.
I
P. Paralysis of any kind?
------------------------------
c. Dots anyono lIS- have . . . ?
t
Q. Curvatur* of tlw spine?
Conditions O-W are impairments.
------------------------------
Conditions Y and Z affect the
I
R. REPEATED trwblo with back or spirit?
nervous system. ------------------------------
S. AnY TROUBLE with fallen arch-s or
t
floif*9t?
------------------------------
IT. A clubfoot?
132cI. DURING TN E PAST 12 MCNTHS, did
anyono in ths family (your your --,
stc.) havo -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
c. During th. past 12 months did anymw
lISO havo . . .?
Conditions affecting the heart
and circulatory system.
t
L. Damag*d h*art voivas?
------------------------------
M. Tachycardia or rapid hmwt?
------------------------------
IN. Haa rt murmur?------------------------------
10. Any other heart troublo?------------------------------
}
P. Anmwysm?
------------------------------
Q. Any blood C!Ot$?
32a. DuRING THE PAST 12 MNTHS, did
snyonc in tho fomi IY havt -
If ‘“Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
c. During tht past 12 months, did snyono
S1S0 havo . . . ?
Make no entry in item C for cold; flu;
red, sore, or strep throau or “virus”
reported in answer to question 32.
Conditions affecting the
respiratory system.
J. Tumor, c st, or growth of tht
rbronchia tuba or lung?
------------------------------
K. Emphyseim?
------------------------------
L. Pl*urisy?
------------------------------
M. Tuberculosis?
------------------------------
N. Abscess of the lung?
--
--
--
.-
--
1
--
--
--
.-
--
B!!
--
.-
--
.-
—
U. PERMANENT stiffmss or any doformify
of tho bock, foot, or leg? (Permanent
stiffness – joints will not move at all)
------------------------------
V. PERMANENT .tiffn*ss or any d.formity
of the fingars, hand, or arm?
------------------------------
W. kkmtal ratardotfon?
------------------------------
X. Any cemdition causad by on old accidant
or in@y? If “Yes, ” ask: What is th.
.-_c_0Q&li9D?---------------------
Y. Epilepsy?
------------------------------
Z. REPEATEO convulsions, s.izur.s, or
blockwts?
R. Gangrene?
------------------------------
S. VaricOs* veins?
------------------------------
T. Hemorrhoids or pilts?
------------------------------
U. Phlabitis or thrombophlcbitis?
-----------------------------
V. Any oth.r condition affecting
blood s irculotion?
O. Tumor, cyst, er growth of ths
throat, Iorynx, or trachco?
------------------------------
P. Any work-related respiratory condition
such as dust on the lungs,
silicosis or pn*u-rnO-co-ni.O. sis?
------------------------------
Q. During the past 12 maths did anyone in
the fami Iy havo any ot~ro rc:pimtory,
@+::,&%#h%!’% ? - Whim
was the condition? (Enter in item C)
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13. Compar.d to oth.r persons --”s ag., wWld you say that his h.alth is lxcel Icnt, geod, fair, or poor?
Mark box(es) from item C.
BD
4. During the past 12 months (that is since (date) a year ago), ABOUT how many days did
illness or in@y kaep -- in bed all or most of the day?
(Include the &YS in th* Pat z we-k..) (Include tht day. while a patient in. hospital.)
(W.. it more than 7 days or !.ss thn. 7 &y.?)
(Was it mort than 30 days et 1.s. than 30 cloys?)
(Was it mom than half th. yc.r or 1sss than half th. ytar?)
For persons 17 years or over, show who responded for (or was present during the
R asking of) Questions 4–34.
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under
Q’s 4-34 IT show who responded for them,
I
‘OOTNOTES
i
3D
14.
I I_J I + Bed Days
2 q 1+ Hospital Stays
3 q No Bed Clays
o I_J None
1 q I-7
2 q 8-30
3 q 31-180 (I4 months)
4 q i81+ (6 months +)
E
w
3
! q 1+ HosPIIal Stays
BDI I_J No Bed DVS
I q None 34.
101-7
! q 8-30
lD31-180( 1-6 months)
ID 181+ (6 months +)
!?52iEY
FOOTNOTES
-
1 q 1+ Bed tl~)W
2 q I + Hospital Stays “
3 U No Bed DaYS
o q Nan.
1 q I-7
2 q B-30
3 q 31-180 (l-6 months)
4 q 181+ (6 momhs +)
t q RcsFcoded fw salf.entirely
2 q Responded for self-partly
Perso”_was respondent
-
I q 1+ ~ed Days
2 q I + Hospital %ys
3 q No Bed Days
0 a None
101-7
2 Q 8-30
3 q 31-180 (1-’6 months)
4 q ISI+ (6 months +)
I q Respcoded fcf self-cmtirely
2 q Responded for self-partly
Person-as respondem
BD
2 q I+ Hospital Stays 2 q I + Hospital Stays
3 q No Bed Days 3 q No Bad Days
34. 0 a None 0 n None
I U I-7 1 q I-7
2 q 8-30 <U e-30
3a31-180(1-6mwvhs) 3n31-160(1 -6manths)
\ .13181 +(6month*+) ] .I_J lsl+VJmomh.+)
R t q Reqmdedf.arself-mtirely ! q Respcmded fm self-entirely
2 q Responded for self-partly 2 q Responded for self-pxfly
I Person_was respondent Perso”_was resp,mden
81
Person numbar
‘. Whm did -- h
CONDITION 1
Namaof condition
t S*O or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
$ ~ ~e$kterview 1 -‘ Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ;: 2–4 yrs.
2 ~ 2 wks.-d mos.
(Reask 2)
6: 5+ yrs.
3 ,~Over 6-12 mos. 7 .-7 Never
::,
4 ‘2 I Yr.
n ~. DK If Dr. seen
, ~:] OK when Or. seen
Examine ““Name of condition” entry and mark
Al
~ color Mind”ess (NC) ~ O“ Card C (A2)
q Acc,dent or injury (A2) q Neither (30)
1
If “Doctor not talked to,’” transcribe entry from item 1.
If “Doctor talked to,” ask:
a. What did the doctor say it was? - Did he giva it a medical namt?
-------------------------------------------------
DOnot ask for Cancer U On Card C (A2)
b. What was the cousa of. . .?
U Accident or injury (A2)
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailment Condition Dis.a,d., T,ouble
A..mio cyst Growth Tumor
Asthnw D.feet Measles Ulcer
}
Ask C:
Atm.k DisecIs* Rupw,.
c. What kind ef . . . is ii?
-------------------------------------------------
For al Iergy or stroke, ask:
d. How doss the ollargy (stroka) affsct him?
------------------------------------------------ .
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the fol I.awing enm es:
Abscess Dc.nl.g. Pcmlpis
Acfm (.xc,pa hed l , “,) GmvyfI Rupture
Bleeding HmnordIag* SOm
Blood clot I“fnetian sOr*n*ss
Boil I. flemrmtien Tumr
}
Ask e
C.n.ef Naurolgia Idle.,
Crmnp’(.xeopt N..ritis Vmico..,,1”s
mm.wu.1) Pal” Web
cyst Pal sy W.ok..s.
l . What mrt of tha body is affectad?
5how the following detail:
H,ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. tcolp, fece
Back/api../varbrara . . . . . . . . . . . .Pp.t, middl., low.r
Eorotwe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..n..rkath
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .rkolh; should.,, up o,,
.lbow, low.., w,i. t, h.. 1
Lg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..e.. o.kath; hip, .pp.r, kn..,
low.,, mkl., foot
42
m
Ask remaininz auestions as aoororwiate for the condition entered ii%
-.
I n Item1 snQ.3b saQ.3d
zmQ.3a 4i-JQ.3c an Q.3e
ng tht past 2 wetks, did his . . . COUS* him
to cut down en fhe things he USUOIIY dots? tY 2 N (9J
1
5. During that pariod, how many days did hr cut
down for at much os a do”? _ Days
–,
100 :1 None (91
6. ~,~ing that 2-wc*k ptriod, how many & ys did
keep him in bcd all or most of the cloy?
_ Days
. . . . 00 ‘-i None
Ask If 17+ years:
7. How many days did his . . . keep him from work
_ Days (9j
during that 2-wa*k period? (For females~ not
counting work dround thr heuse? 00 ;= None (9)
Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many days did his . . . kc-p him from _Days
school during that 2-w*ek period? 00 L; None
9. When did -- first notica his . . .?
t cl Last week . ~~ 2 weeks-3 months
2 ~ Week before 5 ~] Over 3-12 months
s ~ Past 2 weeks-OK which a ~] More than 12 months ago
(Was it during tho past 12 months or before thot time?)
(Was it during tha past 3 months or bdora that time?)
(WtIs it during the past 2 wcskz or bafora that time?)
t q Not an eye cond. (AA) * n First lye con(~O(6+ yrs.)
A3 2 a First eye cond.(under 6) (AA) 4 u Not first aye cond. (AA)
10. Can -- S*O w*II lnough to rood ordinary newspapw print
{}
WITH Gf.ASSES with his le~ ly*?. ..t Y ZN
right ly8?. ..t Y ZN
‘ODTNOTES
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f q Missing extremity (A4)
AA 2~Condition in C2does n.athave a letter as so.rce(A4)
s q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (11)
4 n condition in C3 has a letter as source, Doctor “ot seen (Isj
Ila, Daas -- NOW take any medicinw or traatment
far his . . .?
lY
2 N (12)
-------------------------------------------------
b. Was arty af this madicina or traotmcnt racemmandcd I Y
by a dactor? 2N
12. Has ha w-r had surgery for this condition? lY
2N
13, Was ho lvar hospitali;ad for this condition? lY
2N
14. During ths pest 12 months, about how many tirrtos has
-- ,.on ~r tolk.d to ~ docto, abeut hi, . . .?
_ Times
(Do not count visits while a patient in . hospitol.) 000 q None
15a. About how many doya during thg past 12 months has
this condition kept him in bad all or most of tha day? _ DaYS
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Aak if 17+ years:
b. About bow many days during tha past 12 months has _ Days
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around iht housa? 000 q None
lb. How oftan do-s his . . . botbar him - all of tfw tire., oftmt,
onca in a while, or navar?
I u All the time 20 Often t m Once in a while
o q Never (16c) a u Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------
b. Wh*n it doss bothar him, is h- botharad o gmaf dad, sora+, or very Iittla?
I q Great deal 2 q Some 3 n Very little
* q Other - S@cify
---------------------------------------- -,--------
n All the time in 16a OR condition list 4 asked (A4)
C. D*s -- still-hovet~~condition?
\ Y (A4) N
-------------------------------- . _ + --------------
d. Is this condition complataly curad or i. it under control?
z q Cured 3 •1 under control (A4)
t q Other - Specify (A4)
-------------------------------------------------
., About how long did -- h.v. this condition before it was cvt.d?
o q Less than one month
— Months — Years
~Accident or injury q Ocher (NC)
170. Did the accidant happan during the past 2 yaors or bafora that time?
~ Ouring the past 2 years u Before 2 years (1%)
_______________________________________________
b. Whom did tht accid.ot happen?
q Last week q Over 3-12 months
q Week before m I -2 years
n 2 weeks-3 months
120. At the tire. of the accident what pare of the body was hurt?
What kind of in@y was it? Anything llsa?
Pa,t(s) of body I Kind of injury
r r------------------------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. Whet part of the b+ is affected now?
How is his -- affectad? Is ho affectad in any othar woy?
Part(s) of body I Present effects
~------- ------j -------- ----------------------- .
19. Whara did the accidant happen?
I Q At home (inside house)
z q At home (adjacent premises)
3 D Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 q . Farm
s q ,l.qdqrial place (includes premises)
6 USchOol (includes premises)
7 q Place of recreation and sports, except at school
s O Other - Specify d
20. Was -- at work gt his iob e, busin.ss whan the accidant happaned?
iY 3 D While in Armed Services
2N 4 n under 17 at time of accident
210. Was o car, truck, bus, or othor motor vehicle
involved in thr aecidant in any woy? IY 2N{N
-----------------------------------------------
b. Was inert than onc vehicle involved? Y N
-----------------------------------------------
c. Was it (either ont) movimg ot the tire*? lY 2N
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CONDITION 2
1. Person number )4omz of condition AZ
“’::f:~p”’’’’””’ ‘: ~~y ‘0’ “e y~; y“ ‘“
zDQ.3a 40 Q.3c z.n Q.3e
2. When did -- la.t~
4. During the post 2 weeks, did his . . . cstzse him
to cut down en the things ht usually do.s?
*
I a ~e~kterview I U Past 2 wks. (Item C)
tY
s L 2–4 yrs.
2 N (9J
2 G 2 wks.-6 mos. 6:5’ t’rs.
5. Durirq thot period, how many days did h. cut
(f7eosk 2) down for as much o, a day?
t [z Over 6-12 mos. 7 ;: Never
_ Oays
t~lyr. e L;: DK if Or. seen
00 :: None (9J
g ~~ OK when Dr. seen 6. ~,ting that 2-week p.riod, how many days did
keep him in bed all or most of the day?
_Oays
Examine “Name of condition” entry and mark
“.. . 00 .: ~ None
AI •l Color blindness (NC) ~ On Card c (A2)
q Accident or injury (A2) Ask if 17+ years:n Neither (30) 7. How many days did his . . . kc.p hi,m from work _ Oays (9)
If “Ooctor not talked to, ” transcribe entry from item 1. during that 2-w*ck period? (For females): not
If “Doctor talked to,” ask: counting work around tht house?
on ;:; None (9)
3a. What did tht doctor soy it was? - Did h. giv. it o medical name? Ask if 6-16 years:
8. HOW many days did his . . .. keep him from —Oays
school during that 2-week period? no L; None
-------------------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer U On Card C (A2) 9. When did -- first notice his . . .?
b. what WOS tht COUSC of ., .? I ~_~ Last week 4 ~] 2 weeks-3 months
q Accident or injury (A2) z ~ Week before 5 E] Over 3-12 months
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words: s ~ past 2 Weeks-DK which
6 [~1 More than 12 months ago
AtImmnt Condition Disorder Trouble
}
(Was it during the past 12 months or b.fore that tittw?)
Anomla cyst G,owth Tumor (WCIS it during the past 3 months or before that time?)
As+hroo Defect Meoslos ulcer Ask C: (WIIS it du,ing tht past 2 weeks or before that time?)
Attack DIS.OSW Rupture
c. What kind of . . . is it?
t q Not an eye cond. (AA) a q First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)
A3 2 U First eye cond.
(1OJ
(under 6) (AA) # q Not first eye cond. (AA)
-------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask: 10. Con -- see well e.eugh to redordinary newspaper print
d. How dots the all lrgy (stroke) affmt him?
{}
WITH GLASSES with his Iefi lye?. ..l Y 2N
right eye? .,. lY 2N
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the following entnes: FOOTNOTES
Abse.ss Domog. Paralysis
Ach* (.xeapf h..d w l,) Growth RIIPtu,e
B1..ding H.mo,thq. 201.
Bleed clot 1“!..11.” %r.n.ss
nail I“flomnwi.” Turn.,
1
Ask e:
Co.c*r N.ur.lgia Ut c.,
Crmnp. (.xegpt N..rills V.ric.as. ..1.s
Inmstnlal) Pin W.ek
cyst Palsy W.okn.ss
l. What part of tho body is affcctQd?
Show the following detai I:
H.md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. SCOIP, fOC.
Ba.k/.ptn./rtrbrmrm . . . . . . . . . . . .pp.r, middl., low..
Eo, erey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on. or bosh
Ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. on. .rkath; sh..!da., .p.r,
.Ib. w, low.., w,i .*, he. i
Lag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o“. or ko*h; hip, “pp.,, k...,
NoW.,, ankl., fool
~AA am Condition in CZCJO.S not have a Ietter as s.o.rce(A~)
~ q Condition In C2 has a letter as source, Doctor see” (II)
4 q Condition In C2 has a letter as saurce, Doctor not seen (15)
ha, Do-s -- NOW take any mcdicind or tr.aimcnt
for his . . .?
lY
2 N (12)
-------------------------------------------------
b. Was any of this modicinc or treotmcnt racomm~nd~d I Y
by a doctor? 2N
AA ~ Accident or i“j.ry u Other (NC)
17a. Did th. accidtnt happ*n during the past 2 yeara or before that time?
m During the past 2 years I_J Before 2 years (180)
-------------------------------------------------
b. Wh*n did the occident happ.n?
O Last week q Over 3-12 months
O Week before n I -2 years
m 2 weeks-3 months
12. Has h. .v.r had surgery for this condition? *Y
2N I
13. Was ha lver hospitalized for this condition? lY
2N I
14. During th. past 12 months, about how many tim.s has
-- x-on or talk~d to o doctor about his . . .?
_ Times
(Do not count visits while a patiant in a hospital.) 000 m None
150. About how many days during the pest 12 months hgs
this condition kapt him in b-d all or most of tbe day? _ Days
000 u None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask if 17+ years:
b, About how many cloys during the past 12 months hos _ Days
this condition kapt him from work?
For females: Not counting work oround the house? 000 q None
160, HOW oftsn doss his . . . bother him - all of the time, often,
once in a while, or “ever?
I n All the time 2 q Often 3 u Once in a while
o n Never (16c) n q Other - Specify
180. At tbe time of the accidant what port of the body was hurt?
Whet kind of iniury was it? Anything .1s.?
Part(s) of body I K,nd of injury
r t-----------------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the body is affect-d now?
How is his -- affacted? Is he affect-d in any othw way?
Part(s) of body I Present effects
i
------------------ -----------------------------------
I I
19. Wh.r. did th~ sccident happen?
I q At home (inside house)
z q AC home (adjacent prernise$)
3 ~ Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 (1 Farm
_________________________________________________
1
—
b. Whwr it d=s bother him, is he bothered a great deal, sonte, or very little? 5 U Industrial place (includes premises)
t q Great deal 2 q Some 6 •l SchOOl (includes premises)3 q Very little
7 q place of recreation and sports, except at school
40 Other - Specify e q Other - Specifyg
_________________________________________________
-1
u All the time in 16a OR condition list 4 asked (A4) I
[20. was -- et vmrk Ot his iob or buzin. ss wh.n the accid.nt happened?
c. DO*X -- still have this condition?
I
lY 3 q While in Armed Services
! Y (A4) N 2N 4 m Under 17 at time of accident
‘A4)~_______________.d. IS this condition completely cured or is it under control? 210. Was a car, truck, bus, or othw motor vehicle20 Cured a u Under control (A4) involved in the occident in any way?40 Other - Specify b. Was more than one vehicle involv.d?_________________________________________________ ___________________ _________________ _t. About how long did -- have this condition before it was cured?
o q Less than one month
— Months — Years I c. WtIs it (.ithcr en.) moving ot th. tire.? !Y 2N
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CONDITION 3
1. Person number Narns of condition A2
A“’’~~:~,’”’’’i””’ ‘; ~~p ‘“’ ~’ y:: ;“”” i~
ZUQ.3a 413 Q.3c snQ.3e
2. Whwt did -- last so. or t~
4. Dwing the past 2 wc*ks, did his . . . couss him
1 ~ ~e$kterview I n Psst 2 wks. (Item c)
to cut down on the things hc usuolly &es? tY 2 N (9)
s ~ 2-4 yrs.
2 q 2 wks. -6 mos. 6 G5’ yrs: 5. During that pariod, how many cloys did hc cut(Reosk 2) down for as much as a day?
3 ~Over 6-12 mos. 7 q Never _ Dsys
4Ulyr. s r~] OK if Dr. seen
00,11 None (9)
s [~] OK when Dr. seen 6. f&ring that 2.week period, how many days did
kc-p him in btd all or most of the day?
_Days
Examine ‘“Name of condition” entry and mark
. . . 00 ~-j None
AI n Color bli.dmss (NC) q O“ Czxd c (A2)
u Accident or injury (A2) n Neither (3.)
Ask if 17+ years:
7. How many days did his . . . keep him from work _OaYS (9)
If “’Doctor not talked to,” transcribe entry from item 1. during that 2.we*k period? (For females): not
If “Doctor talked to, ” ssk: counting work a,ound the house? 00 ;: None (9)
3a. What did the doctor say it was? - Did h. give it a m.tfical nmrm? Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many days did his . . . ke*p him from _ Days
school during that 2.wrek pwied? 00 L: None
-------------------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer D On Card C (A2) 9. Wh.n d~d -- first notice his . . .?
b. what We. th* CO.,* of . . .? I u Last week
u Accident or injury (A2)
t [~] 2 weeks-3 months
2 0 Week before s :“:] Over 3-12 months
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words: 3 Cl past z weeks-DK which
s [:] t-tore than 12 months ago
Ailment Condition Di aord.r Tr.a.ble
}
(Was it during the past 12 months or before that tire*?)
An.rni o cy*t Grc.wIh Tumor (Was it during th- past 3 months or bcfere that tire?)
Asthma oaf..? M..sles ulG.r Ask c: (Was it during th* past 2 w*oks or bofor* that time?)
Almek Dis.as. Rupture
c, What kimdof . . . is it?
I q Not an eye cond, (AA) 30 First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)
A3 2 q First eye cond. (lo)(under 6) (AA) 4 q Not first eye cond. (AA)
-------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask: 10. Can -- see w*II lnough to r-ad ordinary newspaper print
d. How does tfm all*rgy (strok*) off-et him?
{}
WITH GLASSES with his I.H ly*?. ..*Y 2N
right ly*?. ..!Y ZN
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there IS an Impairment or any of the fol lowr”g entries: FOOTNOTES
Abscess Damg. Poralysls
Aeh. (.xc*pthod or lar) Growth Ruptur8
B1.*di.g Hwmrrfvage so,.
Blood CM I. f..llml %,.”.ss
soil I“flmmloll.n T. m. ,
!
Ask e:
c.”.., N.urmlgio Ulc.r
C,mps (.. C.’I* N.uritls Vorieos. v*l. s
mll’trml) Pain Wmk
cyst Pals” W.okn.ss
l. What part of the body is of fccted?
Show the following detail:
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .skull, s.olp, fo.m
Beek/spine/varfebr.s . . . . . . . . . . . upp.r, middl,, low.,
Eoror.y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..en. or bath
Ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on. orhth. shoulder, .p.r,
llbow. law... wri ‘1. ho. i
I Lq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m. w bo!h; FOP,.pp#r, k...,law.,. mkl.. foot
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t q Missing extremity (A4)
4A z~Conditio” i“ C2doesmatttavea letter= so.rce(A4)
s q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (11)
4 m Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Dot!.or not seen (/5)
Ila. Doss -- NOW tak- any m.dicinc or treatmant lY
for his . . .? 2 N (12)
-------------------------------------------------
b. Was any of this mcdicins or troatmant racommmtdad t Y
by a doctor? 2N
12. Has hs lver had surgwy for this condition? lY
2N
!3. Was ha war hospitolixcd for this condition? !Y
2N
14. During the post 12 months, nbout how many times has
-- ,.. n O, talked to G doctor about his . . .?
_ Times
(Oo not count visits whilt a patiant in a hospitol.) 000 q None
15a, About how many cloys during tho past 12 months has
this condition ktpt him in bod 011 or most of tha day? _ Days
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask If 17+ years:
b. About how mony days during th* past 12 months has _ DaYS
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work oraund thm house? 000 C None
6a. How eftan dots his . . . bother him - all of ha time, often,
once in a while, or rmvar?
I u All the time 2 q Often s q Once in a while
o a Never (16c) a u Other - Specify
b. Wh.n it d-s bdhar him, is hc botharcd a great deal, some, or very Iiftlc?
I q Great deal 2 q Some 3 q very little
# q Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------
q All the time In 16a OR condition list 4 asked (A4)
c. oea~ -- ~till hava t~s condition?
I Y (A4) N
-------------------------------------------------
d. Is this condition complefdy cur-d or is it .nd.r control?
2 q Cured 3 q Under control (A4)
4 q Other - Specify (A4)
_---. L ------------------------------------------ -
c. About how long did -- have this condition bafora it wax curad?
o D Less than one month
— Months — Years
4 q Accidmt cwi”j.ry q Other (NC)
Did tht accidant happwr during the past 2 yaors or bafc.ra that time?
~ O.ring the past 2“years a Before 2 years (130)
_________________________________________________
When did the accident happen?
q Last week I_J Over 3-12 months
q Week before m I-2 years
q 2 weeks-3 months
, At the time of the occidtnt what part of the body was hurt?
What kind of in@y was it? Anything Ac?
%rt(s) of body I Kind of injury
t
------------------
t
----------------------------------
I
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
, What part of the body is affectad now?
How is his -- affected? Is he offacted in ony other way?
Par!(s) of body I Present effects
------------------ 1-------------------------
Whom did the accident happen?
t q At home (inside house)
2 q At home (adjacent premises)
3 q Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 m F-
s El Mustrial place (includes premises)
s U School (includes premises)
7 q place of recreation and sports, except at school
s q Other- $ecifyg
Was -- at work at his iob or busintss when the accidwtt happanad?
lY 30 Whi Ie in Armed Services
2N
~ m under 17 at time of accident .
. Wms a car. truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
involved in the occident in any way? lY 2 N (NC)
-------------------------------------------------
. Was mor~ than one vehicle involved? Y N
-------------------------------------------------
. Was it (*ith*r one) moving at the time? lY ZN
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CONOITION 4
1. Person numbar Noms of condition
1
2. When did -- last sao or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
~ Zl $Jerview t ~ } Past 2 wks. (Item Cj s ;; 2-4 yrs.
2 ~ 2 wks,-6 mos. 6 -’5+ yrs,
(Re.ask 2) ,;.Z
3 [~ Over 6-12 mos. -, Never
4~lyr. 8 ;,:; DK if Dr. seen
9 ; :] OK when Dr. seen
Examine “Nam-s of condition” entry and mark
AI q Color blindness (NC) m On CardC (A2)
q Accident or injury (A2) U Neither (30)
If “’Doctor not talked to, ” transcribe entry from item 1.
If “Doctor talked to,”’ ask
30. What did the doctor say it was? - Did hc give it a medical name?
------------- -------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer U On Card C (A2).
b. What WOS tho cause of . . ,?
U Accident or injury (A2)
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailm.n, C..diti.. Di so.d.r Troubl.
Anemia cyst Growth Tumor
Asthm 0.1..1 M.osl.s ulcer
}
Ask C:
Att,ck D%. . . . . R.ptwo
c. what kind of . . . is it?
-------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask:
d. How de-s h allargy (strc.k~) afkct him?
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the following entries:
Abscess Damogm Paraly*is
Aehm (excaps hud ., l,) Growth Rupture
Bl**din~ H.mordq. SO,*
Blood elw I“f..lien %-m..
ad Infl*n!nlm*ti.” rum.,
}
Ask e:
cone., N,.,.algt. U1..,
cramps(.xaf.i N..ritls VaricOs. v. I..
immmwl) Poi”
cyst
W.-k
Palsy Weakness
c. What part of tha body is affacted?
Show the following detail:
ff.ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..sk.11. SC+f...
flack/spin./vm,t.hm . . . . . . . . . . . upp.,, middle, low.,
Eoreroy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m.erbolh
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ene o, belh; shmdd.r,uper,
llbow, lower, wrist, h.. 3
L.a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..an. qrhth. hip, .pp.,, kn..,
kv.r, ankle, feel
AZ yygy’tin”’ a:~~y ‘or“e y~; ~d i“
znQ.3a 4UQ.3C 513 Q.3e
4. During th~ post 2 weeks, did his . . . COUS* him
to cut down on tht things he usually dots? IY z N (91
1
5. During thot period, how many day. did ht cut
down for as much as a dsv? _ Days
100 ~] None (9I
6. During that 2.week ptriod, hew many & s did
[his . . . kcap him in bad all or most of t l day? _Days
00:2 None
+iii&kE7. How many days did his . . . keep him from workduring that 2.w..k period? (For females): notcounting work around tht house?8. Hew many days did his . . . kc-p him fromtchool during that 2-week psried?
9. When did -- first notice his . . .?
! E I Last week t ~] 2 weeks-3 months
z u Week before s ~ Over 3-12 months
3 u Past 2 weeks-DK which 6 ~] More than 12 months ago
(Waa it during the paat 12 months or bafore that time?)
(Wss it during th. past 3 months or b.for. thot tint.?)
(Was it dtsri.s th. past 2 w..ks or b*for. th~t tire.?)
t q Not an eye cond. (AA) s q First eye con(~O(6+ yra.)
A3 2 q First eye cond.(under 6) (AA) t q Not first eye cond. (AA)
10. Cam -- l. . well .nougb to r.ad ordinary n.wspapor print
{}
WITH GLASSES with his Iefi ly*?. ..1Y 2N
right ly*?. ..1Y 2N
FOOTNOTES
8a
~AA z~ Condition in CZdoes rtothave a letter as .o.r&e (A4)
j q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (11)
4 q Condition in C2 has a letter as suurce, Doctor not seen (15)
ha, Doss -- NOW takt any mcdicirm or treotmont lY
far his...? 2 N (12)
. . . . ---------------------------------------------
b. Was any of this medicina or traatment recomma.dcd t Y
by a doctor? 2N
2. Has ha lvar had surgery for this condition? lY
2N
3. Was ho war hospitalized for this condition? lY
2N
14, Durlrtg the past 12 months, about how mony timas has
-- SC-n or talk-d to ~ doctor about his . . .? _ Times
(Do not count visits whila a patient in a hospitol.) 000 q None
15a, About how many days during the post 12 months has
this condition kept him in b-d all or most of the day? _ DaYS
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask if 17+ years:
b. About how many days during the past 12 months hos _ Days
this condition kapt him from work?
For females: Not counting work around the housa? 000 E None
60. How oftm dots his . . . bother him - all of tlw time; oft-n,
once In a whllc, or never?
I q All the time 2 D Often s m Once in a while
o u Never (16c) s u Other - Specify
------------------------------------------------ .
b. Whan N dc.as bother him, is h- lmthared a great dcol, some, or very Iittlt?
I q Great deal 2 q Some 3 q Very little
4 q Other - Specify
------------------------------------------------ .
q Ali the time in 16a OR condition list 4 asked (A4)
c. Doss -- still hava this condition?
I Y (A4) N
-------------------------------------------
d. Is thlt condition completely cured or is it undar control?
------
z q Cured 3 D Under control (A4)
4 q Other - Specify (A4]
------------------------------------------------
c. About how long did -- -hove this condition bafore it was cured?
o m Less than one month
— MOnths — Years
A41 o Accident or injwy u Other (NC)
17a. Oid the accidwst happen during the past 2 years or bafore that tima?
~ During the past 2 years q Before 2 years (1%)
----------------------------------------------
b. When did tha occidmt hoppa.?
o Last week m Over 3-12 months
q Week before m I-2 years
112 weeks-3 months
I&. At th. tire. of th. occidmt what part ef the body was hurt?
What kind of iniury wos it? Anything llsa?
Pm(s) of body I Kmd or injury
t
------------------
t
----- —-------------------------
I I
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the body is affoctad now?
How is his -- affccttd? Is ha affect-d in any other way?
Pm(s) of body I Present effects
------------------
1
--------------.
I 1
19. Whore did tha accident hoppon?
I q At home (inside house)
z q At home (adjacent premises)
3 q Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
40 Farm
s q Industrial place (includes premises)
s U SchOOl (includes Premises)
7 q place of recreation and sports, except at school
e q Other - Specifyj
20. Was -- at work at his iob or business when tha accidwtt happarmd?
!Y 3 q While in Armed Services
2N 4 •1 Under 17 at time of accident
210. Was a car: truck, bus, or othar motor vehicle
involved m the mccidmnt in any way? lY 2 N(
------------------------------------------------
b. Was mora than one vehicla involvad? Y N
----------------------------------------------
c. Was it (eithar on-) moving at tlie time? lY 2N
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CONOITION 5
1. Person number Norm of condition
,
2. When did -- lost SC* or talk to o doctor about his . . .?
~ FJ~e:ktefview!~:Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ; -2-4 yrs.
2 [: 2 wks. -6 mos.
(Reask 2] 6 1: 5+ Yrs.q [j Over 6-12 mos. 7 ::1 Never
4 1: I yr, e [;] DK if Dr. seen
g : ,] DK when Dr. seen
I Examine “Name of condition” entw and mark
/42 “’;:\:&,’”’’’i””’ ‘: ;::y “r ‘e y:: y’d ‘n:
.
zOQ.3a 4UQ.3C 6a Q.3e
4. During th. past 2 weeks, did his . . . COVJ. him
to cut down on the things he usually dots? !Y z N (9)
5. During that p*riod, how many days did ht cut
down for os much as o day? Days—
00 -1 None (9)
6. L&ring that 2.wc*k period, how many da s did
[keep him in bcd all or most of t l day? _ Days. . .
. . ~] None
AI I q color Nind”ess (NC) q 0“ Card c (A2)
n Accident or inj”,y (A2)
Ask if 17+ years:
U Neither (3a) 7. How many days did his . . . kc-p him from work _DaYs (9)
If “Doctor not talked to,’” transcribe entry from item 1. durin9 that 2-w*ek psriod? (For females): not
If “Doctor talked to,” ask: counting work around the house?
00 ~ None (9)
30. What did the doctor soy it was? - Did he give it a medical name? Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many days did his . . . ktap him from _Days
school during that 2-week ptriod? 00 LT None
------------- ------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer E] On Card C (A2) 9. Who. did -- first notice his . . .?
b. What was the cause of . . .? t r_l Last week
C] Accident or injury (A2)
4 ~] 2 weeks-3 months
2 u Week before s Z] Over 3-12 months
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
> m Past 2 weeks–DK which s ~] More than 12 months ago
Ailment Condition Disorder Trouble
}
(Was it during the past 12 months or before that time?)
A.erni a cyst G,.awth Tumor (Was it during the post 3 months or .bcforc that timt?)
Asthma Def..t Measles ulc*r Ask C: (Was it during the post 2 weeks or before that time?)
A,tm.k Disems* Rupture
c. What kind of . . . is it?
! q Not an eye cond. (AA) 3 u First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)
A3 2 a First eye cond. (lo)(under 6) (AA) 4 q Not first eye cond. (AA)
-------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask: 10. Can -- see well enough to read ordinary n*w~papcr print
d. How doss the allwgy (ztrokt) affect him?
{}
WITH GLASSES with his I=fi lye?. ..l Y 2N
right cy*?. ..l Y 2N
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the following entries: FOOTNOTES
Abscess D.amq. P.ralysi.
Ach. (exeept hemdo, l.,) G,. wfh Rupture
B1..ding H.mo,rhqe so,.
Blood cIm Inf..siml so,.”.:.
noil I“flamma?lo” rumor
\
Ask e:
co”.., N..rolgio UI C.,
CrOrnps(.x..p* N.witis Vori ..s. v. I..
Illmswvol) Pain W..k
cyst Palsy W.akn.ss
l . What pati of ths body is aff*cted?
Show the following detail:
H-ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sk.11, S.O!P, f...
Om.k/sptm./v.,,mbre . . . . . . . . . . . LIpp.,, middle, low.,
E.arorwo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . both
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o.. erboth. sho.ld.r. up .,,
.Ibow, Iow. r, wdst, ho. 1
Lq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . one or both; hip, uppar, knm,
Iwm.t, onkl., foot
I q Missing extremity (A4)
AA 20 Co”dltio” in C2does matlmve a letter as source (,44)
s q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (1 l’)
4 U Condition in C2 has a letter as scmrce, Doctor not see” (15)
I la. D=s -- NOW take any madicinc or treatm.nt tY
for his . . .? 2 N (12)
. ------------------------------------------------
b. Was any af this medicine or treatment rocommandcd I Y
by m doctor? 2N
12. Has he lver had surgery for this condition? lY
2N
13, Was ho lvar hospitalized for this condition? lY
2N
14. During tha past 12 months, about how many times has
-- ,a@n O, ~lkad to ~ doctor ~beut hi, . . .?
_ Times
(Do not count visits while a patiant in a hospital.) 000 ~ None
150’. About how many day, during the past 12 months has
tbls condition kept him in bad all or most of the day? — DaYS
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask if 17+ years:
b. About how many daya during *ho post 12 months has _ DaYs
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around tho houso? 000 q None
Ida. How oftan &as his . . . bother him - all of tb time, often,
once in a while, or never?
I q All the time z q Often s q Once in a while
o q Never (16c) I q Other - Specify,
-------------------------------------------------
b. What it dc.s both-r him, is h- bc.thcred a graat d-l, .om*, or vary little?
t D Great deal 2 m Some 3 ~ Very little
~ ~ Other- S*cify
-------------------------------------------------
q All the time In 16a OR condition Iiat 4 asked (A4)
c, Doss --.sttii have this cendition?
I Y (A4) N
-------- k ----------------------------------------
d. Is this coadition coqhtoly curad .x is it undar control?
z q Cured 3 q Under control (A4)
! q Other - Spscify (A4)
-------------------------------------------------
l. About how IMO did -- hava this condition bafote it was curad?
n n Less fhan one month Months — Years
AA q Accident or injwy q Other (NC)
70. Did the accidant happen during ths past 2 years or bcfora that time?
m During the past 2 years u Before 2 years (18a)
-------------------------------------------------
b. When did ths occident happtn?
q Last week ~ Over 3-12 months
n Week before ~ I-2 years
a 2 weeks-3 months
k. At the tima of the occident what part of tha body was hurt?
What kind of in@Y was it? Anything llse?
Part(s) of body I K,nd of ,n,ury
,------ ___,__ ----------------------------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the body is offccted now?
How is his -- affcctcd? Is he offactcd in any othar way?
Part(s) of body I Present effects
t 1_________________-------------. — -----------
19. Whmrc did ‘ih* occidsnt hoppan?
I q At home (inside house)
2 q At home (adjacent premises)
3 q Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 a Farm
5 QJ.nd@rial place (includas premises)
6 q SchQoi (includes premises)
7 Cl place of recreation and sports. except at school
E u Other - Specify d
!OO Wos -- at ~ark at his ieb or busimass when th. accid.nt happcnad?
lY s q While in Armed Services
2N ~ m Under 17 at time of accident
!1o. Was a car, truck, bus, or othor motor vchiclt
involvad in tho accidtnt in any way? lY 2 N (NC)
-------------------------------------------------
b. Was more than one vehicle involved? Y N
-------------------------------------------------
c. Wos it (oithtr on-) moving at tha time? tY 2N
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CONOITION 6
1. Personnumbw Nam of condition
1
2. Whan did -- last SC* or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
I ~ f&f/erview I c.] past 2 wks. (Item c) 5 ;; 2-4 YK..
z L ~ Wks.-b mo$.
(Reask 2)
6 _5+ y’,s.
3 [~ Over 6—12 mos. 7:: Never
41Jlyr. a L;] DK ,f Dr. seen
9 ; j OK when Dr. seen
Examine “Name of condition” entry and mark
*I q Color bli”d”ess (NC) ~ 0“ Cd c (A2)
q Accident or injury (AZ) U Neither (3a)
If “Doctor not talked to,” transcribe entry from item 1.
If “Doctor talked to,” ask:
30. What did the doctor soy it was? - Did he give it a nwdical name?
-------------------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer U On Card C (AZ)
b. what WaS the CGUSC of . . .?
U Accident or Injury (A2)
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailment Condition Dis.a,der Trouble
An.,ni.a cyst Growth Tumor
As!hrm Defect Memsle. U1..r
}
Ask C:
Attack Dls.as. Rupture
c. What kind of . . . if it?
-------------------------------------------------
For allergy or stroke, ask:
d. How dots the allergy (stroke) affect him?
-------------------------------------------------
If in 3a-d there IS an Impairment or any of the fol Iowlng entnes:
Abscess Dc.nq. Pmaly. is
Ache (axeapt h-ad w lor) Growth Ruptu,.
Bleeding H.mmhog. so,.
Wed clot In f.etie. SO,... ss
Boil In flmmwnatio. TUmor
I
Ask e:
c.”.., N..r.lgio U1..r
C,e!nfm (*xecfM 14..ritis Voti ..*. .*1. *
mrnmual) Poin W-k
cyst P.lsy W.akn.ss
l. What port of tho body is affcctcd?
Show the followin; detail:
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. SCOIP, hCO
Bock/spin./v.tt.bm . . . . . . . . . . . .pp.r, middle, low..
Ear.r.y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on. or bo*h
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on. oflvth; shovld.r, .p.r,
elbow, Imw. r, wri.1, ha. i
Lag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . or bathihlp, .pp.r, k...,
low.,, onkl., foo~
/42 ‘Sy:p$”’’’ion’ ‘; ~;fy ‘0’~ey:: ;yd ‘“
zmQ.3a *OQ.3C 6nQ.3e
4. During the pa$t 2 weeks, did his . . . couse him
to cut down on the things h. USUOIIY do.s? I’i z N (9)
1
5. During that p.riod, how many days did hr cut
down for as much as a day? . Days
. . I None (9)
6. l&ring that 2-week period, how ninny day. did
keep him in bcd all or most of the day? _Days. . . 00 ‘i None
.. .
Ask If 17+ years:
7. How many days did his . . . keep him from work
_Oays (9J
during that 2.week pwiod? (For females): not
counting work around the house? 00 ;~; None (9)
Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many days did his . . . ke.p him from _ Days
school during that 2.week period? 00 ; ; None
1 —.
9. When did -- first notics his . . .?
1 : 1 Last week 4 ~] 2 weeks-3 months
2 IL] Week before 5 [:] Over 3-12 months
s F_] Past 2 weeks-DK which s !; ] More than 12 months ago
(Was it durirg the past 12 months or before thot time?)
(Was it during the past 3 months or btfore that time?)
(Was it during th* past 2 weeks or bcforr thot timt?)
t u Not an eye cond. (AA) 3 q First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)
A3 zq First eye cond. (10)(under 6) (AA) 4 n Not first eye cond. (AA)
10. con-- see well lnough to r-ad ordinary ncwspap*r print
()
WITH GLASSES with his Ieti lye?. ..1Y ZN
right eye? . ..l Y 2N
L>
FOOTNOTES
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I D Missing extremity (A4)
AA 2~ Condition in C2does not have a Ietteras source (A4)
s q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (11)
4 u Condition in C2 has a letter as saurce, Doctor not seen (15)
lh, DO*S -- NOW tak* any medicine or traatment
for his . . .?
lY
2 N (12)
------------------------------------------------ .
b. Was any of this madicine or tr.otmmtt recommended I Y
by o doctor? 2N
12, Has ht lver had surgwy for this condition? tY
2N
13, Was ha war hospitoliz*d for this condition? lY
.?N
14, During the post 12 months, obout how many times hat
-- S.en or talk. d to ~ doctor ~bout his . r .?
_ Times
(Do not count visits while a patient in a hospital.) 000 q None
15a, About how many days during the past 12 months ho.
this conditian ktpt him in bcd all or most of the cloy? _ Days
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask if 17+ years:
b. About how many days during tha xst 12 months has _ Days
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around the house? 000 C None
160, HOW oftm does his . . . bother him - all ef the time, often,
oncm in a while, or never?
I n All the time 2 u Often 3 q Once in a whiie
o ~1 Never (16c) .su Other – Specify
. . . . ____________________________________________
b. Whan it does b.thw him, is he bothered a great deal, some, or very little?
I L] Great deal 2 u Some 3 D Very little
I 4 L-J Other - $ec ify_________________________________________________
I q All the time in 16. OR condition list 4 asked (A4)
c. Does -- still hove this condition?
t Y (A4) N
_________________________________________________
d. Is this condition complti.ly curd ci is it under control?
2 q Cured 3 q Under control (A4)
t q Other - Specify (A4)
------------------- _____________________________________
l. About how long did -- have this condition b-fore it was cured?
t o II Less than o“. nm”th -— Months — Years
A4 q Accident or injury a Other (NC)
170. Did the occidmt hoppsn during tht post 2 yaws or before that tire.?
n During the past 2 years q Before 2 years (130)
------------------------------------------------ .
b. When did the accident happen?
q Last week q Over 3- I 2 months
q Week before m I -2 years
02 weeks-3 months
13a. At th. tire. of the accidwtt whet part of th. bedy was hurt?
What kind of iniury was it? Anything lIs*?
Part($) of body Kind of i“jwy
------------------ -----------------------------------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the bcdy is aff~cted now?
How is his -- affected? Is h- affcctod in any other way?
1Part(s) of body I Present effects
1--------------------------,------------------
I 1
19. Whw. did the occident happtn?
t q At home (inside house)
z q At home (adiacent prerni ses)
3 q street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 q Farm
5 q industrial place (includes premises)
6 •l SchOOl (includes premises)
7 q Place of recreation and sports, except at school
B O Other - SPecify~
)0. Was -- at work at his iob or butiness wh.n the accidmt happmwd?
IY 3 q Whi Ie in Armed Services
2N 4 q Under 17 at time of accident
)1o. Was a car, truck, bus, or oihm motor vthicle
______ ._____ ;__-: ---_ --:-- ___-- _-_-: _y_____:-!!!5L
involvtd in the acctdent III any way.
b. Was more then on= vahicl. involved? Y N
-------------------------------------------------
c. Was it (.ith.r on.) moving at th~ time? lY 2N
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2. WFFK< flnfTCIR VISIT< PAfX I , I Da..-. .,,-!.-.
- ------- --- .-. . . .. . .- . -“- . . , . . .“,, ,,”OO, .-,
Earli.r, you told rtm thot -- hod s.cn or tolked to o doctor during thr past 2 weeks. 2..
{
7777 Q Last week
OR
‘a. On what (othw) dat*s during that 2-wc=k period did -- visit or talk to a dotter?
mans~ Week before
Monlh Date
.- ---------- ---------------------
b. Wrre there any other doctor vi sits for him during that ptriod?
Y (f?eask 2a Znd b) N (Ask 3-6 Ic/
b. each W8N)
1. Where did hc sec the d.actor on the (date)
-“t”
3.
clinic, hospital, doctor’s office, or some ot l place?
o q WhlIe mPatlenl m hosplml (Next DV)
3 c1 ~-x’s Office (Zro”p pract,ce or
If Hospttal: Wos N the outputicnt clinic
doctc$.s Cl,”,.)
or the lmergency room?
2 q Telephone
3 ~ Hospnal O.lpal, em Clm, c
If Cllnic Was it o hospital outpatient 4 U Home
clinic, a company clinic, or some other 5 m Hosp8tal Emerzency Room
kind of clinic? c D C.mpamy or I“du.!ry Cl Imc
7 q Other (3Peci/y)
7
1. Was ths doctor a gmwal practitioner or a specialist? 4. 0! ~ General Practmo”er q ~eci.ljsc _
Whm kind of sp.ciolist i. h.?
7
. During this visit (call) did -- actually soe (talk to) the doctor? 5. lY 2N
10. Why did hc visit (call) the doctor on (date) ? 6..
Write in ceayJ”
1 D Dias. or treatment (6.2)
Mark appropriate box(es) 3 q General checkup (6b)
2 q Pre or Postnatal care
a q Eye exam. (glasses)
}
(yv~t
5 q Immunization
6 q Other
--------------------------------------------------------------------
___ -------- ---------------- -
b. Was this for any specific condition? b. Y (Enter condition {n 6a N (Next DV)
ad chmige 10 ,’Dlag.
------------- -------------------------------- -------
or freafnm f”)
Mark box or asti
--- ------------------------------- .
U Condition rep.a,ted i“ 6.
e. For whet ~Mdition did -- visit (=all) th. doctor on (date) ? .,
‘OOTNOTES
PI A Condition page is required for the condition in question 6. If there is no Condition page, enter condition in item C andfill a page for it after completing columns for all required doctor visits.
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!0.
. .
b,
a.
b,
c,
G
{
7777 m Last week
OR
8808 ~ Week before
——
Month Oc.te
. -- = --------- -------- .. . .. .. -----
Y (Raask 2a and b) N (Ask 3-6 for
each v/s/t)
O~lWh(l= mPattenl mh.sp$t?J(Nexf Dff)
I ~ Ouctor’s of fice(;roup pract!ceor
doctor’s clinoc)
2 D Telephone
3DH.spltal Outpatte.t Clint.
4 n Home
5n H.sPlul Emergency Room
6 D Company or Industry Clln!c
7 ~ Other (3Pecify)
7
II ~ Genmal practttio”er m Spec~ alist -
what kir,dof .p.cial!sttis h.?
7
!Y 2N
! ~ Diaz. ortreatrnent(6c)
3 q General checkup (6b)
25 Pre or Postnatal care
4D Eyeexam. (classes)
}
(Nex
s q Imrru”ixatic.” DV)
6 q Other
-------------------------- -----
Y (EnlercOrdltlon lff6a N (Next DV)
andcfhmge to”’Dlag.
or treatmwf ”’)
,-------------------------------
u Condition reported 1“ 6.
NOTES
P*rson numb
{
7777U Last Week
OR
8808 ~Week before
Month =
------- -------- . . . . . . .
Y.. (Reask 2a and b) N (Ask 3-6 for
each vlslf)
o ~1 whll= 8.Pataent t. hosr.ual (Next fJVI
t U Doctor’s of ftce (group pracuce or
doctor’s cltntc)
2 r] Telephone
3 [-] Hospntaf O.tpauent Cla”tc
4 r] Home
s ~ HospOtal Emecge.cy Room
e ~ Company or Industry Cl, ”,.
7 U Ocher (Specily)
7
xWh.t kind of speci.lis. i. he?
b.
! ~ Di.;. or treatment (6c)
3 m General checkup (6b)
2 rJ Pre or Postnatal care
4 ~ Eye exam. (glasses)
}
(N&l
5 I--J Inwn””i Zr,t{o”
6 q Ocher
--- --------------------------------
b. Y (Entw condition in 6a N (Next W)
and change to “’Diag.
or treatment”’)
___ ------------------------------- .
~] Conditicm mpwted i“ 6.
e.
1.
—
20
b.
—
3.
—
4.
5.
—
60.
.-.
b.
--
L
Person number
{
?777 ~ Last week
OR
8088 q Week before
——
Month Oate
-------
Y (f?eask 2a and b) N (Ask S-6 for
each vlslt)
0 u ~h,le ,.oal lent ,. hosp, t.1 (Next DV)
t q Doctor’s .oIf, ce lgfo. p practnce or
LIoct.ar+s cl, n,c)
2 q Telephone
3 u HosP,lal O.tpaoent Cl,”,.
4 n H~e
5 U HosP#tal Emer~ency Room
6 U Company or Industry Cl*n$c
7 U Other [Specify)
7
)1 ~ Ge@ral pracutnonm D S+e.,altst -
Wh.? kind of specialist is he?
7
—.. . .. . . ... ..—
,Y 2N
! U Ot.g. m treatment (6cJ
3 q Ge”e,al checkup (6b)
2 q Pre of Postnatal care
4 D Eye exam. (glasses)
1
(Na;
5 m Immu.lzatto.
.
6 u Other J
____________ __________ ----- .._,
Y (Enter condition tn 6a N (Next DV)
and change to “ ‘Diag.
or treatment”)
______________________________
~ Cond#tlon reported I. 6a
PI A Condition page is required foi the condition in question 6. If there is no Condition page, enter condition in item C andfill a page for it after completing columns for all required dcuaor visits,
-------- ----- I 1-
ilU>t’ll AL PAGE 1. Person numbm
YOU said that -- was in the hospital (nursing hom~) during the past ysar. Month Date YearUSE YOUR CALENDAR
When did -- lntir tfw hospitol (nursing home) (the last time)? Make sure the YEAR is correct 2. 19_
Name
What is the noms and address of this hospital (nursing home)?
Street
3.
City (or county) stale
How many nights was -- in the hospital (nursing hmw)? 4. _ Ni;hts
Complete 5 from entries in 2 and + if not clear, ask the questions.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
._-. -_- Nigh:--------------------
~. ffw many of thoso -- nights wet. during the past 12 months? SO.
b. How many of theso -- nights wore during the past 2 weeks? b. _ Ni;hts
--------------------- : ---------------------------------------------- . ---- -------------------------------
t. Was -- still in the hospital (nursing horn.) lastSunday night for this hospitalization (stay)? c. Y N
Fer what condition did -- .nt.r th. hospital (nu,sing km. ) - de you know the medical nom.? b. q Normal delivery q Normal l birth
If medical name unknown, enter an adequate description. , Co.diticm
For delivery ask
}
1 Show CAUSE, KIND, a“d Cause
Was this a normal delivery? If ‘“NO,” ask: r PART OF BODY in same
‘-------~-tin-da~d-~ ------~~; ~;;k~’
For newborn, ask: What was the mottar? I detail as required for the
------------------------------
Condition page,
Kmd
Was t!w baby normal at birth? 1t P-a;r-o~~~d~ -----------------------’
1
i. W.reanyopcrations pcrformcdon -- during this stay at tlm hospital (nursing ~eme)? 7a. Y o N (Nexf Hosp)
--------------------------------------------------------------------
___ -------------------------------
b. What was the name of the opttatien? h
If name of operation isnotkriown, describe what was done.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
--- -------------------------------
Y fL7escr/bs)
~
N
c. Any othoropem! ions during this stay? . .
00TNOTES
>2 ACondition page is required ifthere isanentry of ’’l’’ or more nights in5b. lfthere isno Condition page, enter
condition in item Canal fill a page for it after completing columns for all required hospitalizations.
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1. Person number 1. Person number
Monlh Dale Year Month Dare Year
L 19 _ 2. 19_
Name Name
Street Street
L 3.
Cw (or COu”ty) State I city(Ore.”nty) state
I._ Nl;hts 4, — N,:hts
I
;0. 1- H..--! ?!’?-------------------- ?. — Nights------------------------------
b. _ Ni;hts b. _ Nights
------------------------------- ---- --------------- —---------------
e. Y N c. Y N
L q Normal delivery ~ Normal at birth 6.
Condltlon
q Normal del,very D Normal at birth
Conditmn
t
taiIe-----~-Gn-&~I : ‘---- ‘@;:. -O; ;“;.-
It
------------------------------Cause ~ 0“ Card C q Ac.. or l“,.
@- ------------------------- , ,ti;d---- --------- -----------
,&,t%i&2,--
---------, ,Fa,:J,G;------------------------
b! IIb.
i It
--------------------------------------------------------------
Y (Describe) TN Y (Describe) 7 N
e. I c.
‘OOTNOTES
Strea
1.
C,ty [orco. my) State
1, — N,;hts
;.. _ Nishts
_________________________________
------------------------------ .
Cause n On Card C m Ace. or l“,
/GG______________________
1---------------------.Pa,t of body
._.___-_Y__ -______ -___O--N_ !N_e_x!~-sf)-_--
b.
‘t-‘-------------------Y (Oescrib3)7 N
.. I
P2j A Condition page is required if there is an entry of ‘“l” or more nights in5b. lf there is no Condition page,enter condition in item C and fill a page for it after completing columns for all required hospitalizations.
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HOME CARE PAGE
Somopcople arc Iimitcd inwhatthey condo because ofaphysical ormntol condition; that is,
thcv cannot do come of tht daily activities that other oeoc.le do.
la. Becau5e of a disability ’or health problem, doss
anyone in the family, (thot is you, your --, ltc.),
receive or need help from another person, or use
s~cial lquipment in -
If “Yes,” ask lb and c
Y w
“doesn’t do” N
(1) Walking, except for using stairs?
(2) Going outside?. . . . . . . . . . . . .
(3) Using the toilet in the bathroom,
including getting to the bathroom?
(4) Bothing, including sponge baths?
(5) Dressing? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(6) Eating? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
II(7) G*tting in and out of bed or choirs?
b. Who is this?
c. Does anyone llse receive or nted help or use
sfmcial lquipment in - ?
. .
I I [N ,.doesn,t do..>
T
t *
ao
\M:t\H,:ox, 1 y 2 N
q :..ss.,l
$M:f;H, #x. IY 2N
q ~omsnl
(Mark H box, ‘ y 2 N
THEN lc)
II
q &snk
THEN IcJ
!o. BECAUSE OF A DISABILITY OR HEALTH
PROBLEM, does anyone in the family receive
or need help from another person in -
If “Yes,” ask2b and c.
b. Who is this?
c. Does anyone else receive or need help in - ?
YN
(1) Preparing their own meals?. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(2) Shopping for personal items, such os magazines,
toilet items, or medicines? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(3) Doing routine household chores, not
including yard work? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(4) Handling their own money?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . m
a. Because of a disability or heolth problam does anyone in the fomily usually
stay in b*d all or most of the time? Y N (4)
______________________________________________________________________________ .
b. Wbo is tbi~? Mark box in person’s column.
______________________________________________________________________________ .
c. Anyone llse? Y (Rmsk 3b and c1 N
Mark box or ask:
k. What (other) condition causes -- to (need help ins ctivities in I and Z/(or) stay in bed)?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
b. Does any othw condition caum -- to (need help in w ivi i~ /(or) stay i“ bed)?
______________________________________________________________________________ .
Mark box or ask
c. Which of thase conditions would you say is the MAIN condition that causes -- to (need help in
activities in I and 2/(Or) stay in bed)?
Refer to item C2 to determine if a condition page was
HC1 completed for the main condition in 4.
Enter condition number, or mark box.
i. Whan did -- first notice his (main condition in 4)?
!.
i
-.
I
j
-.
-.
:1
0’
I I-Jt%ats
t q Shopp[nz
}
Marl
H
f q Chores box
# q HandIlng money
--------------- --’. .
q Stays in bed (H box THEN30
-------------------
q No H box (NP)
-------------------
I Y (RI?.s.sk 4a and b, 2N
-e -------------------
,~ Old age only (NP)
q Only one condition
t-lain condition
Con-d. number
(Nf
q No c.anditicmpa~e
I q Last week
z q Week before
I q Past 2 weeks, DK which
I q 2 weeks -3 rnmwhs
; q Over 3-12 rn.amhs
sq t+=+. than 12 months lz.a
HOME CARE PAGE - Continued
TP.rsOn Activitynumber(1) (b)
II ‘“does”’t do,,, DWS -- ,...i”. Do.. -- n.ad h.lp from .n.th.r person in
go: next ,,”,. w “..d the h.lp (~ most of the Nrn., sore. of tha
-- “s. ,“y
Do.snk do SPECIAL
of ANOTHER NOW, or cm.. in a whll.?
PERSON in
EQUIPMENT !“
(-? (.3,)?
(c) (d) (e) (f)
U Dcesn’t do I q All/most 4 q Never
(Mark H box, THEN IcJ $-f 2f4
}
Mark
lY 2 N (Next 2 q some 8 q Other - Specify H
II”.) 3 n one= box
n O.aesn,t do ! n All/most z 0 N=v=r
}
Ma,k
(Mark H box, THEN 10) !Y 2N lY 2 N (Next 2 q SOIIW 8 q Other - SpecNy/l”e) 3 q Once box
q Dcesn’t do I q Ail/most
(Mark H box, THEN lc) ‘y ‘N lY 2 N (Next 2 q so~llne) 3 q Once
“3;’
q Ooesn’t do
~ •l Al[/m=t 4 q Never
}
hkm,k
(Mark Ii box, THEN lc) lY ‘N IY 2 N (Next 2 •1 so~
8 q Other - Specify H
line) 3 q Once box
Q @ q @
. \
40. ~_._ __________________
------------------- ---
------------------- --... -------- —-------
------------------ .
Y (Reaak 4a a“d b) 2 N b. ! Y (Reask 4a and b) 2 N t Y (Reask 4a and b) 2 N b. t Y (Reask 4a and bJ 2N ! Y (Reask 4a and b) 2N
.------------------ . --- -------------------- -------------------
- —----------------
q Old ale only (NP) q Old age only (NP) q Old axe only (NP) q Old age only (NP) m Old .8. .mIy (NP)
q Only o.. cond ItIon =. q Only one c.nd IcI.. q 0“19 one condition =. q Only one co”dlticn r] Only one condici.a”
Mal” co”ditl.m Main .otiitlon M.i” condition Main cotnlitim Main ccmditicm
(NP) (NP)
Cond. number ‘Np) HC,
(NP) (NP)
Cond. number HC1 Cond. “umber Cond. number Cmd. number
q No c.mdltl.n pa;. q N. condition page q No condition page q No condition page q No c.a”diti.an page
q Last weak s. I q Last week I q Last week 5. t n Last week f q Last week
I U Week before z Cl W=ek ~for= z q week b=fOr= z q week befOre 2 a Week before
I D Past 2 weeks, OK which s q Past 2 weeks, DK which 3 q Past 2 weeks, DKwhich 3 q Past 2 weeks, DK which 3 q Past 2 weeks, DK which
I q 2 weeks -3 months 4 q 2 weeks -3 months 4 q 2 weeks -3 months 4 q 2 weeks -3 mcnths 4 q 2 WeekS -3 months
; q Over 3-12 mcmths s q Over 3-I 2 mOnths s q Over 3-12 mOnth$ 5 •l Over 3- I 2 m~ths
I q Mor. th.n 12 m.mths a;.
s q ~er 3- I 2 mOnths
s 0 MOr= than 12 mOnths a~O e m More than 12 months ago 6 q Mor= than 12 monfis a80 6 q MOre t~n 12 m~ths”a;O
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HOME CARE PAGE - Continued
6a. Doss anyone in the family hove a colostomy, a urinory cathctm, or any other device to help
control bowel movmmwtts or urination? Y N (7)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who is this? Mark “’Device” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ‘b” ‘ ‘De’’”
It
-- m--~:y~-~-.-,,. ---- -w
c. Anyone lIs*? Y (Reask eb and c) N “. “ ‘*“ ‘.;;~:g~$i:%-.:,&yL2Lti
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .- I
If ‘“Device,” ask6d and e I I 1 q Cole.swll, I
d. Which doos -- havt - a colostomy, a cothcter, or another type of device? 11”d.
2 q Catheter
8 q Other - Spec//y
P I
-------- ,---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
c. Does -- receive or need help from another person in taking care of his (device in 6d)? . . lY(Marrf H&x 2NTHEN NP)
7a. (Bt.ides --) Does anyone (else) in the family have any accidents or any
trouble control Iing their bowol movements or urination? Y N (8)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who is this? Mark “Trouble controlling” box in person’s column.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
c. Anyom clsa? Y (Reask 7b and c) N
8.. ~s .nyom in the family (thot is you, your, -- ltc.) now use (any of the following special aids) -
If ‘“Ye;,” ask 8b and c YN
(1) An artificial, arm? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)
(2) An artificial log? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)
(3) A brace of any kind? (ff “Yes,” ask On what part of the body is the braca worn?) . . , . . (3)
(4) Crut.ho.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4)
(5) A.an*or walking stick? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(5)
(6) Spcciol shoes? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(6)
(7) Awhcal chair?, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(7)
(8) Awalkar? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(8)
(9) Aguidc dog? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(9)
(lO)Any otharkind ofaidfor g.ttingaro.nd? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(10) II
b. Who is this? Mark box in person’s column.
c. Anyone .Ise?
9a. Does anycm in the family usc - YN
If “’Yes,” ask 9b and c (l) Ey.glosse5? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(1)
b. yfho is this? Mark bOx in (2) Contact lenses? . .person’s column . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(2)
c. Anyon* lIs.? (3) Aheoring aid? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ...(3) q
7b.
8b,
—
9b.
I O Troublm .ontr.allin~
I q Artificial mm
z •l Artificial I=Z
3 q Brace - Part 0{ body
P
4 q Crutches
5 q Cane or walkin~ stick
6 I_J Special shoes
7 I_J Wheel chair
n q Walker
9 I_J Guide doz
10 q Other - S/WCNy
F
t I_J Eyeglasses
2 Cl contact l.nsas
3 I_J Hearing aid
lea. Does anyone in the family receivt help here at home with -
If “Yes; ~ ask 10b and c
YN
(1) Re..iving initctions or shots? . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)
b. Who is this? Mark box in (2) Physicnl iherapy? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(2)
person’s column (3) Changing bandage; ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(3)
(8) Any other nursing or medical trcotmants? . . . . . . (8) q
c. Anyono .1s.?
1 q Inje.tiom
2 q Physical therapy
3 q Bmdases
s q Dther - sp3c/fyF
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I q Colostomy
2 u Catheter
a I_J Other - Speclly
F
d. 2 q Catheter
e n Other - Spec/fy
F
t q Device I 6b. I t l_JDevice I t q 02vice I
8b.
4 a Crutches
s U Cane or walkln; wick
6 U Special shoes
7 n Wheel chair
o U walker
s LI Guide d.;
10 q Other - Spec/fy y
I q Artificial arm
z q Artificial leg
3 I_J Brace - Part of bodyg
4 q Crutches
s q Cane Or walking stick
6 q Special shoes
7 q Wheel chair
a q Walker
9 q Guide dog
10 q Other - SpecifyF
i q Artificial arm 8b.
z q Artift.lal leg
3 q Brace - Pert of body
P
4 q Crutch.%
s q Can= oc wal~tne stick
6 q special shoes
7 •l Wheel chair
s I_J Walker
9 q Guide dOs
to I-J other - spec/tyF
t q Artificial arm
I
I q Artificial arm
2 l_JArtifi.i.l Iez 2 q Artificial I.:
3 U Brace - Part of bad”
P
2 q Brace – Part of bodyr
4 q Crutches
s q Can= Or watkrne stick
6 q Special shoes
7 q Wheel chair
n q Walker
s q Guide dOg
to O Other – Specify ~
4 q Crulches
5 q Cane or walklns stick
6 q Special shoes
7 q Wheel chair
8 q Walker
9 q Guide dO;
I o q other - sp6cffyy
I 1 I
I q Eye;lnsses 9 b. i I_J Eyeglasses I q Eyeglasses 9b. I q Eyeglasses I q Eyeglasses
3 u H.arln; lid II 3 q Hearing aid I 3 q Hear!ng aid II 3q Hearing aid I Iq H=arin%id
1 c1 Injections 10b.
z q Physical therapy
3 q Bandages
a q Other - Spec/fy
P
I q Injections
2 q Physical therapy
3 q Bandages
a q Other – spec/fy
P
I q Injections
2 q Physical therapy
3 q Banda;es
e q Other – Specl/yF
II I II I I
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HOME CARE PAGE - Continued
ha. During tht pest 12 months, (that is since (d=) a year ago)
has anyono in the family rccaivod MEALS that wers prepared
c.utsidc tha horn- and brought in on a fairly regular basis? Y N (12)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ b. WfIo r.c.iv.d the rids? Mark “Meals” box in person’s column. I, IIJ.I}13WS I
I -----------------------------------------------------------c. Anyom dse? ‘(ReaskllbMdc)N m-lma-----------------------------------------------------------
If ““t-teals” in I Ib,ask I Id-e
d.-tJocs -- NOW regtdarl y roccivc meal c that are pr.porad outside the home and brought in?
II
d.l Y 2 N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -- ---_--_.-----------
l, What egcncy, organization or program providos those mcols for --?
12a. During the past 12 months, has anyone in the family r-ctived any care
at horn. from a nursa? Exclude related HH members. Y N (IHCP)
------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------
b. Who roceivad ihc car.? Mark ‘i Nurse” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Anyont lIs*? Y (Reask 12b end c) N
FOOTNOTES
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2d. Earlier you said that --- r*ccivos or needs the htlp of another person. Who helps --? 2.. 1 q Related HH members
(Is -- helped by anyono who lives here, by any other friends or ralativos, a nurse, or any 2 q Nurse
othw health caro professionals who come into the home, or is -- helped by somoont .1s.?) 3 q Other healthwork., - Specify
b q Other relatives or friends
-------------------------------------------------------------------
--- .Iowx::!wfy --------------
b. Dots OnyOnO ltSe hdp --? b. Y (Re.mk 2a and b) N
If “Nurse” in 2a. ash
3a. Onthe avemgc- how many daxs p.r w.tk do.s tha nurse vi sit --*
---------- ~L-____ -- - --------------. ---_ --,_______________________ :!: ._-F?!:L:?!----------------
b. Wh*n the nurse visits, how many hours p.r day doss h. or she usually spend halping --? b. 00 q LeSS than { ~our
-------------------------------------------------------------------
--- --------------------------------
— Hours
c. Dots anyone in the family, that is you, your --, etc. pay any part of the cost for the nurse? lY
-------------------------------------------------------------------
2N
-’: --------------------------------
d. Doks any gov.rrmmnt agmwy or program h.lp payfer th. nurse? d. lY
-------------------------------------------------------------------
--- --------------------------------
2 N (30
& What agency or program helps pay? e. I U Medicaid q Other - Sp.olfyp
2 q Medicare
- - ___
_- 3 q Health insurance
f. During the past 2 wsaks, how many times was -- visi~od by the nurse? f. . Number of times
If “Other health worker” in 2a, ask:
k. On the avera~e, how many days pw week doss the (other health worker) visit --z
-------- -------------------------- ,______________________________ ??. --!?<’-p:r week -------------
b. k tho (~ health workq ) visits, how mony hours per day doz. he or she us.oily spend helping --? b. 00 q Less than I hour
------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ --------- -----
— Hours
c. Dow anyono in the fami Iy, that is you, your --, etc. pay any part of the cost for the (other health w.xkw)? lY
-------------------------------------------------------------------
--”1 -------------------------------- 2N
d. Does any governmmt agancy or program help pay for the (other health worker)?
-- - ------- -------- _
_- IY 2N(4f)d.
l. Whet agency or program helps pay? e. I q Madicaid q Other - Sp,o/fy ~
2 q Medicare
3 q Health Insurance
-------------------------------------------------------------------
__ ____________________ -
f. During tha post 2 wocks, how mapy tirn.s was -- visited by the (other health worker)? f. . Number of times
HC2 1 HC2 1 q Under 17 (NP) 2017+
50. Do.s -- recciva or need help from others in using public transportation, 50.
such as buses trainsL_~u&Na~ss XI&@_--- _- ___ - ‘ y (6J 2 N 4 q O“y-”:-u:: !s:~ -
----__--_J_-__
b. Do., -- use public transportation?
__ ---- ---- --
-_ I Y (6) 2N -------b.
c. If -- had to us. public tmnsportati.m, wc.uld -- n..d the help of other persons? . . IY 2N
6s. Doss -- drive a cor? 60. 1 Y (7J ZN
___________________________________________________________________
___ __________ --------
b. DoeS -- not drive ~ ~or becau$. of ~ di~abilify or health problem or be=au~e of Some ~ther reason? b. I q Age 2 q Disability e q Other
----------------- - -
y: 1 Y (8) __2_14---70. DO.S -- uz. the tolcphonc without the hdp of another person?
b. Would -- be able to us. the ttltphon. in an em.rgen.y? b. IY ZN
8a. D.!ring tfn 2 wezks wtlinzd in red on #m calwxlar, did -.. havz any visits from o fri.nd, relative or n.ighbor? B.e ‘y
--------------------------------------------------- A ---------------- --- --------------------------------
z N (E!cJ
b. How many tirms during that poried was -- visit.d by fri.nds, r.latives or n.ighbors?
(Wa. it 3 or more fimo= or I.ss than 3 tim.s?) -
b. 8 q I-3 times 30 13+ rimes
(Was it 12 or more timts or less than 12 tim*$?) z q 4-12 times
--------------------------------------------------------- ----------
___ ------- --
c. During th-se 2 we~ks, did -- go out to visit a frimzd, rclativa or neighbor? c. lY z N (9)
-------------------------------------------------------------------
--- ________________________________
d. How many tirn.s during that p.,iod did -- go out to vi sit friends, relatives or neighbors? d. I q I-3 times
(Was it 3 or mor. tim.s or I.ss than 3 tirn.s?)
3D13+tims
(Was it 12 or more timas or 1.ss then 12 times?)
2D4-12 times
9. During the past 12 months, did --go on a vacation? 9. tY 2N
10. Bacaus. of o disability or health probl.m, how Am must sornzone be here with --,
most of the time, somt of the time, one. in a while or nevw?
10. 1 q Most/All 4 q Never
Zn sane 8 q other - sP’=ffY~
3 q Once
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20.
---
b.
3.,
---
b.
---
c,
---
d.
---
. .
---
L
4a.
---
b,
----
.-”:
d.
---
9,
---
1,
HC2
50,
---
b.
,--
C.
6..
,--
b.
70.
---
b.
8.,
--
b.
--
c,
--
d.
9.
10.
I q Relatad HH members
2 n Nurse
3 U Other hetlth
workar - Specify
4 U Othar relatives or friends
n a Other - SPOOMY
------------------------------- .
Y (Rmsk 2a and bJ N
Days per week
------------------------------- .
00 ~ Less than I hour
— HO.rs
------------------------------- -
.:-Y------------ _-:~-------------
IY 2 N (3f)
------------------------------- -
I U M+dicaid n Other - SpeclfyY
2 ~ Medicare
1 q Health insurance
--------------------------------
— Number of times
_ DaYs per week
--------------------------------
000 Less than I hour
— Hours
--------------------------------
,:-Y------------ _-:~-------------
IY 2 N (4fJ
--------------------------------
1 U Medicaid q Other - SPCWYF
2 q Medicare
3 D Health Insurance
--------------------------------
Number of times
1 q Under 17 (NPJ 2017+
1 Y [6) 2N 4 q Ooesn’t use (5cJ
--------------------------------
! Y (6) 2N
-------------------------------
IY 2N
I Y (7J 2N
-------------------------------
I q A;e 2 q Disability 8 q Other
1 Y (8J 2N
-------------------------------
!Y 2N
!Y 2 N (8cJ
-------------------------------
! n I-3 times 3n13+tircGs
2U4-12tlnmS
-------------------------------
lY 2 N (Q)
---------------------------- ~-T
i n I-3 times 3a13+ times ~
2 q 4-12 times
!Y 2N
! q Most/Al I 4 q Never
2 U Some e a Other - SPeoNY ~
3 rl Once
2a.
I
I q Related HH mmbers
2 q Nurse
3 q O1her health
worker - Sp.zclfy
4 q Other relatives or friends
8 q Other - SPoclfY
L -------------------------------- .
I b. I Y (Reask 2. a“d bJ N
,3..
I
_ Oc.ys per week
,-- ------------------------------ -
b. 00 u Less than I hour
— HOWS
~-- ------------------------------ .
c. lY 2N
,__ ------------------------------ -
d. -i_N----_---- _--:3 :J_N-:3:J_- __
---
. . ! U Medicaid a Other - SP.CMY7
2 q Medicare
3 q Health insurance
----------------------------------
I f. _ Number of times
1
‘4’s.
_ Oays per week
---- -------------------------------
b. cm q Less than I hour — Hours
---- ------------------------------ -
_l-Y-_---- _--_ ---- _2---------------
._=:
d. ,y z N (4i)
---- -------------------------------
e. I q Medicaid O Other - Sp.Cffy~
2 q Medicare
3 n Health insurance
-- -------------------------------
b. lY 2N
80. t-f 2 N (6’C)
--- -------------------------------
b. I Ig I–3 times 3o13+dmes
2 q 4-12 times
--- -------------------------------
c. lY 2 N (s)
--- -------------------------------
d.
1 q I-3 times 3a13+tlmes
2 q 4-12 times
9. IY 2N
10, 1q Most/Al I 4 q Never
2 q Some s q Other - Specify
3 m Once ?
1
~:-___--_Ea2z-w: w-=_k ----------
b. 00 q Less than I hour
— Hours
-- -------------------------------
_- -1-Y ------------------------------c.
d. IY 2 N (Sf)
-- -------------------------------
m. 1 q Madlcald q other - Sp.oifyr
20 Med i..,.
3 q Health insurance
-- -------------------------------
f. _ Number of time.
j
~: ---__ -_~az:EE_w:E~---------------
b. 00 q Less than I hour
— Hours
-- ------------------------------- 1
IlY 2N-=-” -------------------------------d. IY 2 N (4fJ I----------------------------------. . ! q Medicaid n Other - Spe.lfy2 q Medicare ?3 q Health Insurance----------------------------------f. _ Number of times
1
6..
---
b.
70.
---
b.
8a.
---
b.
---
c.
---
d.
! Y (7] 2N
-------------------------------- I
I •l J%= 2 q Olsabllity o n Other
t Y (s) 2N I
-------------------------------- I
lY ZN
lY 2 N (8cJ
--------------------------------
t D I-3 times 3jg13+tlme.
2 q 4-12 times
--------------------------------
IY 7. N ,s,
--------------------------------
1 n I-3 times 3n13+tlmes
2 q 4-12 times
9. IY 2N
10. 1 q Most/Al I 4 q Never
2 Ig some 8 q Other - SPOCNY
3 n once ?
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IMMUNIZATION PAGE
1q Under 17
s 2 q 17+ (NPj
la. $ince the first of (hospital txobe month) 1979, has -- rocaived a DPT shot? - A DPT shot is to
prevent d~phthwio, tetanus, and portussis or whooping cough. Ill. lY 2 N (2) , DK (2)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
b. When did -- rocei vc tho DPT shot? lb.l Mo . — Date —
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
C. Whera did -- rccalve the DPT shot - at a clinic, hospital, sche.al, doctor’s office. or some cdhar place?
IIIf clinic Was it a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clitic, a public health clinic or some othm kind of clinic? ‘“ } 2 3
4 .8
?
I - Doctor’s office (Group practice or doctor’s clinic) 3- Public Health Clinlc 8- Other - Specify
2- Hospital outpatient clinic or emereency room 4- School (S@ifyJ
2a. Sin.o the first of (hos ital robe month) 1979 has
---_ --_--__ --_--!--_ !__--_-__ --:-----_ -__--__ -__-__ -,-___ -._--_ --_-_ -_:----------- .?:. _’L&!_E-_!_!!-k!
-- ,.c.iv.d a polio shot or polio vaccine by mouth?
b. WCS it .S shot or did -- rocoivc the vaccine by mouth? b 1 q Vaccine by mouth. .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- - -.--------------
2Q Shot
c. When did -- rccaivo the polio (vaccitt*/shot)?
Ii
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 54 -_--_--Qa_!e__e--_--_.M.. — —
do Whera did -- ,Cceivc ~. polio (vaccin./shet) - at o clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or somo otfwr place?
If clinic Was it a hospital outpotiant clinic, a company clinic, o public hwdth clinic co some othw kind of clinic?
d. 1234
8?
I - Doctor’s office (Group practice or doctor’s clinic) 3- Public Health Clinic
2- Hospital cumatient clinic or emer;encq room 4- School
8- Other - Specify II (Somwvl
%. Sin.* th~ first of (hos ital robe month) 1979 has -- ro.oivad o mumps shot?
.---------------_ !---! ------_ --_2-------------------------------------------------- !?’1 -12-I--:Y-H1--:J:-J:-
b, Whm did --- ,. CCIV.the mumps shot?
t{
b. Mo. —oat. —--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
=. Yfh.r.dd -- ,e=.ivc *C ~ump$ shot - at a clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or semo ether place?
If clinic: Was it o hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, o public health clinic or some other kind of clinic? c“
1234
‘?
‘ I - Doctor’s office (Group practice o, d.xtor.s .sIl”i c)
. .
3- Public Health Clinic % 8- Other - SPclfy
2- HosDltal cwmatiem clinic or emerzemy room 4- School II Nmlfv)
Tha* arc two basic typos of mtoslos for which shots can b. received: German mcaslts, somotimes known as
,-. --.-,.
Rubella or 3.day measles AND Red mcoslcs, somatimas known as S-day maaslcs.
&. Since the first of (hospitcl Probe month) 1979, has -- recoivcd any kind of meoslcs shot? 4a. IY 2 N (NP) 9 OK (NP,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------
b. What fypes of maasles shots did -- roceivo? b. 1q Both Red 8nd German (6)
(Was it for G*rman mcaslos, somctimos known as Rubefla or 3.day maaslos,
z q Red measles (8-day) only
OR was it for R-d mcoslos, sometimos known os E-day mcaslos, 3 n Germcn measles (Rubella,
Off did -- rcceivc shots for both?)
3-day) Only
9 q DK kind
5~. Mm did -- ~Gc.ivo the mea~le~ shot?
5a. f.f~.
—Data —
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ---- -------------------
b. ~.r. did -- ,. C. Iv. ~c “.CISIe~ shot
- at a clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s offico, or some ether place?
If clinic Was it a hospital outpafiant clinic, a company clinic, a public hcaltb clinic or somt othor kind of clinic?
b. 12348
P ~/M/
I - OaclOr”s office (Group practice or docto,, s cll”ic) 3- Public Health Clinic 8- Olher - SP90ftY
2- Hospital outpatient clinic or emer;.ncy roan 4- Schml ! (SpOc,fy, J“”
6a. Wfmn did -- rcceivo tho shot for R-d mwmlos, sometimes known as 8-day mcsslss?
‘II
6a. Mo. —0.1. —---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
b. Wharo did -- r.ceivt this shot - at a clinic, hoxpital, school, docto,’s offic., or san. oth.r plac.?
If clinic: Was it a hospital wtpatiwtt clinic, o company clinic, a public health clinic or some other kind of clinic? b. 12348 ?
I - Ooctor”s office (Group practice or doctor’s clinic) 3- Public Health Clinic B - Other - specify
2- Hospital outD8tienr clinic or emertency room 4- Schcol l.wm.+11]
7a. when did -- rccoiv. th. shot for Gmnatt maaslos, somatimoz known as Rubella or 3-day mtosles? 7.. ~
.— D.t= _
-------- ~ ---------------------------------------- ~ - _ - T _____________________________ ---
b. Wharo dtd -- rectivo th[s shot - ot a clinic, hospital, school, doctor s offtco, or some othor place?
-------------------
If clinic: Was it o hospitol outpatient clinic, o company clinic, a pubIic heolth clinic or some otlmr kind of clinic? b. 1234 ‘?
I - Ooctor.s office (Group pr=cclce or doctor’s clinic) 3- PubNc Health clinic 8- Other - Specify
2- HOSPI MI outpatient clinic or e.nartcncy MOM 4- school (Spwty)
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i q Undar 17 II tI_J~nder 17Zn 17 +(f#P) s 2D17+(NP)
IY 2 N (2)
II
s DK (2) la. ! Y 2 N (2) 9 DK (2)
-------------------- -- -------------------
MO.
—Date _
II
b. M.,
— Date—
-------------------- -- -------------------
1234
‘?”’’ 23487
Ua.
—0.1. —
H
Mm — D.c. —
.---.---------------- 3 -------------------
1234
87
d. 1234
f’?
(Spaclly) I (specify)
IY H2 N (f4P) s DK (NP) 40. I Y 2 N (NP) 9 DK (NP------ -------------- -- ___________ --------iO Both Red and German (8) b. lDBoth Redand German(6Jz q Rod maasles (8-day) only 2D Rod measles (8-day )anly1 q Gmnzn nwsles (Rubella, sn German measles (Ruk+l la,3day) only 3-daY) only
IMO. _Dme _15m. lMO.— Date —
1---- ----------------4.--4 -------------------
1234
87
}
b. 1234
a?(NP)
)
NP,
(Spcclfy) (specify)
If%.—Q~te — H60. f% — Date—------------------- -- -------------------1234 8? b. 1234 ‘Y
(Spmlfy) (Specffy)
I I
t
t-lo.
—Date —
t{
7a. Mo. Date
-------------------- -- -------------------
1234
87
b. 12348
?
I (Spdfy) I (SPOCNY)
1 q under 17
2017 + (NPJ
lY 2 N (2J 9 DK /2)
------------------- .
Mo.
— D.t= —
--------------------
1234
‘?
(SpOCNyJ
lY 2 N (S) 9 DK (3J
--------------------
t q Vaccine by mouth
z •l shot
.-------------------
Mo.
— o.t. —
--------------------
1234 8P
(specNy)
lY 2 N (4) 9 DK (4)
--------------------
Ma.
— Date —
--------------------
1234 8?
(SPeclfyJ
1 Y z N (NP) 9 DK (NP)
.-------------------
1 q Both Red and German (6)
2 D Red measles (8-day) only
3 q Garma” ~a%l= (Rubella,
3-day) only
s q DK kind
Mo.
— Date —
--------------------
1234
8?
}
(NP,
(SpeCNyJ
Mo.
— Date_
--------------------
1234 f’lf
Lwclfy)
f%
— Date—
.------- ,------------
1234
8F
(Specify)
t q Under 17 I •l under 17
s 2n 17 + (NP) Zn 17 + 04P)
1la.I Y 2 N (2) I9DK(2)IY 2 N (2) s OK (2J-- ------------------- -------------------,
t
b. M..
t
— Date — MO. O*CO
--- ---_ —_____________ __________________ .
c. 1234
8?
1234
87
I (SPecNyJ I (Specify)
20. 1 Y z N (3) 9 OK (S) !Y 2 N (s) s OK (S)
t 1---------------------_________-b. I o Vaccine by mouth ! q vaccine by m~~h2 q Shot 2 q Shot. ------ —------------- __________________ .
I
.M.. ID.,._ m. Oate--- ------------------ __________________ .d. 1234 87 1234 87
m
1I (3p*cNy) (3/lecN y)
“t::i::::::::t:~::::~:
z q Red measles (8-day) only 2 D Red mezsles (8day) only
9 q OK kind I 9 q DK kind
I
b. 1234
}
87
1234
}
87
(NP) (NP,
(Specify) (Specify)
t
6.J. Mo. Oate _
t
MO. Oate
-- ------------------- -------------------
b. 1234
87
1234
‘J7
I
(specify) (sp*clfy)
17s. MO. Oate 1 Mo. Date _--------------------- -------------------b. 1234 ‘3F 12348 ?
II (Speolty) (Spcolfy)
107
.y9!!&f~7%! %lf or Mre.ti U.d.r 17:parent) EYE CARE PAGE
I. Person numbw Refer to t
El ~~~d ~ ‘
1q Callback required (Next SP)
, 2~] Eligible resp. available
When people no-d help or edvic. about their lyes thy go to th.ir r.gular
doctor or somrnnt llst who takas care of th. yes. Eye car. includes
.xami nations, trcutm.nts, and surg.ry. It also includ+s fitting or
adiusting of contact Iansts. Eye core dozs NOT includa visits which
wcr. only for adiusting fmmss.
2. Since (12-month date) o ycor ago, has -- visited
a doctor, .ye spaciallst, or som.on. .1s. for any
typz of lyc cart? Plaasa count times a doctor lY
.Xamined --’s .y.s .ven if the visit was not 2 N (Es)
mods only for this purpos~.
L He+ many total times sitic. (12-month date)
a y.ar ago, has -- visit.d som.on. fo, .y.
care?
Number
L How many timts did -- visit somaone for 0 q None (Es)
lyc care sine. the first of (hosDital probe
*) 1979?
Number
I. On what dote did -- visit sermon,
forayec.re(thc Io.ttintt)?
7777~j Last week
_ —OR
Month Date
.. . .
--------------------------------------------------
>. Whara did -- go for that vi?it - to a I C] Doctor,. office (wo.p
doctor’s offic., an optical stem, or Pr?.tlce or doctor’s
sotm other pk2C0? clmi.)
2 ~] Optical store
[~ J Other - Spe.Ny
if
_________________________________________________
:. What is tho (MIM and) oddr.ss of
this (place in 5b)?
~
City State
------------------------ L-,_____ >.__-______ --L_____
1,whodid -- s.. of ~. (PIaCein Sb)
on tltmt visit?
Name SW.. code
--------- ________________________________________
I. Is (person in 5d an ophtlmlmologist, ! q Ophthalnmlolist
an eptormtrist, an optician, w sornc 2 q Optometrist
othor kind of doctor or specialist?
)
(E3)
3 m OmlcianqOier - Spe.Ny ~’
_________________________________________________
f. Is this p.rson a madlcal doctor? lY
ZN
E2 n2+visits in 4 q Other (ES)
$a. On wkat dote did -- visit someone
for eye care the timt before lost?
{
7777 u Las! week
— co’Month 8808 q Weekbefore\
________________________________________________
b. Where did -- go for that visit - to a 1 I-J Ooctor.soffice (map
doctor’s effice, an optics I store, er practiceor doctor’s
seine other place? clinic)
2 m Orxlcal store
------------------------ ---------
-bc. What is the (name and) address ofthis (place in 6b)?
d.~~~~~d---= ~~e-~t-t~~ ~p~~c-e-i~-6~-------------------- ‘---”
on that vis it?
Name Spec. code
________________________________________________ .
c. Is (person in 6d) an ophthalmologist,
}
I n Ophthalmologist
an optometrist, on optician, or sonu 2 q Optometrist
other kind of doctor or spwio list?
(E2)
3 I-J optician
q other - specffy ~
--------------------------------------------------
f. Is this person a msdicaI doctor? lY
2N
—
:3
—
9 OK
a. MARK FIRST 1(-] under 17
APPROPRIATE BOX. 2 U Presentfrn all qumtim.
3 q P,esent for I + questions
b q Not present
_____________________________________________ .
b. ENTER PERSON NUMBER(S)
OF PERSON WHO RESPONDED
PersonNo. of respo”de. t(.)
1-Ophthalmic.gist S-M.O. - OK ty~
PECIALTY Z-Optometrist 6-Not an M.O.
CODES 7-oK lfM,O.
4- M.O.- not ophthalmologist
—
i4
—
! q Ccmplet. -Personal visir
2 q Complete-telephone
3 q Refused
e q Other - Sp.d/y
?
108
Complete for each 5P
(19+: Salt 17-18: Self or paranti Under !7: Parant) EYE CARE PAG[
1. Person nunhr Refer to 8 ! q Callback required (Next SP)
I E1 l:s&@ ~
, 2~ Ellzible resp. avmllablo
Wh*n WOPIQ rncd help or advice about th.ir .YGS they go to th.ir regular
doctor w somaorm llse who takes core of ths lyes. Eye care includes
lxamlntrtlens, traatmants, and surgery. It also inclu&s fitting or
adlustlng of contact I*ntos. Eye cam dam NOT includ. vi~itz which
warQ only for adjusting fmaus.
2. Since (12-month date) a ysar ago, has -- visitad
a doctor, Gyo spaciolist, or somon. llse for ony
tyfm of lYC car-? Pl*ase count times o doctor lY
.Xamlncd --’. .Y.s .V. n if th. visit was not 2 N (E3)
mad. only for this purpos~.
3. Haw many total times since (12.month date)
a y-or ago, has -- visit-d semomw for lYC
cara?
Number
4. HOW many tim~s did -- visit someone for 0 q None (E3]
lY* care since tho first of (hospital probe
e) 1979? Number
O. On what dat. did -- nisi, Semen.
for lye cafa (the lost tin!,)?
7777 r] Last v/eel
_ —OR
Month Date
. ------------------------------------------------ .
b. Whora did -- go for thot visit - to a 1 r] Doctor’s office (group
doctor’s office, an optical stora, or nract iceor doctor”.
sorm other Ploca? clinic)
z C I Optical store
m Other - 3psclfy
If
------ ------------------ -----------------------
:. What Is th. (nama and) address of
this (place in 5b)?
+
city State
------------------------ L--. -_---. -__.-_-__.-_-L _____
1. Who did -- sw at the (place in 5b)
on that visit?
Name Spec. code
------- ----------------------------------------- -
I, Is @erson in 5d) an ophtho Imologist, t q Ophthalmologist
an OptOm*trist, an optician, of sonw 2 q Optometrist
other kind of doctor or specialist? }
(E2J
3 f_7 Opc{cian
~ Other – Specify ~
------------------------------------------------ .
1. Is this person o medical doctor? lY
2N
9 OK
E21 q 2+ visit. in 4 q Other (E3J
6a. On what date did -- visit somcon.
for lye care the timt boforc lost?
{
7777 c] Last week
— TGToRMonth 8.988 I_] Weekbefore
- _-- _- _-------- . _-------- _- __- _--- __-*____________
b. Where did -- go for that visit - to a t ~] 00ct~”s office (zroup
doctor’s office, an optical store, or pra.tsce or doctor,.
soma <ther place? c1inic)
z I_ I Orxical store
------------------------ ________________________
c. What is the (name and) addrtss of
this (place in 6b)?
+
City State
I___________________________________________
d. Who did -- see at the (piace in 6b)
L-----
on that visit?
Name s p... code
------------------------------------------- -------
e. Is (~erson in 6d) on ophtho Imdagist,
}
I G Ophth.lrrdozist
an optometrist, an optic ion, or some 2 D OptOmetrlst (Es)
other kind of doctor or specialist?
3 r:Optician
~ Other - Spe.lfy~
-------------------------------------------------
f. 15 this person a medical doctw? IY
2N
—
E3
—
9 OK
a. MARK FIRST tr_lutier17
APPROPRIATE BOX. “z LJ Presem fw all questions
3U Present for 1+ questions
4 Cl Not present
----------------------------------------------
b. ENTER PERSON NUMBER(S)
OF PERSON WHO RESPONDED
Person No. of respmdem[s)
1-Ophthalrnolo~ist 5-M. D.- OK type
i P :C&T Y 2- Opt.metrlst 6-Not a“ M.O.
7-OK if M.O.
4-M.o. - nm ophthalmob;(st
1 0 C.mplete-Per*On.l visit
2 q Ccmplete-telephone
3 q Refused
:4 aI_JOther - Specify 7
1G9
RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY PAGE II
I
RM1 I[
Complete la and b from household composition items, if not clear, ask:
la. IS -- r.lotod+o any persons now living in this housahold?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. IS -- now INing with --’s:
(1) Brother or sister?
(3) Father or mother? MARK ALL THAT APPLY
(5) (Husband/wife)?
(7) Son or daughter?
2. How long has -- Iivad at this address? Enter number, then mark box J--b. 1 q Slblin;3 q Parent6 q SP+USO7D Child0 I_J None ef :ha lbove2. (I q Day,
If “3” years, ask:
i-
2 q Wa*ka
Was it loss than 3 yaars or moro than 3 years? G s q Months
4 q Yams
RM2
I q 3+ yurs 1.2 (RW)
RM2 2 q Lass 2han 3 yaws in 2
3. Including the timo -- moved ~1~7# many times has -- movad in tho past 3 yams, 3.
that is, sinco (~ _Numbu,.
k. Whet WOS --’s addrtss, including county ( 12-monti< date), 1976? 4.. Cw”ty
Enter only county and Smte scam------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
b. About how many miles is that address from hors? b. q Initial DK - PROBE
—MIIM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
c. How many people was -- living with at that time, not counting --? e. 00 q Lived alone (5)
—Nu.b.r
--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---- --------------------
d. Wcro any of thtsc P*OPI. relatad to --? d. ,y z N (6)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
l. was-- living with --’s: l. 1 q SIblln;
(1) Brothor or sister? 3 q Parant
(3) Father or mother? MARK ALL THAT APPLY s q Sp-ause
(5) (Husband/wife)?
(7) S-an or &ughtor?
7 I_J Child
o q Nc+Ic or tlw lbws
5a. Whet is tho (other) raatcm -- moved HERE? Was it bocausc -- changm! iebs,
bccauso -- retired, bOCOUSC of --’s health, or was it for some other reason?
% 1 q Jo&s.lr
2 q Ratlrod-zolr
S q Health-salf
4 q Job-odmr person
s q Rdrod-otlmr pwson
s n He.ldI-otkar PWSOll
a q 021w - Sp+clly
F
H----------------------------------b. Any othw reason? b. Y (Re,8k Se ld b) N------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------Mark box or ask:c. Whet is tht MAIN reason -- moved? I_J Cnly onwr.sson. .
For persons 17 years or over, show who responded for (or was present during the
RM3
1 q Re8pandsd fc+ sdf.antiral
asking of) Questions 1-5.
Q’s 1-5 If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly.
RM3 2 q R@sp~ad f? sebmtly
Parsat_was rammndan
110
I I_J H box, 17 + (1)
2 n SP, 17 + (1)
1 ~ Othar (NPJ
lY 2 N (2J
--------------------
1 q Slblln;
$ q Par*nt
x q Spoua.
7i_JChNd
o q Norm of the above
–{
! q Days
2 q Weeks
Number 3 q Months
4 q Ye8rs
1 q 3 t y.ars In 2 (fNfS)
2 q Loss than 3 years In 2
I—f+mbw
L
County
Stat*-------------------
q Inltlal DK - PROBE
— Miles
-.----------------.
00 q Liv*d llone (6)
— Number
-— —---------------- .
IY z N (6)
--.-----.---------- .
1 q Slblin;
3 q Pnr*nt
s ~ Spous.
7DChlld
o q Nona of the above
1 u Job-s*If
a m Ratlmd-self
3 U Haalth-salf
4 U Job-other P9,SOII
I ~ Rctirod-odw parson
s q Health-oth.r person
n q Oth*r - sP~olfY
7
------ ------------- .
Y (Reesk 6a lnd b) N
------------------- .
q Only 0.- r.aacm
&1 q Rospondad for self-entirely
1..lY z N (2)
---- -------------------
b. 1 q Slblln;
3 q Parent
s n spouse
7n Child
o D None of the above
2.
–{
1 q Days
2 q Weeks
Number 3 q Months
4 q Years
t q 3 + years 1“ 2 (,%@)
RM2
z q Less than 3 years In 2
3.
— Number
da. County
state
---- -------------------
b. q Initial DK - PROBE
—Miles
---- --------------------
c. 00 q Lived alone (5)
Number--- ---------------
d. IY z N (5)
---- --------------------
. . 1 q Slbllnz
3 q Parent
5 D spouse
70 Child
o q None of the. above
h t q Job-self
2 q Retired-scdf
3 q Healfh-self
4 q Job-other perscm
s q Retlrad-other person
6 q Health-other persan
a q ‘th=r - SP’2CNY
Y
t
----------------------
b. Y (Raask 5a and b) N
--- -------------------
q Only one reason
c.
I
10 Responded for self -cnclral>
I RM3 2 lg Responded for self-partly
Parson_was re.sDOnder
i q H box, 17 + (7)
20SP. 17 + (I)
311 Other (NPJ
lY 2 N (2)
-------------------
! q Siblln;
3 q Parent
s n spouse
7DChlld
o q None of the above
{
1 q Days
2 q Weeks
Number 3 q MOnfhs
4 a Years
t q 3 + years in 2 (FfkUJ
z q Less than 3 years in 2
— Number
County
state
----- ------ ~-------
1 q Initial OK - PROBE
—Mif-
-------------------
00 q Lived 810ne (5)
— Number
-------------------
lY 2 N (5)
------------------- .
1 q Siblln;
3 q Parent
5 a spouse
7 n Child
o m None of the above
1 q Job-self
2 q Retired-self
2 q Healfh-salf
a q Job-other parson
s n Retired-other hrsm
6 q Health-other Parson
a a Other - 3D.CNY
7
------------------- .
Y (Reask 50 and b) N
--------------------
q Only one r.ascm
1 q Respcmded for salf-antlrel:
z q Respmded for self-partly
Person _was responden
10.!Y 2 N (2J
---- -------------------
b. 1 q Sibling
3 •l parent
5 q Spouse
7 q child
o q NOne Of tie ab~e
2.
{
t q Days
2 n Weeks
Number 3 q Months
l Cl years
RM2 1 q 3 + years in 2 (RM2J
2 q Lezs than 3 years In 2
3 I— Num~r
4a. County
i
state
----------------------
b. q initial OK - PROBE
1—MIl---- ----------e. 00 a Lived alone (5)--- — Nu-m-b:r---------d. lY 2 N (5)--- ------------------- -
t
. . 1 q Sibllnk
3 n Parent
50 Spcase
7m Child
o q NC+IEof th4 abOv=
Sa. 1 q Job-self
2 q Retired-self
3 q Health-self
b q Jc.b-ofher perscm
s q Recked-other person
6 q Health-ofher person
a q Other - SPWclfY
7
I--------------------b. Y (R#a8k 5a and b) N--------------------- .q Only one reasca
RM312 q Ra~wnded for self-partly
I Perscm _was responder1
I
1 q H box, 17 + (7)
2 q sp. 17 + (1J
3 m Other (NPJ
lY 2 N (2)
------------------- .
t q Sibling
3 Cl parent
5 q Spouse
7UChild
o q None of the above
(, q Oays
–t
2 q Weeks
Number 3 q Manfhs
4 Cl years
t q 3 + years in 2 (RkQ)
2 q Less than 3 years 1.2
— Number
State
q Initial OK - PROBE
—Mi[os
00 q Lived alone (5)
— N..bw
.------------------
tY 2 N (51
-------------------
I q Siblin:
3 q parent
5 q spouse
,70 Child
o q Nw,. of the above
1 q Jo&self
2 q Retired-self
s q Health-self
4 n Job-other person
s q R4tlrad-olher person
6 q Health-other person
a q Other - SpacNY
Y
-- ------------ ---
Y (Reask 5a and b) N
--------------------
D Only one reason
1 q Responded for self-entirel
2 q Respmded for selfwzrtly
P*C5M _was respcoden
111
Mark box or ask: II I_JUnder 17 (NP)
la. About how tall is -- without shots?
tt
1a.
— Fe.c —Inches
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
b, Abut how much do., -- ~eigh without she. s? 1,.1 — pounds
Mark box or ask q Under 17 (NP)
20. What is the highest grade or yttlr -- attended in school? 2“. 00 q None (3)
____________________________________________________________________________
.-
Elem: 12345678
High: 910 II 12
Colle;e: I 2 3 4 5 6+
--------------------
b. Did -- finish the -- grade (yaor)? h IY 2N
I I
3a, Did -- l“., SO,VO in tho A,m.d ForcQS Of th. (Jnit.d stat.~?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. When did ha SOW.? Vietnam Era(Aug. .64t.a Aprll,75) . . . ..VN
Circle code in descending order of priority. Thus if Korean War (June ‘50-J... ’55). . . . . . . . KW
person served in Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN. World Warll(Sept. ,40-July ’47) . . . . . . .WWll
World Warl(Apri1’17-Nov. ’l8) . . . . . ..WWI
Post Vietnam (May ‘75t.opesent) . . . . . . PVN
Other .%rvice (all other p8rlods) . . . . . ..0S
30.
---
b.
lY 2 N (NP)
--------------------
I VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 OS
3 Wwl 9 DK
4 WI
Hand Card R- Mark box or ask: II
40. Please give m- the numbar of the group or groups which
d.scrib.s --’s racial background.
Circle all that apply.
I -Aleut, Eskimo .arArr#i.a” Indian
2- Asianc+ Pacific Islander
3- Black
4- White
5- Another ;r.up not llsted- Please spt?cNy
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If multiple entries ask:
q Under 17 (NP)
I 2 3 4 s - spawyp
--------------------
I 2 3 4 S-speo//yr
b. Which of thoso groups, that i., (entries in 4~) would you say BEST doscribos --’s racial background? 1’”1 “
,
Hand Card O - Mark box or ask
SO. Are any of those groups --’s national origin or ancestry?
q Under t7 (NP)
(~tm did --$S ance~to,~ ~oma from?) 5.. lY z N(NPJ
------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
b. Please give me tho numbw of tho group,
Circle all that apply.
I - Puerto Rican 5- kxican-American
2- Cuban 6- Chicano
3- Mexican 7- Other Latin Amsrlcan
4- f4axlcan0 8- Other Spanish II
t
------------------ ----
b.
1234567S
112’
-Fact-ncks!3e:(~1Kq Undar 17 (NP)------------------ ------------------- -- q Under 17 (NP)—Feet —Inch=------------------- q Under 17 (NP)—Fe~t — lnc~s-------------------ID Undar 17 (NP)—F~*c —lnc~~---------- ---------- le.--
b.
—p~nd~ I _Pound$ I b. _POunds
q Und.r 17 (MP)
000 Non* (3)
El-m: 12345678
Hl;h: 9 loll 12
q Under 17 (UP)
OOU None (3)
Elem: 1234 S678
HMw 91011 12
q Undw 17 (NPJ
m q None (3) 20.
E lam: 12345678
Hi;lN 91011 !2
q Under 17 (NP)
OOU None (3)
Elem: 1224.5678
Hkh: 91011 12
College I 23 4 S6+
-------------------
lY 2N
q Under 17 (NP)
OOq None (3)
E I.m: 12345678
Hl;lw 91011 12
Coil@@: I 23 4 56+
11
Colle;e: I 23 456+
-------------------- -- -------------------
Collqe: I 2 3 4 56+
-------------------
IY 2N
!Y 2 N (NP)
--------------------
3m.
---
b.
lY 2 N (NP)
-------------------
IY 2 N (NP)
t
20.
------------------- --
b.
1 VN $ PVN
lY 2 N (NP)
-------------------
I VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 OS
.3Wwll 9 DK
4 WI
IY 2 N (NPJ
-------------------
I VN 5 PVN
2 KW e 0s
3 Wwll $ DK
4 Wwl
I VN s PVN I VN s WN
z KW e 0s I I’KW 60s 2 KW 6 OS I
3 WYlll $ DK
I
s Wwll 9 DK
II
a Wwll 9 OK
4 Wwl I I’ww’ 4 WI I
q Undm 17 (NP)
I 2 3 4 5-spOcl/yp
b q Under 17 (NP) I q Under 17 (NP) 4.. I q Under 17 (NP)
I 2 3 4 5-3p20NYJ3
q Under 17 (NP)
I 2 3 4 s~spbpI 2 3 4 s-3p201fYy I 2 3 4 5-sp3d/yj3
I II
.
I II
--------------------
I 2 3 4 5-s@yp
---
t
------------------- ------------------ -- .
I 2 3 4 s-sp601fYy I 2 3 4 5- SP20NYP
Tt h
-------------------
I 2 3 4 5-specffYF
-------------------
I 2345 -3PJ0/fy~
b.
I%f
I
f, ...,<,.
q Under 17 (NP)
!Y ‘6N (NPJ
--------------------
q Under 17 (NP) I q Umdu17,NP, I I q Under 17 (NP)
IY 2 N (NPJ
-------------------
q Under 17 (NP)
Y 2 N (NP)
------------------
5..
---
h
lY 2 N (NP)
------------------ -
!Y 2 N (NP)
t
50.
--------------------
b.
1234 S678
1
. .
1234 S678 1234 S678 !234S67S12345678
—
113
Mark box or ask
6a. Did -- work at any timt last wcok or the w-ok bcfom - not counting work around tho house?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
b. Even though -- did nof work during thtso 2 weeks, do-s -- han a iob or business?
------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- .
c. Was -- looting for work or on layoff from a ieb?
---------- ~------------------------------------------------------------------- .
d. Which - “looking for ,work or on layoff from a, job?
4sk for all
h?rsons with
I “Yes”
n 6aT b;-or c.
f “Yes” in 6C
rely, questions
ra through ?e
Ipply to this
mrson’s LAST
null-time civilian
ob .
70. FOI whom dti -- work? Name of company, business, organization, or other emplo”yer
__________________________________________________________________ .
b. Wliat kind 6f business or industry is this? For example, TV and radio manufacturing,
retai I shoe store, State Labor Dept., farm
------------------------------------------------------------------ .
c. What kind of work WGS -- doing? For example, electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmar
------------------------------------------------------------------ .
d. What w.r. --’s ~ost important activities o, dutias? For example, types, keeps account books,
fi Ies, sel Is cars, operates printing press, finishes concrete
__________________________________________________________________ .
Complete from entries in 7a-d: if not clear, ask:
l . Was -- on lmployot of PRIVATE company, busirnss, or individual
fOrwOg*s, sOIOry, OrcOmmissiOn?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..P
--a FEDERAL gevcrnment employee? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..F
--a STATE govcmmontomployoe? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S
--a LKALgovtrnmeti cmploy~?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L
-- sol f+mploy.d in OWN busiwss, pref. ssional practice, or farm?
If not a farm, ask Is th business incorp.xatcd?
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l
No (or farm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..SE
-- working WITHOUT PAY in family busin. ss or farm? . . . . . . . . WP
-- NEVER WORKED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NEV
---------------- -7_________________________________________________
f. How many hours a w~’k (does/did) -- usually work of that iob?
__________________________________________________________________
If “N” in 6b, go to 8; otherwise ask:
g. During the past 2 w*eks, did -- have any other iob or business?
___________________________________________________________________
h. Mow mtmy hours a week do. s -- usually work 10, pay at ALL iobs?
8. since (12-month date) a year ago, how man weeks did
J
-- work, either pati.~me or ful[.f ima,
not counting work around th. housa? Inciu c paid sick Ieavt and paid vacation.
If “Y” in 6a, go to NP; otherwise ask:
9, How long has it b*on since -- last worked at a iob or business for two or more we~ks,
lithtr full.tim~ or part.time? .
q Under 17 (NP)
1 Y (7) 2N
-------------------
lY 2N
,----------__-_----
tY ?.N (7)
.-------_-__-------
1 D Looklnz 3 q Both
2 q Layoff
Employer
-------------------
[nd.stry
,-------------___--
Occupattm
“Euiili; --------------
-------------------
Class of wc+ker
30s 7f3wP
413L 8 q NEV(8)
------------------
—H..,%
lY z N(8)
------------------
— Ho.,.
00 q None
52 q All year-52 weeks
— Weeks
q Never worked
q Less than I yea,
_ Number of years
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q Under !7 (t#P)
t Y (7) ZN
-------------------
tY 2N
------- ------------
IY 2 N (7J
-------------------
t q LookIn; s q Both
20 Layoff
Employer
--------------------
Industry
-------------------
Occupdon
.------------------
Dutla2
,-------------_---- .
Class of worker
zUF 60SE
60L a q NEV(B)
------ -------------
— Hours
-------------------
tY 2 N (8)
----------------_--
— Hour2
DO Q None
12 n All yaar-S2 weeks
L-q Under 17 (NPJ60. t Y (7J 2N----------------------b. IY 2N----------------------c. lY 2 N (7)--- -------------------d. ! q Looking a q Both2 n Layoff79. Employer q Under 17 (NP)1 Y (7) 2N I6.0-------------------- _.lY 2N b-------------------- -.IY 2 N(7) c
H t t
. -- --------------------------------------_.
b, I“d.stry I“duswy b
-.---- -------------------- -------------------- ---
c. occupation Occupation c
- ---- -------------------- -------------------- ---
d. Outles Duties d
- ---- -------------------- . -------------------- ---
CI.3S of w.a,kw Class of workr
. . .
lCIP 501 lig P sol
ZIZF 60SE 20F 60SE
90s 7DWP 30s 70WP
4DL a q NEVCS) cDL a a NEV(J3J
- ---- -------------------- -------------------- .-.
f. f.
— HO~rs — Ho.f2
. --- --------------------- ------------------- ---
II9. !Y 2 N (8) lY 2 N (8) I 9.
---- ------------------- -------------------- ---
h, h.
—Hors —H..fs
8. 00 q None 00 q None 8.
sz q All year–S2 weeks 52 q All year—S2 weeks
—Weeks —Week.
q Naver wcfkad
q Las. than I year
_ Number of yews
I q Never worked I uNewer worked9. q Less than I year q Less than I year 9.
I 1— Number of years l— Number of years I
n Under 17 (NP)
1 Y (7) # N
-------------------
lY 2N
-------------------
IY 2 N (7)
------------------
1 q Looking 3 q Both
2 D Layoff
------------------
Industry
------------------
Occupation
------------------
0utie2
------------------
classof Wwker
4UL B a NEV(8,
------------------
— H..r.$
----------------- _
lY 2 N (8)
------------------
— H..rs
00 I_J None
52 q All year–52 weeks
— Weeks
q Never worked
q Less than I year
Number of years
q Under 17 (NP)
I Y (7) 2N
-------------------
lY 2N
---------- J _________
lY 2 N(7)
-------------------
I q L00kfn2 3 q Both
2 I-J Layoff
Employer
-------------------
Industry
-------------------
Oc..pati0n
-------------------
Dut [es
---------- ----------
Cla*s of worker
30s 71gwP
-------------------
—Hours
------------------
IY 2 N (8J
,------------------
— H..,%
00 D None
52 q All year-S2 weeks
— weeks
q Never worked
q Less than [ yeat
_ Numter of years
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10LT,Thor* is o notional program called Medicaid which pays for health care Y
for persons in need, (In this State it is also caIled_. )
During the past 12 months, has anyone in this family received
N (11)
heolth care which has been or will be paid for by Medicaid (or_ )?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Wbo was this? Mark “Medicaid” box in person’s column.
b. Who is this? Mark “Card” box in person’s column.
11”
llb. ! q Card
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -- -----m---- . .-.-...?”-.
c. Anyone else? Y (Reosk llb and c)
N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- ----- -------- ----
,4
[f “Card, ” ask: m Medicaid card S...Y
d. Maylplease see--’s (and --) card(s)? d. 1 q Current
Mark appropriate box(es) in person’s column. 2D Expired
3D No card seen
8 q Other card seen
P
I (Specfly)
Hand Card 1.
12. Which of those income groups represents yo.rtotal combined family in.omefor thepast12 months-
that is, yours, your --’s, dtc..7 Include income from all sources such as wages, salaries, social
security or retirement benefits, help from relatives, rent from property, and so forth.
1 !
130. Which (other) fami[y members received sore= income during the past 12 months? 13’3.
Mark”’ Income’’ box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Did any other family members receive any income during the past 12 months?
q [ncome
Y (Reask 13a and b)
N
If only one personwith’”income” boxmarked, go to 15.
lf20r more personswith’’lncome” boxmarked, ask 14 for each.
14. Which of those i“comegro.ps represents --’s income forth. past 12 months? 4.
150. Does anyone in this family receive assistance through the “Aid to Y
Families with Dependent Children” Program, sometimes called
“AFDC” or “ADC”? N (16)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Which (other) family membersaro included intbe AFDC assistance payment? 15b.
Mark’’AFDC” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
c. Arc any other family members included in this program? Y (Reask 15b and c)
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h. DO*S anyone in the hm!ly rccaive the “Supplomantal Security Income” Y
w “SS1” gold-celortd check? N (17)
______________________________________________________________________________
b. Who rcceivos this chtck? Mark “’SS1” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c, Anyon. dsc? Y (Rcask 16b and c)
N
To. Does anyone in the family receive any (other) incoma from Social Security? Y
N (19)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who is this? Mark “Social security’” box in persc+fs column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Anyam *Is*? Y(,%ask 17bmdc)
N
P*opla may recoivc Social .Sccurity bmdits because of their own work lxpari.nce or Lwcaus. they am
da~ndents orsurvivors ofsomtone who qualified, basedon work cxpwimct.
If ‘“Social Security” ask
L Docs (person in 17b)roceive Social %curi&paymcnts bccouse of--' sown work
.xPtrIencc or b.cause -- is a d.p.nd.nt or survivor of sem.on. who work.d?
la. Including r~tircmont paym.nts r.ccivod becaust of disability, does anyono
httho family, (that is you, your --, ltc.)rtcaive any incom* from -
YN
If ’’Yes,’’ask 19bandc (l) Railroad retirement? . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o 0
(2) PensiOn asamilitary ratir*e? . . . . . . . ..a q
(3) Government •mploy~ pmmion?
(Federal, State, or local government) . . ..I_J q
(4) PrivOt* emplOy*r 0runi0npen.iOn? . . ...0 q
b. Who is this? Mark box in person’s column,
c. Anyone llse?
For each income reported in 19b, aslc
). Does --recoiwthe(ent ry ~ 19b) b... us. of --’s OWll work 9X~ri CnCC Or b&USO ‘-
Isadopendent orsurvivore someencwhoworkod?
I
6b
I
7b
I
8.
9b
o.
_
1 l_JSOclalSecurity
1 q Work axperiencm
2 I_J Dependent or survivor
I q Rallrcad
7.q Mllit.ry
s n Govarnrrmm lmployu
k I_J Prlvata w unicm
RR .,.
Militwy
Gcw’t. .
Private.
,,, .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .ElDWN SURV
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3 OT
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N
o
E
If this questionnaire is for an
EXTRA unit, enter Control Number
If in AREA SEGMENT, LISTING SHEET
also enter for FIRST unit S4metnumber Line number
of original sample unit —. listed on pfoperty ~
TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS
LOCATION OF UNIT
. If IIst.d, .nt.r If outside Area %~me.t A,. fh.s. USE OR CHARACTERISTICS CLASSIFICATION
Wh.r. et. th.s. qv.tt.rs I..at.d? sh..t end Ii.. bmmdary, mark box below, (Specify Iocof ton)
Enrer exact description or Lacotlo., l.g., b.sement; numb., sTOP
STOP md -
Tablo k, and
quart.,. fot mot. OCCUPIED ALL QuARTERS N - Not . S.pmmt. “nit -
2nd flow, rear l Go to next I in. of Table X, than . . . ,..P
.e.ti.u. int*r- of poopl. ? Do th.s. q.ert.,s in
After enterinz description or location: of additional quarmrs
Add .ecupon,s ,.
.i.w for Oo th. oecup.nts (Specify Iocofio.) h...:
. in Area 5e:rrrant, so to (3) determined.
this q“.sll.n”mir..
ine original s.mpl. M’Y:; ;O:II of *h... (Specify (con+?. o sep.a,cl?e
Vo. l 1. other type of Se;ments, unit.
OR I...t;).) quarters Dir.. I . . . ..s qu..fi.. noire for
– If Iivins quarters are no! within the same
Con@.t. kit.h..
l If unlist.d, . Go to Household page,
specific snnpl. address (and s:r.cture, if - And A,..
lach group. Ii.. end l.1 with f,.m th. ..t.id. f..lliti.s for this each .n,elo ted person
I[em 9, or Probe paxe, o, family grwp. )
Permit Se~ment) - STOP TABLE X s. In*”t, go
my oth., group
i
question I (as applicable). . . !h,eugh o “nit only? ___ --.
- Otherwise, ;O m (3) m 4).
of po.pl.? commonhell? %fl.,m. uni* -
- And anovh.r
tvp. of s*g- }
~~ in!.,.,.w ~. .
m.~:, 9. to (5) s.P.,.*. qu. sli.nn. im.
[1) (2) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 S— L— ~ Outside segment boundary
Yes - Go to [9) No
Yes No and circle N Yes No Yes No N HLJ OT
Yes - Go to (9) No
2 s— L— ~ Outside segment boundafy Yes No and circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT
Yes - Go to (9) No
3 S— L— m Outside segment boundary Yes No and circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT
NOTE: Be sure to continue interview for original sample unit.
FOOTNOTES Please give my household’s identifiable information to
the National Center for Health Stati sties so that my
answers can be counted in the survey.
Signature
Date
CARD C CARD I
Conditions reported for which questions 3a-3e need not be asked:
Acne Hemorrhoids or pi Ies (any kind)
Appendicitis Hernia (any type)
Arteriosclerosis Kidney stones
Arthritis (any kind) Laryngitis
Athlete’s foot Migraine (any kind)
Bronchitis (any kind) I%mps
Bunions Normal delivery
Bursitis Phlebitis (Thrombophlebitis)
Calluses Pneumonia
Chlckcnpox Pregnancy
Cold Sciatica
Corns Sinus (any kind)
Croup Strep (Streptococcus) throat
Diabetes (ar,y type) Tonsillitis
Epilepsy (any kind) Ulcer (duodenal, stomach, peptic
w gastric only)
Gal Istones
Vasectomy
Goiter
Warts
Hardening of the arteries
Whooping cough
Hay fever
CARD E2
Show dctoil inquestion 3c, Condition page and/or question 6, Hospitol page for
these IMPAIRMENTS,
Deafness
Trouble hearing
Other ear condition
Blindness
Trouble seeing
Other eye condition
Missing hand - all or part
Missing arm - all or part
Missing foot - all or part
Missing leg - all or part
Trouble, stiffness oranydeformity of-foot, Ieg, fingers, arm, or back
Under $1,000 (including loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group A
$IJXIO -$ 1,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group B
$2,000 –$ 2,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Group C
$3,000 -S 3,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group D
$ 4,000 -$ 4,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group E
$ 5,000- $5 ,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group F
$ 6,000 -$ 6,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group G
$ 7,000 -$ 9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group H
$10,000 -$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group I
$1 S,OOO -$24,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group J
$25,000 andovar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Grwp K
CARD O
1. Puerto Rican
2. Cuban
3. Mexican
4. Mexicano
S. f!exica”-Arnerican
6. Chicano
7. Other Latin American
8. Other Spanish
CARD R
1, Aleut, Eskimo or American Indian
2. Asian or Pacific Islander
3. Black
4, White
S. Another group not listed - Specify
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Series 1.
Series 2.
Series 3.
.%m”es4.
VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS Series
Programs and Collection Procedures. -Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and data collection methods used and include
definitions and other materiaf necessary for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evacuations of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical theory,
Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and heafth
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents and Committee Re~orts. –Final reports of maior committees concerned with vital and
health statistics and documents- such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data Fro m the Health Znterview Survey. –Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, all based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey. “
Series 11. Data From the Health Examination Survey and the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey .-Data
from direct examination, testing, and measurement of national samples of the civilian noninstitu-
tionafized population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined
prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of the population with respect
to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
various measurements without reference to an explicit fkite universe of persons.
Series 12. Data From the Institutionalized Po@lation Sumeys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
“ these surveys will be in Series 13.
Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization, –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Series 14. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on Mortality. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys.–Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Sert”es23. Data From the National Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and dis-
solution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial sutvey
of a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service
Hyattsville, Md. 20782
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